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THE

Young Trigonometefs

Compleat GUIDE.
Being the Mystery and Rationale
o F

Plain TRIGONOMETRT
Made clear and eafy:

Vol. J.

In TWO PARTS.

PART I Containing a Proper ColIe£Hon of Definitions, Theorems and Problems, requifite to the Art. Various Methods of
conftrudting a Canon of Natural Sines, tangents and Secants;
and alfo of the Logarithmetic Canon. The Solution of all rhe
Cafes of a Right-angled Plain Triangle, in all its Varieties, by
the following Methods;
I. By the Logarithmetic Canon.
II. By Natural Sines, Tangents,
&c.
III. By the Sliding Rule.
IV. By Scale and Compaffes.
V. By the Setfor.

!

VI. By Geometrical C.onflruH 'on,
VII By the Practical Trigon.
VIII. By the Sznical Quadrant.
IX. By Natural Arithmetick.
X. By Algebra.

With the Solution of Oblique Plain Tr iangles• and various. The¬
orems for finding the Area of all Plain Triangles.
PART II. Containeth the Application of Plain trigonometry, to
the following Mathematical Arts and Sciences;
I. Navigation in its feveral
Kinds.
II. Cofmography and Geography.
III. Aflronomy.
IV. Fortification.
V. The Art of Gunnery.

VI. Mechanics.
VII. Altimetry and Longimetry.
VIII. Surveying.
IX. Optics
X. P effective.
A

The Whole being conduced in a Method new and different
from any Extant, with great Variety in every Part.

By BENJAMIN MARTIN.
AUTHOR of the Tbtlofophical
JL Q N DO N: Printed for J. Noon, at th
fide, near Mercers Chapel.
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TJ* N the Courfc of my Studies on this Branch of the
■ Mathematics, I obfervyd much Obfcurity, Irregu*
larity and Deficiency in the Writings of mofi jjuj thors on this Subjeft, I have therefore in the follow¬
ing Treatife endeavour d to redrefs this Grievance, and
to render this Science more plain, eafy, and comprehenfive \ to which End I have laid down a large Number
of Definitions, Theorems, and Problems, which are
abfolutely neceffary to be learned. The Definitions in¬
form us of the Nature, Names, and Differences of the
feveral Lines and Figures ufed therein \ and alfo other
Terms of the Art. The Theorems contain all the My fiery of the Science, on a Demonjlration and due tinderfiandwg of which depends the Rationale of Trigo¬
nometry ; that is, the Reafon of all the various Ope¬
rations of the Art \ Thirty-one of the befi Theorems I
have collated for this Turpofe, which ferve more imme¬
diately for underfianding the Reafon of the Methods for
making the Canon (/Natural Sines, Tangents, and
Secants.
T he Theorems ought to be wellfiudied. In demon¬
firating them I have taken a new Method, after the
Manner of Mr. Le Clerc, in his Practical Geometry,
which I think is the mofi clear, perfpicuous and eafy of
all others. The Problems are adapted to the Capacity
of ally enabling them to make a Geometrical ConfirucA %
tion

ticn of any cProcefs or Operation in Trigonometry * in
which the Learner ought to be very perfeB. In the next
CP lace follow tie fever a l Methods of conji rutting a Ca¬
non oj Natural Sines, Tangents and Secants, inven¬
ted by the Learnedand here illuf rated and exempli¬
fied is Numbers. Phis Matter however negleBed in
Books cj Trigonometry, is of the la ft Importance to
finifb an Jrtijl in this Bart of Learning, Having
learu’d this, the Reafon of the Logarithmetic Canon
is caff as will appear in due Place. After having thus
laid the Foundation Principles, I proceed to the Me¬
thodof f living all the Six Cafes of a Right-angled Tri¬
angle, in all the three Varieties, and that by tenfeve-.
ral Methods * fame by Natural Numbers, fome by Arti¬
ficial Numbers, and others by Inilruments.
I have jhewn how the Method by Logarithms de¬
pends on thefe by Natural Numbers\ and how the Me¬
thod by Infiruments depends on both; I let the young
Learner at once into the My fiery, or Theory and Prac¬
tice of each Method, and have taken care to teach him
nothing, for the which he may not be able to render a

Reafon. Therefore I have contriv'd a new Method to
convince him of the Rationale of every Analogy, by Lo¬
garithms ; or why we fay Sine, er Tangent, or Secant j
and why the Barts cf Analogy are placed as they arey
and the Reafon cf the large Indices to thofe Sort of Num¬
bers', and have endeavour'd to make the whole clear
and intelligible to the Learner by new Schemes for that
Burpofe.
1 have alfo describ'd the Nature and life of the fede¬
ral Lines on the Infiruments; as the Sector, Plain Scale,
Sliding^Rule, Sc. as I have gone along', and have illuftrajedtheir Ufes in the Dotlvine of Triangles. Ton
have alfo an Pimple ColieBion 0/Anomalous Cafes of a
Right Triangle, with their Solution by Algebraic Theoiems.

Then

\
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Ihen follows the Method of folving all the Cafes of
Oblique Triangles, by the forefaid new Method, and
Schemes \ floewing the Rationale of every Procefs.
And in the lafl Place you have a Variety of Theo¬
rems, new and curious, for finding the Area of any
Plain Triangle* by having given any of the bides* or
Sides and Angles together.
In the fecond Part, of this Work, I have applied the
DoBrine of Plain Trigonometry to the ten Mathema¬
tical Arts and Sciences mention'd, in the Title-Page.
In each of which I have given a General Account, of the
Art, its Principles and Maxims, the Nature and Pro¬
perties of its feveral Parts, and the life of Trigono¬
metry in the whole : By which means the Reader will
meet with a Kind of Epitome of the Mathematics, fo
far as it depends on Plain Trigonometry : Here are
inferted a great Number of very rare and curious Propofitions in Cofmography, Geography, Aflronomy,
Gunnery, Mechanics, Surveying, Optics and Perfpedtive, which are not to be found in any one Author
(that 1 know of ) on this Subject, and yet fuch as pro¬
perly appertain thereunto, the Reader may fee the par¬
ticulars in the Table of Contents. One Thing I would
acquaint the Reader with* that I have been concife,
yet I think fufficiently prolix, in thofe Parts which are
in every Book that treats of this Art, viz. Naviga¬
tion, Altimetry, Fortification, and in fome other Parts
have perform'd the Operations by the Inflrumental Me¬
thods, as by the Gunter, the Sedtor, &c. and there¬
fore in fuch Cafes, the Reader is not to expeB fuch
Mathematical ExaBnefs as by Logarithms, becaufe the
Matter does not require it. Upon the whole, I have
emitted nothing that I could think of which might ren¬
der this Work a compleat Guide to the young T. rigono*
meter; and I hope in the Ufe it will be found to be fuch.
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Vi

As for what belongs to Spherical Trigonometry
and its Application, that is contained in the fecond
Volume.
To conclude, having given a general Account of this
(piece, its Occafion, Subjefi and Method', lean not but
expert the candid Readers will excufe fmall Faults that
may have efcaped my Notice; and wifh them all the \Pro¬
fit in the perufal of it, which was intended in itsCom~
pofure by him, who wiH never think much of any Vattis
whereby any Benefit may accrue to any of his Fellow
Creatures.

Benjamin Martin.
From my School in
Chichefter, April 8.
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CHAP. I.
Of Geometrical Definitions.
L

A cPoint, Geometrically
l\ consider'd, is the lead
affignable Part of Space, and
abfblutely indivifible 3 and is
denoted by a Tittle; as at A.

A.

II. A Line, either ftrait or
crooked, is a Length without
Breadth or Thicknefs; and is
generated by the Motion of
a Point; as AB, CD.
III. A Superficies or Sur¬
face, is Length and Breadth
without Thicknefs, and ter¬
minated by one or more
Lines j as A, B, G.
IV. An Angle is the In¬
clination or Meeting of
two Lines in one Point;
or the Space included bei tween them: as the Angle
: A, B, C.

<1

B

V.

WJ
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V- A Right-Angle is includ¬
ed between two Lines perpen¬
dicular to each other ; as the
Right Angle A, cr B.
VI. An Obtufe Angle is great¬
er than a Right Angle; as the
Angle ABC.
VII. An Acute Angle is lefs
than a Right Angie; as the Angle

DEF.
ViII. A Circle is a plain Su¬
perficies, whole Area is limited
by perfedt Round Line; as the
Figure B.
IX. The :Periphery or Cir¬
cumference of a Circle is the
Round Line that bounds it:
A, B, C
X. The Center of a Circle is
the Point C, every way equally
diftant from the Periphery.
XI. The Diameter of a Cir¬
cle is a Line palling through the
Center, and ending at the Peri¬
phery on each Side; as the Line
AB.

XII*

.

Of Geometrical Definitions
XII. A Semi circle ( /. e half
a Circle) is a Figure contained
between the Diameter and half
the Periphery of a Circle; as

ABC.
XIIL A Quadrant is one
Quarter of a Circle, or half the
Semicircle; as the Figure BCD.
XIV. The Sector of a Circle
is a Figure included between
two Semidiameters and an Arch
of the Periphery ; as A C D.

C

XV. A Chord Line, or Subtenfe of an Arch is any Right
Line dividing the Circle into
two unequal Parts, and is lefs
than the Diamiter ; as A E.
XVI. A Segment of a Circle
is the Figure included between
the Chord Line and Arch of the
Circle, and is greater or lefs than
a Semicircle; as the figure
ADE, or AGE.
XVII. An Angle in the Seg¬
ment of a Circle is that which
touchetli the Periphery, and is
fubtended by a Chord Line; as
either of the three Angles A, B,
or C.

XVIII

4
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XVIII. The Radius of a
Circle, or Semidiameter, is
half the Diamiter; as AC,
orCE.
XIX. The Meifure of an
p
Angle, as the Angle OCE,
,
is the Arch of the Circle OE.
XX. The Sine of that An¬
gle, is the Line O D.
XXI. The Tangent there¬
of, is the Line EF.
XXII. The Secant thereof, is the Line C F.
XXIII. The Verged Sine thereof, is the Line DE.
XXIV. The Co-Siney Go-Tangent, and Co-Secant,
are the Sine, Tangent, and Secant ol the Comple¬
ment of that Arch to a Quadrant, viz. of the Arch
AO; as B O, A G, and C G,
XXV A Triangle is a Figure bounded by, or in¬
due ed between three Lines, and having three Angles.
F

XXVL A Plain Triangle is
terminated by three ftrait or Right
Lines; as the Figure A.
XXVII. A Spherical Trian¬
gle is that whofe Sides are Parts
or Arches of three Great Circles
of the Sphere or Globe; and are
each lefs than a Semicircle; as
the Figure B.
XXVIII. An Equilateral Tri¬
angle hath all its three Sides ; as
the Figure ABC, for AB-=:BC
=AC.
XXIX.

1
I
)
I

.
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Of Geometrical Definitions
XXIX, An Ifoceles Triangle
hath only two Sides equal ; as
the Figure DEF. That is, DE
—EF, (DF being greater or
lefs.)
XXX. A Scale nous Trian¬
gle is that which hath all its
three Sides unequal • as ABC.
XXXI. A Right - angled
Triangle is that which hath one
Right Angle * as AEG, Rightangled at E.

C

A

JE1

XXXII* An Qbtlife-angled
Triangle is tha t which hath one
Angle Obtufe, (this is alfo
call’d an Arnblygon.) As DEG.
XXXIII. An Acute-angled
Triang’e is that which hath its
Angles acute, (this is alfo call'd
an Oxygon.) As the Figure O.
XXXI \. The Height or
Altitude oi any idain I. riangle
is the Length of a Perpendicu¬
lar let tall from any one Angle
the oppolite Side; and this Per¬
pendicular may fall within or
without the Triangle ; as AE,

XXXV,

«sA*—•TT'SSCT
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XXXV. Taralkl Lines, whe¬
ther ffrait or curved, are fuch
as are equally diflant in all their
Parts, though infinitely extend¬
ed ; as A a, or B b.
XXXVI. A Square is a plain
regular Figure contained within
four equal and parallel Lines or
Sides, perpendicular to each
other *3 and thereby making tour
Right Angles; as the Figure
A BCD.

ll

E
B

A

XXXVII. A ReStang’e
or (parallelogram (call’d alio
an Oblong or Long Square,)
is a Figure that hath four
Right Angles, and its two
oppolite Sides equal and pa¬
rallel • as CDEF.
XXXVIII A Rhombus
is a Figure that hath four
equal Sides 5 but two oppo¬
site Angles acute, the other
two obtufe: as the Figure
GHIK.
XXXIX. A Rhomboides,
or Oblique-angled Parallelo¬
gram, a Figure whofe two
oppofite Sines are equal andl
parallel, but its Angles the
lame as in the Rhombus, as
the f igure annexed A.

XLI

Of Geometrical Definitions.
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XL. A ’Trapezium is a
Figure of four Sides; but all
its Sides and Angles are un¬
equal ; as the; Figure B.
XLL A (Polygon is any
Figure that hath more than
four Sides; and is call’d,
XLII. A Regular 0Polygon
when all its Sides and Angles
are equal; of which there are
feveral Sorts, as the Penta¬
gon P, &c.

(

XLIIL But an Irregular
(.Polygon hath all its Sides and
Angles unequal; as the irre¬
gular Figure R.
XLIY. A Diagonal is a
Right Line drawn from the
oppolite Corners a Figure ;
as A B, in the Figure O.

chap. 11.
Of Axioms ; Poftulata or Demands:
and fome Geometrical Terms explain'd.

I

Axiom I.
F Equal Quantities be added to Equal Quantities,
the Sum ot thofe Quantities will De Equal.
Thus,

8
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Thus, if to the Equal Quantities 8~ 8;
You add the Equal Quantities-- 6~ 6*
Their Sums will be Equal-14-14.

Axiom II.
If Equal Quantities be dedu&ed from Equal
Quantities, the Remaining Quantities are Equal.

Axiom III.
If Equal Quantities be multiplied by Equal Quanties, their Products will be Equal.

Axiom IV,
If Equal Quantities be divided by Equal Quaniies, their Quotients will be Equal.

Axiom V.
Thofe Things which are Equal to one and the
fame Thing, are Equal to one another.

Axiom VI.
Thofe Things which are Double, Triple, &c. of
the fame or Equal Things, are Equal among themfelves.

Axiom VII.
The Whole of any Thing is Greater than any
Part thereof

Axiom

Axioms, Toftulata, SCc.

9

Axiom VIII.
Every whole Thing is Equal to all its Parts taken
together.

Axiom IX.
Thofe Things which being laid one upon another,
do agree, or meet in ail their Parts, are Equal to one
another.
Note, The Converfe hereof is true in Lines and
Angles univerfally • but in Similar Figures only.

Poftulata or Demands.
I. It mull be granted. That a Right Line may be
drawn from one Given Point to another.
II. That a Right Line may be Produced, or made
Longer from both Ends.
III. That upon any Given Point, or Center, and
with any Given Difiance, or Radius, a Circle may
be deferibed.

Geometrical Terms.
A (propojition is whatfoever is offered or propofed
to be Done, or Demonilrated, in Geometry.
A (Problem is that which propofeth fomething to
: be Done or Perform'd by the Rules of Art.
A theorem is that which propofeth fomething to
i be Demonftrated, or made appear to be really true.
C

A Demon-

to
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A Demonjieation is an abfolute, infallible and evi¬
dent Proof of a Proportion, which proceeds from a
Chain ot Reafoning or Argumentation, drawn from
fuch Plain Axioms and Sell-evident Truths as cannot
be denied with Reafon.,
S'

A Corollary is fome notable Truth following from,
or gained by any foregoing Demonftration.
A ConfeBary is the fame as a Corollary.
A Lemma is a Demonftration of fomething profnifed, in order to expedite and facilitate the Demon¬
ftration of the Theorem depending.
A Scholium is a learned or ufcful Remark or Com¬
mentary on lome preceedent Difcourfe.
As the foregoing Definitions and Axioms will be
frequently mention’d and tefer’d to in the two next
Chapters of Theorems and Problems, ’twill be very
necelfary, that the Learner fhould have them truly
and firmly imprinted in his Memory before he goes
farther; for uniefs he perceives the Reafon of Things,
the Pra&ice will be but Condition and Miftery to him.
And as the Theory naturally preceeds the Practice; I
fliall next demonftrate a Collection of the uleful and
necelfary Theorems, alter a new and eafy Manner.

Chapter III.
Geometrical Theorems.

O

Theorem I.

N K ftrait Line A C ftanding on another
ftrait Line HD, makes either two Right An¬
gles, or two Equal to two Right ones.
Demon-
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Demon ftratiofl.

I
!
i

i
£

If the Line
AC
Be Perpendicular to- BD
Then the Angle BCA~ACD
And each a Right one by def. 5. r
If not; draw the Perpend. EC
Then will the two Angles ECA+ACD
Be equal to one Right Angle by def. 5.
But the Angle —-- BCE
is a Right one; Therefore BCA+AGD
are equal to two Right Angles. 6K E. D.

Corollary. Hence if feveral ftrait Lines meet or
ft and together at one Point, and on the fame Side of
a Right Line, all the Angles taken together will
3 be equal to two Right Angies.
Theorem II.
If a Right Line cut or crofs, another Right Line,
jt 'twill make the oppoiite Angles equal one to another.

Demonflration.
' The Angles
AT vt
Are equal to two Right An- f
A
, gles —— -Theo. I. \
D C
So alfo are the Angies — B + G;
111 Then are the Angles A4-B
B-f C
Subftraft, on both Sides the Angle
P,
There will remain (by Axiom 2.) A —C
After the fame manner 'tis proved B~D
I Therefore the oppofite Angles are equal. .$). EXX

r

C 2

Theerew

II
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Theorem III,

If a Right Line crofs two Parallel Lines, 'twill make
the alternate and oppofite Angles equal.

Dimonftration.
The Line- 1 K
Being parallel to the Line '{

L M, ------ *
The Inclination of
OP
Mull be equal to both
IK and LM-— }
Confequently the Angle
B ~b —-———
But (by Iheor. II) the Angle --- B — I)
Then (by Axiom 5.) the Alternate X n—,
lte X D ~b
Angles are equal
viz. \
— C-=a
There lore alfo-- ———Confequently all the oppofite and
jg. E. D.
alternate Angles are equal-

l

}

Theorem IV.
The Three Angles of every Plain Triangle, are
together equal to two Right Angles.

Demonjlration.
Since the Line
EF
Is parallel to the Bafe — AB
Then (by Theor. Ill) the ?
Angle—-A~ a5
And the Angle-- Bn£
Alfo (by Tiieor. II.) the ?
Angle-—-- C — c$
That is, the Angles —-ALB G” u j - b \ c
But
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But (by Theor. L) the Angies — -— a-\ b )j c
Are = two Right ones. Therefore the three Angles T
of the Triangle *—<——— -A-+B-|-C5
Are (by Axiom 5) equal to two Right Angles Q.E.D

Theorem V.
If one Side of any plain Triangle be produced be¬
yond the Triangle, The outward Angie will always
be equal to the two inward and oppoiite Angles.

By Theor. I V. The Three )
Angies of the Triangle >

ATB4-C --— --- }
Are equal to two Right xAngles.
A Ifo (by Theor. I.) the Angles
B40
are equal to the two Right Angles.
Subtract the common Angle'--•——* B
There wiji (by Ax. 1) remain
A + C-O
That is, the two inward and oppoiite 1. q p
Angles ■= to the outward Angle. ~—- i ^
9
Cor. Hence, if one Angle of any plain 'Triangle be
given, the Sum of the other two are alio given.

Theorem. VI.
In every plain Triangle, Equal Sides fubtend (or
are oppoiite to^) Equal Angles j and the contrary.

Demon**
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Demonftration.
C

D

Suppofe the Side or Leg — B G
Equal to the Side or Leg - C I),
Drop the Perpendicular — C A
Then are the Angles A B Oj- \
B G A --:-*- 5
Equal to one Right Angle by 7
Theor. IV.-- j
So alfo are the Angles ACDT?

ADC. -—- —-That is (by Axoim 5) — f G |-B= i G+D
Subftrad: the Common Angle from both 7
t r
Sides the Equation. -—~—-a - ■■ ■ J " * *
There remains (by Axiom 2) the Angle -— B~D
Therefore Equal Sides fubtend equal Angles; JQ.F..D.
Corol. Hence if the three Sides of any Triangle be
equal, the three Angles will be equal to one another.

Theorem VII.
In every plain Triangle, the greateft or longed:
Side fubtends the Greatelt Angle ; and vice verfa, the
Created Angle is fubtended by the longed Side.

Demonftration.

o

From the Line
AB
Strike off, or make AD—AC
Join the two Points G and D
Then (by Theor. VI.) is 7
ACD-ADC,
S
But (by Theor. 3) the An- 7
gle ADC=ABC+DCB_f

That
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That is, the Angle —--— A CD
is Greater than the Angle —-—-— ABC,
And therefore (by Axiom 7.) the Angle
ACB
is Greater than the Angle --—- ABC.
Thus tis proved the Angle ——=— ——■ ACB
is Greater than the Angle —A,
Therefore the Greateft Side —---- AB
Subtendsthe Greateft Angle --ACB, Q.E.D.

Theorem VIII.
If one Triangle ABC, hath two Sides AB and AC,
and an Angle included A, feverally equal to two
Sides DE, "DF^ and an Angle included D, of any
other Triangle EDF; then are the reft of the Parts,
and confequently both the Triangles equal.

Demonstration.
Lay the Point ———-—- D
On the Point ——- A
1 And the Line ——— ED
J On the Line or Side — AB
Then fhall the Points E & F
fall on the Points — B & C
And the Line or Side — DF
will fall on the Side" AC
Therefore (by Axiom 9) \

A

r

L
i>

E“'“*.

And alfo the Angle F=rC. and DF=AC,
And conlquentiy"the whole T riangle — EDF
Is equal to the whole Triangle — BAG. QE. D
Corot. The fame Thing happens if a Triangle has
two Angles and a Side included, or all three Sides,
equal to the fame in any other Triangle*
Theorem
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Theorem

IX.

The oppofite Sides AB, CD, of a Parallelogram
are Equal, and the Diameter A B divides it into
two equal Parts.

Demonstration.
]B

A

Becaufe the Side (Def.37)

AB —-—— — —

}

Is parallel to the Side CD
,
Therefore (Theo. Ill) l
Cthe Angle-ADC $
D
Is equal to the Angle BAD
— ---~ dac-adb
So alfo the Angle •—
And the Side included is •——- ---AD,
Therefore (Corot Theor. VIII) the Triangle - ADB,
Is equal to the Triangle-* —-ADC;
And becaufe of that, the Sides-—- AB = DC
And the Sides -*—- AC=r BD.
E. D.
A''

Theorem X.
Parallelograms BD, BF on the fame Bafe BC and
betwixt the fame Parallels, are equal to each other.

Demonflration.
__5.|L.:F By Theor IX. the Sides \
....'
AB=DC.-S
Alfo the Sides ADrrBC/
=EF-l
And the Side-DE
is common; therefore (Ax.I.)-AE=DF.
Alfo the Angle --—-—— EAB=h DC
Therefore
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Therefore the Triangle ---EAB—FDC
Subduct the common Triangle --—— DGE
there remains (Ax* II) the '1'rapezium CGEF
equal to the Trapezium —■— -——AOGB
add the common Triangle ——- ——— BGC
Then will the Parallelogram —— ——* ABCD
be equal to the Parallelogram ----FBCE*
Corol. The fame is true of Triangles* fince they
are Halves of equal Parallelograms, by Axiom VI.

Theorem XI.
In any Right Angled Triangle AB, the Square
of the Hypothenufe BC? is equal to the Squares of
the other two Sides AB and AG.

.

Demonjlration
Becaufe the Angles v
DBG—FBA—— r
add the common Angle
ABC-then will the Angle 1

Fbc^abp-r

But(byDef. 36.) the Sides t
AB—FR, andBD^BGJ
Therefore (by Theor. V
VIII) theTriangle ABD F
is equal to the Triangle?

FBC — _f
And (by Cot. to cTbeor. X.) the Parallelogram BM
■=aABD -—a
and the Parellelogram —----BG^aFBG
T herefore (by Ax. 6.) the Parallelograms BM—. BG
‘ 1 hustis proved the Parallelograms — CM - CH
1 herdore (by Axiom 1.) the whole Square BE^
cl

^

-j 'ir-irffrn
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By this mo ft noble and ufeiul Theorem, firli
invented by Pythagoras, is deduced the Method of
Adding and Subft railing Squares, Parallelograms,
Circles, &c.

Ihe-orem

XII.

An Angle at the Center of any Circle is always
double to the Angle at the Circumference, when both
the Ang’es Hand on the fame Arch.

Demonftration.

''-V

anti the Sides-DG-BC
Therefore (by Tkeor. VI.) the
Angle B - D. --- -•
Gonlequently the Angle ACB
— a D. Q. E. D.-

Cafe

IL By Cafe I. The 1Angle >
BCA=aBDA —
And the Angle FCA—2FDA
But the Angles BGA-f~FGA f
—BCF-- - f
And 2 BDA ) 2FDA-2BDF.
Gonlequently the Angle BCF£
= aBDF. ©,. E.D. ■-1

Cafs III By Cafe I. The Angle?

FCA — aFDA ■—--i
And the Angle BCA—2BDA
But the Angles FCA—BCA f

—FCB---f
And 2FDA-2BDA-2FDB
Coufcouentl v the Angle FCB )

re 2FDB.'

®.. E. Lh -C
Corl.

.
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Corol.I. Hence all Angles at the Periphery handing
on the fame, or equal, Arches of a Circle are equal.
Qorol II. An Angle at the Periphery contains but
half the Number of Degrees of the Arch it hands on.
Cor oh III. And therefore an Angle in a Semicircle
mult be a Right one.

Theorem XIII.
The oppofite Angles B and D, or A and C, of
every four Sided Figure infcribed in a Circle are
equal to two Right Angles.

Demonstration.
By Corel II. of Theor. XII. ?
The Angle B ——-J
is half the Arch it hands on 1
ADC -f
Alfo the Angle *--- D
is half the Arch it hands on ?

ABC ---:-f
!l

But both the Arches, viz. /
ABCTADd- f
make the whole Circle ) Ergo
B+D
are half the Circle, or two Right Angles. Q_. E.

Theorem XIV.
i

Triangles between the fame or Equi-diftant Parallels are to one another as their Bafes.

C 2

Demon-

10

.
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Demonfiration.
Suppofe the Bafes BC^CDT
=DE —-—— S
And the two Parallels AO ?
and BE-— f
Then (by Tfoeor. X.) the
Triangles BHC, CHD '
DHE —-— CHE
are all equal; hence the Triang
is double to the Triangle-- DHE
CE = 2DE
Alfo the Bafe — —-— —--BHE
bo alfo is the Triangle - --— DHE
treble to the Triangle —--BE = 3DE
And the Bafe —-- ——
Therefore, As the T riangle —
— BHE
is to the Triangle ■—-— ——
-DHE
- -- BE
So is the Bafe -——*— -— to the Bale —-- DE. T>. A. D.
Coroh The fame Thing is true of Parallelograms,
they being Double of their Triangles.

Theorem XV,
If two Triangles are Similar or Like, their like
(or correfponding) Sides will be Proportional to each
other.
Note; Similar Triangles are thofe which have the
fame lingle Angles feverally equal to each other.

Demon-
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Demonfiration.
Let the Triangle ABC
bedimilar to the Triangle >
DCE. —- -— — 5
Becaufe (by Hypoth) the 7
Angle B- DCE --- $
The Sides (by Theor.lll) }
BF and CD
— i
are Parallel. Alfo be- 1
caufe BCA-DCE — 5
AC, and EF
Thofe Sides likewife
are Parallel. Therefore the Figure — ACDF
is a Parallelogram, Whence (:Theor. IX.) AF=CD,
fo alfo are the Sides --— - AC ~ FD
Therefore it will be, AB: AF f—CD) : BC: CE. >
And by Permutation; —— AB : BC : CD:CEf
Thus tis proved — — —- BC : AC : CE:DEf
And by Equality AB:AC::CI):DE. jg. £ D. \

j
:
i

1
!|
it

Note, This latter Part of the Demonfiration which
1 have braced, depends on the ad Prop of Kucha's
6th Book, and the 16th, and aid of the yth Book ;
which tis proper to confult for Satisfaction ; tho’
they could not be conveniently here inferred, and yet
I thought belt to give Euclid's own Demonfiration,
as it is moll Mathematical.

.

Scholium

On this Noble theorem depends the whole Dodtrine
of both Plain and Spherical-Trigonometry; and conI fequently Aftronomy, Dialling, Navigation, Forti: fication, Surveying, Optics, and other Mathematical
Arts, are but as it were a due Application hereof,

as Mr, Ward has oblerv*d.
Hence
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Hence alfo is deduced the Method of finding
proportional Lines.

Theorem XVI.
If from a Point without a Circle, as P, be drawn
2 right Lines PA, PD, to the oppofite Part of the
Periphery, theJRe&angle of one whole Line and its
Part without the Circle, is equal to the Re&angle of
the other whole Line and its Part without the Circle*

Demonflration.
P

ByTheor. I. and XIII. The")
Angle P F E—D-3
they being both Comple- ^
ments of the Angle AFE 4
to a Semicircle, and the?
Angie P3
is common ; therefore the?
Triangle PFE---3
is Similar (Tkeor. XV.) to ?
the Triangle PDA.-3
Therefore as AP:EP :: ?

DP: FP-- --— f
Confcquently -AP x F P = DP x EP,

Q).E.D.

Theorem XVII*
The Chord of 60 Degrees of the Arch of any Cir¬
cle is equal to the Radius, or Semidiameter of that
Circle.

Demon-
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Demonstration.
(ZVetf*. Every Circle is fup- D
pofed to be divided into 36°
equal Parts, call'd Degrees-)

Suppofe the Arch of 60 Degrees be AEB^
And the Chord thereof be A B;
Now becaufe the Sides AC=CB,
Therefore (by *iheor VI0 the Angle A=B ;
But (byTheor. V.) they are both equal to ACD, viz.
180 deg.*—6o deg. —120 Degrees.
Therefore all the Angies are equal, ACB~B=A.
Confequently (by Tbeor.?
VI. Cor.) all the Sides^fs. AC^AB—BCj^ £,D.
are equal,
J

Corel. H ence the Reafon why 6o Degrees is taken
from the Line of Chords on any Scale for the Radius
of a Circle fuited to that Scale.
i r

Theorem XVIII.
The Triangles form'd by the Radius Sine and CoSine of any Arch} as alfo by the Radius Tangent
and Secant ; and laftly, by the Radius Co-Tangent
and Co-Secant of the fame Arch, are all Similar, and
have their Sides proportionable.
.r

-*

t i

i -Ow'

W

t

.

.■
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Demonjlration.
In the Three feveral Triangles’?
F

ACD, FCE, GCH, --J

The feve- f
ral Angles
of the one
are equal
D=E=H
to the fe¬
< ACD=FCD= CGH.
veral An¬
gles of the GAD=GFE=: GCH.
other (by

Tkeo. III.)
thus.
Confequently the Sides
about thofe equal Angles will be proportional (by Theor. XV)
thus,

r As AC : AD: : CF : FE
\ : : GC : CH, as CD : AD
J : : CE : EF :: GH: HC.
) as CA : CD : : CF : GE
C • - CG: GH.
E. D,

The Troportions in Words.
I. As Radius is to the Sine of an Arch;

So is the Secant to the Tangent thereof;
So is the Go-Secant to the Radius.
2. As Co-Sine is to the Sine,
So is Radius to the Tangent;
So is the Co-Tangent to the Radius.
3. As Radius is to the Co-Sine,
So is the Secant to the Radius;
So is the Co-Secant to the Co-Tangent

_

1

'*-0

)

t

la

V '■>

Corol.

X
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Corot I. Hence the Radius is a mean Proportional
between the Sine and Co-Secant of an Arch. By
i Prop. i. as AD : CA i; CH : GC.
Corol. II. The Radius is a mean Proportional be¬
tween the Tangent and Co-Tangent of any Arch.
By Prop. 2. as EF : CE : ; HC : HG.
Corol. III. The Radius is a mean Proportional be¬
tween the Secant and Co-Sine of an Arch. By Prop. 5.
as CD : CA * CE : CF.
Corol. IV. Therefore in the Logarithmic Canon,
If from the Double of Radius,
You fubftradt the Co-Sine of any Arch,
There will remain the Secant thereof.
If you fubitraft the Sine of the Arch,
there will remain the Co-Secant.

.

Scholium

This Excellent Theorem exhibits the Rational, or
true Reafon of all the Canons or Proportions made
ufe of in all the Operations of Plain and Spherical
! Trigonometry. And the Reafon why Secants are
not in the Tables as well as Sines and Tangents, is
i becaufe they are fo eafily found (when they are want¬
ed; by Corol; IV.

4

Theorem XIX.
B
Any Two Sides of a RightAngled Triangle being given,
the other Side is alio given.

Demon-

.
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Demonstration*
AB
For (by 'TPjeor. XL) the Square of
is equal to the Sum of the Squares of AC and CB
Therefore the Square of the Side -—-AC
is equal to the jDiF. of the Squares of AB and CB
And the Square of the Side ——— - *-BC
is equal to DifF. of the Squares of- AB and AC
Now fince the Square of any Side —— AB. AC, BC
is given; The Side it felf is 1 ^
E.D.
alfo given by Extraction. J

Theorem XX.
In a Right-angled Tri¬
angle if the Hypothenufe
be made Radius, then are
the Sides the Sines of their
oppolite Angles ; and if
either Leg be made the
Radius, then the other Leg
is the Tangent of its oppolite Angle, and the Hy¬
pothenufe is the Secant of
that Angle.

Demonflration.
l. Make the Hypothenufe Radius, viz*
-AI
Then (by Def. XX.) the Side __ -BC
Is the Sine of its oppolite Anele_--BAC
And the Side or Leg
— AC=DI
is i-*.(by Def XXIV.)
-r-f ' •' the
— Sine
— of
- -ABC=BAI
f

A rroin

V, gTf

\i

T

-T)

or

r

t

he Radius - AC

Then (by Def. XXI) the other Leg

__
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Is the Tangent of the Angle
>
-BAG
And the Hypothenufe
—..— AB
Will be (by Def. XXII.) the Secant thereof. QE.D.

Theorem XXL

The Radius and Sine of an
Arch being given, the Co¬
fine is alfo given.

D

Demonstration.
There being given the Radius and Sine-AB & BCf
Then (by Tbeor. XIX.) the Go-fine-AC-DB
i is equal to the Square Root of- ABq—BCq,

|

•

•

.

•

■

<,

Theorem XXIL
A
The Radius and Sine of*
my Arch being given, the
Sine of half that Arch is alio
giyen,
y

<■

•*

-

...

*

'

.

Dsmonjiration
There being given

—-

CD ( = CB) and DE,

There is given (by Theo. XXI.)
E a

—~ — CE.
The
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Then the Diffi of Co-fine and Radius, CB—CE,
Is the Side (or Verfcd-fine) -e-Therefore in the Right-angled Triangle — DEB
there is given the two Sides-— ——DE and EB
Whence (by Pheor. XIX.) the other Side -- DB
is given alfo} The hall ol which, viz. ——. DM
is the Sine ol the Arch -■ - —— --DL
which is halt the Arch —— --—DB. .pKE.D^

|
|

|
|

Theorem XXIII.

Arch being given, the Sine of I

Demonfirati on.
There being given the Radius and Sine, CB & BM
of the Arch ——-—--BL,
there will be given (by T^mXXI.) the Co-fine CM,,
and becaufe the Angles
•-. —
E=M..|
and the Common Angle
-■ -■
. BJ
theRighr-angledTriangle --—
- CBM
is Similar to the Triangle---DEB.
Therefore c by Pheor. XV.) As CB :CM: :DB^
(=2BM) : DE___f
the Sine of double the given Arch. viz. of DLB.

9.E.D.
Coro/. I. Hence we have thefe Proportions,

As—r-— CB : aCM:: BD : aDE,
That is, as
CB : aCM : : eBM : aDE.
Therefore, as BM : DE p >CB : CJM.
•

'

;

Coro/.
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Corol. II. Wherefore, the Sine of any Arch and

the Sine of its Double being given, the Co-line is alio
given, by the lafh Proportion.

Theorem XXIV.
The Sines of two Arches
BD, FD, being given, the
Sine of the Sum FI, and of
the Difference EL, are both
given likewife.

Demonjl ration.
There being given the Radius and Sine CD, and FQ.
< the Co-iine (by Iheo. XXL) is alfo given, viz. CO,
of the Arch —----* —--FD;
And becaufe of the Parallel Lines-- OP, DK,
and alio of the Parallels
-— OM, GE, CB,
Thofe Triangles will be fimi-} CDK, COP, CHI,
!ar, or Equiangular, viz.
S FOH, and FOM.
Therefore (by The or. XV.) as CD : DK • • CO : OP.
which now is known; Alfo as CD : CK : FO ; FM,
which is alfo now known; but becaufe BD—EO,
Therefore the Lines -—— - PM—MG-ON.
Hence it will be ---OP+FM—FI
The Sine Sum of the Arches; and alfo OP—F M—EL
The Sine of their Difference ■- E. D.
t

*

*

Corol. L Hence becaufe the Differences of the
Arches BE, BD, BF, are equal, BD will be an Arith¬
metical Mean between BE and BF,

CcroL

30
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Corol. II. Hence Radius : to -Double the Co-fine
of the Mean Arch : : the Sine of the Difference of
the Arches : to the Difference of the Sines of the
extrcam Arches.
For we have-- CD : CK :; FO • FM,
Confequently, CD : 2CK :FO : aFM=FG,
The difference of the Sines EL, FI. JjKE.D.
Theorem

XXV.
-

*

1

'

In fmall Arches, the
Sines and Tangents of
the fame Arches are near*
ly to one another in the
Ratio of Equality.

Demonftration.

Becaufe of the the Parallel Lines
CB, DE,
Thofe Triangles will befimilar DAE, BACV
Therefore (by Tbeor. XV.) as AE; ACj
r: DE : EC. -——— ——— «—■■■—
*———«» *— E
But as the PointApproaches to the Point -G
The Difference
--- EC
will vanifh, in refpedt of the Arch
DC
Whence the two Lines-- AE, AC
will be nearly equal; fo will
DE, BC,
be nearly equal. If EC
be lefs than the T_Part of
AC
Then fhall the Diff. of the Sine and Tan. BF
be lefs than the to oVo.ooo Part of-BC,
Therefore, Sc. --* - 4>. £. D,
Corot.
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Corol Since any Arch is lefs than the Tangent

1

and greater than its Sine, and the Sine and Tangent
of a very fmall Arch are nearly equal, Therefore
the Arch fhall be nearly equal to "its Sine ; and io in
very fmall Arches it fhall be, as Arch is to Arch, fo
is Sine to Sine.

Theorem XXVI.
If the Angle BAC? being in the
I Periphery of a Circle, be bife&ed
i by the Right-Line AD; and if AC
be produced until DE" AD meet it
in E, then fhall CE=AB.

:-E

Demonjlrat ton.
: In the Four-fided Figure
— _ ABDC
The Angles (by Theo. XIII and L) —— B
ACD
i are equal to two Right ones, and to DCE j DCA.
.Whence by {Ax. V,) the Angle — B-DCE
Alfo (by Theor. VI.) the Angle
E™DAC
iAnd (by Suppofition) the Angle — DAC-DAB
Alfo (by Theor. XII.) the Side _ CD~DB
1 Wherefore the Triangles ——*-BAD&CED
are equal (by Tbeor. YllL) Therefore CE-AB

E, D.

Tla'm Trigonometry.
Theorem XXVII.
Let the Arches AB, BC, CD,
DE, EE, &c. be equal; and
let the Subtenfes of the Arche3
AB, AC, AD, AE, &c. be
drawn: then will AB : AC : :
AC : AB y- AD:: AD : AC-fAE: : AE : AD+AF.
Since the Angle —-- ■
■ ■— —BAD
is bifecded by the Right-Line . - --AC
we fhall have (by Theor. XXVI.)- DH—AB
So iikcwife lhall - EI^AC, and FK-AD.
\ ABC, ACH,
But the Jfoceles Triangles
T ADI, AEK,
Theo. XXVI,
are all Equiangular, by —
AB: AC
Wherefore it ^
: : AC: AH-AB+AD
will be (by
: :AD : AI^AC-f-AE
Theor. XV.
:: AE: AK=AD+AF. JQ.E.D.
AB:
AC: : Radius : Double the Co-Sine off the Arch
AB ; Therefore it will be, As Radius : to Double the
Co-Sine of f the Arch AB: : f AB : f AC:: i AC: \
AB-KAD :: -AD : i ACf-fAE;: § AE:f AD +
i AF, &c.

Corol Becaufe (by Thor. XXIII. Corol.

A

i.)

Theorem XXVIII.
The Sides of Plain Triangles are
to one another as the Sines of their
oppofite Angles,

Demon-

.
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Demonstration.
I. In the Acute Angled Triangle
ABC,
if a Side be bife&ed, as
AC
then (bv Def. XX.) Half the Side,7 . n
^
w*..
—
— -. f-AG, or CG
will be the Sine of the Angles ADG, or CDG,
and therefore (by Theor. XiL) of the
ABC.
oppoiite Angle,
——
j 2. In the Right-Angled 7
Triangle
-—- 5
*
] The Sine of the Right-Angle BAC
i is the Radius or \ the 7 ur)_i pf
Oppoiite Side -* J
3. In the Oblique Angled 7
^ gQ
Triangle — ——- 5
’
I!The Angle «-.--BAC B
c hath the fame Sine, as the ^
Angle
—
——- j
Jj

r (For they are either to other, the Complement to
two Right Angles) by Theor. XIII.
;But the Angle
-BDE
r (whole Sine is -*-- — BE)
j is (by Theor. XIL) equal to the Angle ~~ BLC
Therefore alfo lhall *
-——
— BE
be the Sine of the Angie - --- BAC.
( And thus in every Triangle the Halves of the
Sides are the Sines of their oppofite Angles; but 'tis
‘vident, the Sides are to one another as their Halves.
Ergo, &c. *-- -■ --;- Q. E. Da
*N*J3. The Sine ofan Arch and of its Complement
o 180 Degrees, or two Right Angles, is all one.
F
Theorem

'Plain Trigonometry.
C

Iheorem

XXIX.

In a Plain Triangle, As the
Sum of the Legs, is to the Dif¬
ference of the Legs ; So is the
Tangent of half the Sum of the
oppofite Angles to the Tan¬
gent of half their Difference.

Demonftration.
Let the given Triangle be
ABC.,
and let it be made BI-BA, BH=BC, HF = CD
alfo let the Lines -• - -- BD, IG, AC,
be parallel; and the Perpendicular Radius- BE
Then will the Line -- -—-- A
be the Sum of the Legs -- --* AB+EGj
and their Difference will be - —
IJ
Alfo the Sum of the oppofite Angles
A-f-ACE
will be (by Theor. V.) the Angle
-. CBH
the Half of which is the Angle-.
--. CBE
the Tangent whereof is -- —_ __
And fince (by Theor. VIII.)
HBF=CBD=BC^
and (by Theor. III.) the Angle
- HBD=A
Where-

.
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I Wherefore the Difference oi the Angles
A ACB
Hiall be the Angle
—-*
•
^
whofe Half is the Angle
the Tangent of which is
-■
-- ED.
But (by Tbeor. XV.) \ As HI : HG : : HR HD
we fhall have
5
*-*-•* * HA HG.
Subduft the Terms or Proportionals,
HI, HG,
the Remainders will be
IB : BA : • GD : DC.
Whence we*}
—
■
-- DC =5DG— HP
Hiall have 3 Confcquently,
HG=Dr
and therefore —--—*
iHG—^DP —DE.
And becaufe of iimilar Triangles,
AHC, IHG,
HC : HG
As AH : IH
it fhall be
,HC : 'HG : EC : E D.
(by The. XV.)
—AH : IH : EC : ED*
Therefore as
£. D,

\

Theorem XXX.
In any plain Triangle,
as the Bafe or lcngeft Side
is to the Sum of the other
two Sides ; So is the Dif¬
ference of thofe Sides, to
the Difference of the Seg¬
ments of the Bafe.

G 4‘

Demonjl ration*
CBD,
In the Triangle
^
tthe
ne Bale
ioaic or iongeft
luimcu Side
oiuv is
^JD.
The Sum of the other two Sides
GD=CB + BD
the Difference of which is -—~ —— BID.
The Segments of the Bafe are — „— CE, ED,
whole
jLnncrcncc is ——
—
-—■*’
PD.
whofe Difference
And becaufe (by Theor. XVI.) DCxDF=GDxDH,
Therefore "twill be, As DC : GD ; • DH : DP.
•“*%

C*

_

—.

4» U

^

twr

F

2

rI hat
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That is, As the Bafe --- ;- -—DC
is to the Sum of the Sides —- GD
So is their Difference -- •-- DH
to the Diff. of the Seg* of the Bafe DF.

Q. E. DTheorem

t-

A

D

XXXT.

The Sum and Diffe¬
rence of any two Quan¬
tities being given, the
Quantities thcmfelves are
thereby given.

Demonjlration.
Suppofe the two unknown Quantities are? ^g gQ
Let the Sum of both be *- - ■ AC=S,
Then make- - -—-AD=BC.
So ftiall their Difference be
—-—
DB=X.
Alfo the half Sum is
--—
- AE-=^S.
And the half Difference is ——
EB=iX.
S+X
but it is ——-AE+EB= =AB.
2

§_^
Alfo it is —-—- AE—EB=--

=BC.

2

That is in Words,
Half the Sum added to half the Difference gives
the greater Quantity AB} and half the Difference
deduced from half the Sam, kayes the leffer Quan¬
tity BC.
£. Dt
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CHAP. IV.

Geometrical Problems.

U

I.

Problem

PON any given
Point C, in a given
Line AB, to raife a Per¬
pendicular.

C

F

a/
A

cl

C

"Traffics.
_ r
On each Side the Point -—
take an
___ equal
_A_.___—
Diftance
CA =GB,
then with one Foot of the Compaffes in A and B
with any Difrance greater than-- -—-— - AQ
defcribe two interfering Arks,-.-a b, cd,
Join the two Points--——- —- F, V
And ’tis the Perpendicular required.

Troblem II.

A

To raife a Perpendicular
on the Point E, at the End of
a given Line D E,
~

L/
/

s
%>r

A
QtaBm.
„»

Plain Trigonometry.
Practice.
Set one Foot of the Compafles in --E
and pitch the other in any Point ---B
above, or over, the given Line ~——— -DE
with the fame Di dance on
-- ■■ — B
deferibe the Semicircle -- - -- DEF
Draw the Diameter-* —--DF
to cut the Semicircle in the Point - *. ■■■ F
join the two Points-—--—-— F, E }
And it is the Perpendicular requir’d.
P

‘Problem IIL
A

1

'*>

A

e

r>

From a Point given above
a Line as P, to let fall a Per¬
pendicular on the Line AB.

a --A"-* ^
‘Practice.
On the Point given - — PE
with a Diftance greater than
- A B„
deferibe an Arch, as - —
cutting the given Line in --— A. and B:
On thole Points, deferibe the two Arches, ab, ef
then from the Point of Interfeclion -- ■
I
lay a Ruler to the Point
—— -- *and draw the Line
—— --' f E
That b the Perpendicular required.

Problem
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Problem IV»
To divide a given Right¬
line, as A E, into two equal
Parts, i. §. to bifecfc it.

Practice.
On the two Ends, -- --—■ - ~~— A, E
with a fufficient Diftance, defcribe - ab, eg,
then from the Points of Interfedtion,-e, t\
draw the Line —— -——— —— -- e f
cutting the given Line in -- —— --O
and being juft in the Middle, it divides')
the Line into the equal Parts ——j
™~

Problem V,
To divide a given Angle B
ABC into two equal Parts,
by the Right-line B b*

Practice*
On the Angular Point
--—* — - —— B
at proper Diftance, defcribe the Arch, -- c g
then on the Points —-- - -- c, and g,
defcribe the two interfering Arches, a e, and d f,
join the angular and interfering Points-- B, b,
; oy the Right-line
--- -- -- -B b,
That Line divides the Angle into two equal Parts,
as was required,
Problem
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‘Problem VI.

A. 0-

^

B

To draw a Line parallel
to a given Right-line at
any given Pittance.

Practice.

AB
In the given Line ——
~~
ab
on any two Points
■
' ~
*
with the given Difl^tice deicribe the
two Arches *-- -- ’
" *
on the Extreams of thofc Arches
0/
draw a Right-line, which will be parallel to the
given Line, as required.

j* cd> ef,

\Problem VII.
To make a Right-lined Angle
B, equal to a given Angle A.

Practice.
On the given Angle
- -- ~
defcribe an Arch, as-- —— ■—
Then, having drawn any Line on the Point -—- - with the fame Pittance, as before, *
defcribe the Arch ----then fet off -- -- -and through the Points
- draw the Right-line --■ -— ■ - •
then fhall the Angle -- ——
as required.

~ A,

- a b,
- Bd
-B

-Ab
-- B, c,
-Be
CBd—aAb
Problem
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Problem VIII.
To divide a Right-line
into any Number of equal Parts Suppofe fix*
j

Practice*
On the Ends of the given Line,
--— AB
and on contrary Sides, draw the Lines— AK,Be,
parallel or at equal Angles ; then on }
each make the equal Divifions
(which mull be but 5.)
SM fg’gb’hl> lK *
then draw the Parallels--——aK, bi, ch, dg, ef,
for they will divide the Line---AB,
into Six equal Parts, in the Points-I, m, n, o, p,
as was required.

Problem IX.
To divide a Right Line
I BC in the fame Propor1 tion as any other Line AB

8 isf divided.

B

1

IV M

Practice.
1 With the two Lines make any Angle — ■— ABC,
and fuppofe the Line
..AB
be divided in the feveral Points —-—a, b, c, d.
•mmmmm

.

4‘2

Plain 7 rigonometry.

join the Points ----- -- *-- A,C,
to which draw the Parallels, -ah, bg, cf, dc,
thefe fhall divide the Line—--BC,
in the fame Proportion in the Points, — e, £ g, h,
(by Theor. XV.) as was required.

Problem X*
»

To deferibe a Circle that
{hall pafs thro' any three giv¬
en Points (not lying in a Right
Line) as the Points A,B,C.

‘Practice.
join the Points —-- >—*
A, B, and B, C,
— a b and d e
bifecS thofe Lines, by the Sines
whofe Point of Interfedtionis the Center of the Circle palEng thro’7
g C
the three given Points, as was required. j
9
9
9

Problem XI.
To make an Equilateral
Triangle whofe Sides fevorally (hall be equal to the
given Line A B.
~

Prattice*
Draw the Linethen on the Points

-CD=AB,
— C and E
and):

Geometrical ‘Problems.
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and with the Diftance ---— C D,
defcribe the two Arches--— ---ab, c
interfering each/other in —-*Join the Points-CE and DE
and the equilateral Triangle-. CED
will be compleated, as required.

Problem XII.
^

\

To defcribe an Ifoceles
Triangle, whofe equal Legs
1 fhall be each equal to a given
Line AB, and its other Side
equal to another given Line
i CD,
I

=

c* •

jp

.

PraElke

Make the Side
FG—CD,
and on the Points'— F, G.,
and with the Diftance of the Line
AB,
defcribe the two Arches- ' a b, and c
interfering each other in «■—— -E
Join the Points
-FE, and EG,
then will the Ifoceles Triangle
— feg
be compleated^ as required.
j

G

Problem
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Problem XIIL
To conftruft a Scalenous
Triangle, whofe Side fhall
be to the three given Lines
AB, CD, EF.
i>

3$

b jp
Prdttice.

Draw the Line ———-—-— GH=AB,
then on the Point
——
—- G
with the Difiance
—— -■—-— CD
fweep the Arch
-■—ab
' alfo on the Point
-™-- H
with the Diilance -——
——
EF
delcribe the Arch
--—
cd
from the Point of Interfe&ion -—— -1
draw Lines to
~
—-— G, H
fo fhall the Scalenous Triangle GIH
♦
be conllruded, as required.

c\
E

=F

f

Problem XIV.
To defcribe a Geometrical
Square, whofe Sides fhall be equal to a given Right-Line,
A B0

D

&

Pratfice
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Practice.
CD-AB
Draw the Line
-G
on the Point-CE—CD
ere£t the Perpendicular
E and D,
then on the Points —
Sweep the interfering Arches- cd, e I,
with the fame Pittance, and join —— E F, P D,
then ihall the Square be compieated, as required.

c\
Problem XV,
To form an Oblong, or
[Parallelogram, whofe Length
;and Breadth are equal to the
two given Lines AB, CD*

^
^

C

B
■J>

Practice.
Draw the Line -- —
on the Point
raiie the Perpendicular
then on the Point —
with the Pittance and alfo on the Point — with the Pittance
-defcribe the two Arches from the Point of Interfedion
- —
draw the Lines
--

ef-ab,
-—- E
EG -CD
— G
A B,
-- F
- CD
cd, ab,
rx

™ GH, HF,

fo fhall the Parallelogram be compieated, as requF
red.
Probkzis*

46
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Problem XVL

To conftruft a Rhom¬
bus, whofe Sides lhall be
equal to the given Line
A B.

.

PraEtice

Draw the Line
——
- ~
CD^=AB,
on the Central Point
•——-- C
and with the Di fiance
-—- CD
deferibe the Arch
———
—* D E F
then from the Point
—
—^
— D
let off on the Arch
—
—— DE, EF,
each equal to the Line
--- - C D,
join the Points
. - DE, EF, FC,
ind the Rhombus is conftru6ted, as required.

‘Problem XVII.

To 'confirudt a Rhom**
boides, whofe oppofite::
Sides lhall be feparately
equal to two given Lines
A, B; and whole Angle
D lhall be equal to wthe
given Angle C

Geometrical ‘Problems.
ii
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Trattke.
Draw, the Line
----— ED~A.
then on the Point-——
——
D
draw a Line
*-—*
Db
e making the Angle
--D-C
then on the Line
--- Db
! fet off the Side
—-—«
-DG—B
| On the Points
--—— G, E,
< and with the Diftances —— --ED3 DG,
; deferibe the two Arches - — a d, e f,
i and from the Point of Interfe&ion
<—— F
] draw the Lines, or Sides -- --- GF, FE
, And the Rhomboides is compleated, as required.

"'Problem XVIXI.
To conftrud a Tra¬
pezium, whofe Angle ^
I G fhall be equal to the
given Angle E, and its A
four Sides feverally to b
the four Lines A, B, q

\Troffice.
Draw the Line
---—-—
FG=A
and make the Angle
«■
G—E
alfo make the Side
—GH-B
Then on the Points
-H, I1
- C, I ),
with the Diftances
~—
—fweep two Arches interfering in
.—.
i
—IH, IF,
Join the Points
~—And the Trapezium is compleated, as required.

Problem
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Problem XIX.
To conftru& a Scale of Natural Sines, Tangents,
and Secants j alfo a Line of Chords, Rhumbs, and
Longitudes.

Practice.
ABDE
fDefcribe a Circle
——'
AD, BE,
't which crofs with two Diameters
B
li on the Point
—-—
BG
i ered the Perpendicular
——
i parallel to which continue the Diameter _DA
_
F
infinitely towards
I then graduate the quadrantal Arch
~■ AB
* and thro* each Divifion* from the Center - C
—
BG
i draw Lines to the Perpendicular
1——-—
<! which Perpendicular fhali p
be the Tangent-Line, gra- > io. 20. 30. 40. &c,
duated in the Points.-- 0
- C
Then with one Foot of the Compaffes in
transfer the Divifions of the Tangent *
— BG
AF
with the other Point to the Line
--—r
fo fhali that be a Line of )
Secants, graduated in the
>10. 20. 30. 40. &c.

Points

--

—r-

S

Then from the faid Divifions of the Arch - A F>
let fall Perpendiculars to the Radius ———— CB
fo fhali that Radius be a Line £
of Right-Sines, graduated in ^ 10. 20. 3O.
the Points.
d
E
Ufo, if from the Point
--7AB
you draw Lines to the Divifions in
AC
they will graduate the Line .for a Line of half Tangents, in 10, 20.30. 40 &c.

‘Plain Trigonometry'
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AE,
Next graduate the Arch
AE,
and transfer thole Divilions to the Chord
fo {hall that be a Line oi )
Chords graduated in the
>10. 20. 30. 4°* &c
Points
—— -)
Divide the Semidiameter
---*
CE
into 60 equal Parts, in — *— 10. 20. 30.
from which drop Perpendiculars to the Arch ED
transfer thofe Divilions in the Arch, to the 7 rp-r
Chord
-—
— 3 ^
fo {hall that Chord be the Line
of Longitudes, graduated in
10. 20. 30.
the Points
BP
Laftly, divide the quadrantal Arch
1. 2. 3. 4. &c
into Eight equal Parts, in
then transfer thofe Divilions to Chord
-- BJ
fo {hall that Chord be a Line of
1. 3. 4. 6ft
Rhumbs, graduated in the Points
f

/■*

w

/—

f~y •

•

Thofe Lines being thus made and graduated, an
to be placed appolitely on any Inftrument of Pafle
board, Wood, or Brafs, 6ft. and this is what is com
monly called the Plain-Scale; which may be mac
ot any Size according to the Radius or Semidiam
ter of the Circle.

N.B' This Problem ought to be well underfloe
by every one who would have a rational Knowledj
of trigonometry, the Conftrudlion of this Scheme bi
ing the Grounds and Rationale of every Kind ther
of

CHAI
V

,
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CHAP. V.
Various Methods of ConflruBing a Canon
of Natural Sines, Tangents, and Se¬
cants : udlfo of the Logarsthmetic Ca¬
non.

f'T^HE firft Method for making Natural Sines,
1 &c. is deduced from the foregoing Theorems.
For, by Theorem XVII, the Chord of 60 Degrees
is equal to the Radius or Semidiameter of the Cir¬
cle ; confequently, half the Radius is the Sine of 30
Degrees; and therefore if Radius be fuppofed equal
to iooocooo Parts, the Sine of 30 Degrees fhali he
equal to 5000000 of the faid Pa its;
Now, the Sine of the Arch of 30 Degrees being
given, the Sine of the Arch of 15 Degrees is given
alfo (or may be found) by Theorem XXII \ By the
fame Theorem alfo, the Sine of 15 Degrees being
given, we fhall have the Sine of 7 Deg. and 30 Min.
and this Sine being known, we fliall find the Sine of
3 Deg. 45 Min. by the fame Theorem ; and thus pro¬
ceeding, till 12 Bifections being made, we come to
the Sine of an Arch of 52" 44''' 03"" 45'"" whole
Co-Sine is nearly equal to Radius.
In fuch a Cafe, 'tis evident by Theorem XXV,
that Arches are proportional to their Sines ; and
H 2 ~
thereiore,

"UtfMM&HaW
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therefore, As the Arch of 32" 44'" o3"" 4S'"" 13
to an Arch of one Minute ; So is the Sine of the
Arch of 52" 44'" 03"" 4i'///' to the Sine of an
Arch of one Minute ; which therefore is thus known.
The Sine of an Arch of one Minute being found,
we find, by Theorem XXI, its Go-Sine, or Sine of
89° 599 and the Sine of an Arch of two Minutes
will become known, by Theorem XXIII. and its CoSine alfo (or Sine of 89° 58 ) as beforefaid.

The Sines of the Arches of V and 2', as alfo
their Co-Sines, viz the Sines of 89® 59' and 89° 5 8'
being thus found; if, in the Scheme to Theo. XXVII.
we make each of the Arches AB, BC, CD,
equal
to 2'; then -AB-i'; and iAC-^2' ; and fAD^T;
&c. and let the Co-Sine of one Minute, viz. 89° 59'
be called K : then the Sines of all the other Minutes
of the Quadrant may be found by Corel, to the faid
Theorem XXVII, and Corol. 1. to Theorem XXIII.
Thus the Proportion will be; As R : 2K .* * Sine
of 2': Sine of 1' ~f- Sine of 3'; thus the Sine of 3'
is found. Alfo R : 2K : : S. 3' : S. 2' -f- S. 4'; hence
the Sine of 4' is found. Again, As R : 2K :: S.4'
: S. 3'+ S. 5'; wherefore the Sine of 3' is thus known.
Alfo, As R : 2K : : S. 3' : S. 4' -fi S. 6'; and fo the
Sine of 6' will be had, and in like manner will all
the other Sines be obtain'd.
But, becaufe the Radius is to Double Co-Sine of
an Arch of one Minute, as 1 is to 2, (for the Sine
of 89° 59' is equal to Radius, to a Number of Fi¬
gures exceeding the Tables) therefore the above Pro¬
portions will fland thus,
As 1 : 2 : : S.2': S. 1' + S. 3'; As 1 :i::S. 3':
S. 2'+ S#4', &c. That is, if from the Double of any
given Sine, be fubdubled the Sine of the Minute next
before, there will remain the Sine of the Minute
next following.
For
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For Example, Suppofethe Sine of 6" 1 were re¬
quired (ail the precedent Sines being lound) the
Proportion will be, As 1:2:: S. 360": S, 339' -j~
S. 361'.
Therefore multiply the Sine of 360'
I By
——

1045285

From that Produd
i Subdud the Sine of 359 (~ S° 59 )

2°po57°

2

1042392

There remains the fought Sine of 361' = 1048178
And thus by an eafy Multiplication and Subilradion all the Sines are found for every Minute of the
Quadrant.
If the Sines and Co-Sines of l' and 2' be given;
the Sines of the following Minutes may alfo be found
by the Proportion in Corot II. to Theorem XXIV.
For thereby 'twill be, As Radius : to Double the
Co-Sine of 2': : Sine of 1' : the Difference of the
Sines of 1' and 3" : : Sine T ; the Difference of the
Sines of o' and 4', that is, to the Sine of 4'. And
thus the Sines of the four firff: Minutes being given,
we can thereby find the Sines of the others to 8 , and
from thence to 16', and fo on till you arrive to De¬
grees.
By the fame Proportion, the Sines of all the pre¬
cedent Degrees being given to any Arch, we find
the Sine of all fubfequent Degrees to the Double of
that Arch ; As fuppofe, for Example, all the Sines
to 15 Degrees be given * then, by the laid Analogy,
all the Sines to 30 Degrees may be found. For Ra¬
dius : Double the Co-Sine of x 50 • : Sine x° : Diffe¬
rence of the Sines of 140 and 160 • S. T : Diffe¬
rence of the Sines of 13° and 170 ; ; S. 30: the*Dif¬
fer eo.ee
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ference of the Sines of I a0 and i8°, %$c. to the Sine
of 30°. Then, all the Sines to 30° being given, As
Radius : to Double the Co-Sine of 30° (— Double
the Sine of 6o°) •' : S. T : Difference of the Sines of
op* and 3C : . S. 2° : Diff. of the Sines of 28° and
•32° &c. till vou come to the Sine of <5o°. But, in
this’ Cafe, As Radius is to Double the Co-Sine of
30° fo is 1 to v' 3 — X.7320508, &c. and therefore
if the Sines of the Diftances from the Mean Arch of
30° be multiplied by t .7320508 the Differences of
the Sines will be obtain’d 3 Since if Radius be 1, the
Double of the Co-Sine of 30° (or Sine of 6o°) will
be equal to J 3 — x*73105°^> &e. as before. .
Hence the Sines of allArches from tbe Beginning of
the Quadrant to 60 Degrees being given, diffant from
each other by a given Interval 3 all the other Sines
to 00° are easily found by one Addition only. For,
in the Scheme to Theorem XXIV. if the Arch BI)
be equal to 6c° the Difference of the Sines b I and
EL mall be equal to the Sine FO of the Diftance
FD’from the Mean Arch of 6o° BD, that is F0=
EG ; becaufe CK — Sine of 3o°, and therefore, CD
being equal to 2CK, by Similarity of Triangles we
fliall have FO - lFH==FG, as was faid. Now, if
the Arches DF, DE, be each equal to one Degree 3
then fliall the Arch BF=59°i aIK^
Arch •
61 °. Bat the Sine FI of the Arch Bb=6i , is equal to the Sine EL of the Arch BE — 59° + the
Sine FO (=FG) of the Arch FD=J% and there¬
fore the Sine 62° = S. 58° + S. 2° 3 And the S. 6f
— S. 570 +S. 30 j and the S. 64° = S.56 +S. 4 j
&jc fo on, till, by this continual Addition, all the
Sines be compleated.

Having by thefe Methods conftruaed a Canon os
Table.

„

Then
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of natural Sines for every Degree and Minute of the
Quadrant, we may ealily find the Tangents and Secants by the Proportions in theorem XVIII.
Thus, for the Tangents, fay; As the Co-Sine is
to the Sine, fo is the Radius to the Tangent;
And, As Co-Sine is to Radius, fo is Radius to
the Secant; that is, Divide the Square of Radius bv
the Co-Sine, the Quotient is the Secant. But both
the Tangents and Secants will be belt and eaheft
found by the Logarithms of the Sines, as I lhall
lhew by and by.
The next, which is alfo the heft and moft abfolute Method of finding the Natural Sines and CoSines of all Arches, is by a converging Series. The
firft that laid down a Series converging in Infinitum,
for this Purpofe, was that incomparable Mathematical
Philofopher, Sir Ifaac Newton, and after him it has
been improved by others. The Genefis, or Method
of Forming fuch a Series, may be found in feveral
Authors, particularly, in Domckius*s Qhilofi Mat hem.
Newton, Ufa (hata.
By this Method of converging Series the Arches
mull be given, in order to find the Sines thereof, and
therefore the young Geometer mult know, that if th«
Diameter of a Circle be 2, the Periphery, or whole
Arch of fuch a Circle has been found (by very great
pains at^d Industry of the learned) to be, in that Meafure, 6.283185307179586476925286766555)00576.
But 6 or 7 of the firft of thefe Decimals are iufficient
for Ufe, If then the whole Circumference of a Circk be 6.2831853,
one fourth Part, vm 1.5707963,
{$c. will be the Length of the Arch of a Quadrant;
and becaufe: every Quadrant contains 90 Degrees ;
therefore a Ninetieth Part of the laft. Number, viz,
0.0174533,

.
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00174533, &c- 1S
length of an Arch of one
Degree, and a Sixtieth of that, viz 0.00025)0888, &c.
is the Meafure of an Arch of one Minute, and by
fuch kind of Diviiion the Length or Meafure ot an
Arch of any Number of Degrees and Minutes, is to
be found.
In this Cafe then, the Radius (or Semidiameter)
being 1, and the Arch being found as before, caii
it A ; and the Sine thereof will be

A—

A1
J-^3-

4“

A?
I-2

345-

A7

■—*

/

T*

1.2.345A7.

A»

- ■-T. f f. ^077 6A- The Co-Sine will be

I .2.34. 5.0.7.b. 9.
J __ A* ^
1

A6

A4

1.2. T 1.13.4.

i*2-3-4'5'($

,_A8
*

*.2.34.5.67.8*

&c. The Tangent will be

Thefe Series in the Beginning of the Quadrant,
when the Arch A is but fmall, foon converge. For
in the Series for the Sine, if the Arch does not ex¬
ceed 10 Minutes, the two hrft Term3 thereof viz.
A— *AJ gives the Sine to 15 Places of Figures; if
the Arch A be not greater than one Degree, the
three firft Terms will exhibit the Sine to 15 Places
of Figures: Yea, the two firft will give the Sine as
far as the Tables require.
• * ■
'
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Example.
j The Len. of the Arch of 1 Deg. is 0017453 29—A,
1 The Logarithm whereof is ———- .8 2418772
l Multiply that by
- -——
3
"The Produdt is the Cube, viz,, A? .4.7256316
f Which divide by — -—— 6 = 0.77815[ 2
r TheQuotient is^ A3 =^0.0000008861^.3.5474804
"Then from the firft Term— A =0.017453292 Sc.
| Subitradt the fecond Term | A3 =0.000000886
r There remains the Sine of 1 deg. =0.017452406
the fame as in the Tables.
Example of the Co-Sine of one Degree.
The Logarithm of A, as before, — .8.2418772
j Which multiply by
—-—
2
The Produdf is the Log. oi A* = .6.4837544
(From which fubftradt the Log of 2^0.3010300
'There remains —- = ,0001523 =.6.1827244
1.2.
.

'Now from the firft Term^ viz. Unity 1.0000000
jSubftradl the fecond Term——

1.2.

=20.0001523
jjiiwiii in***,l*,w*TT 11 11 "" rT~T-r"T

There remains theGo-S. of 1 Deg.—0.9998477
the fame as in the Tables.
'

i

EMl/ipk
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Example of the Tangent of one Degree

The Log. of A5, as before, is—* .4.7256316
From which fubftraft the Log. of 3=0.4771212
There remains—- = 0.00C001772 =.4.2485104
Therefore to the firfl: Term

A =0.017453292

A5

Add the fecond Term-—=0.000001772
The Sum is the Tang, of 1 Deg =0.017455064

Hence *tis manifeft, that only the two firfl: Terms*
In either of the Series are neceffary for finding the:
Sines, Co-Sines, and Tangents, to 6 or 7 Places
(which is as far as the Tables go) for all Arches
not exceeding one Degree. But when the Arch i
greater than one Degree, more Terms of the Series
mull be ufed. So that 4 Terms of the Series foi
Sines are neceffary to find the Sine of 25 Degrees,
true to but 6 Places of Figures. As will appear b
the following Operation.

-—

www xvaviiuu

40

an Vint

The Logarithm of which is
Multiply that by-- —

— •9-635^172

—

3

The Produft is the Log. of A * =.8.5)104516
From which fubflraft the Log. of 6=0.7781512
A5
Kern. the adTer.-— =0.01384?a3=.S.i4i 3004
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Again, the Logarithm of A5 is-.8.1990860
['From which fubft. the Log. oi 120 = 2 0791812
*

i
1

>

Rem. the 3dTer. — = 0.00013179 = .6.119904S
Laftly 5 the Logarithm of A7 is .7.4787204
From which fubft, the Log. of5040=3.702430^5
Re.the4thTer.

A7

504^

0.0000005974^3.3.7762899

Hence, if from the firft Term A = 0.43633226
A*
we fifodud the fecond Term " = 0.01384523

and to the Remainder A —

we add the third Term —

A5

120

= 0.42248703

:0.Q00I3I79

AfA5
. no
and again from theSum A— 6-+—=°.4a26i882
A7
1 we fubltrad the fourth Term — = 0.00000050
5040
The Remains the Sine of 25 Deg. =0.42261823
But this 'Newtonian Series converging fo very flow**
1y when the Arch is of any coniiderable Length*
1 and the more flowly, the greater the Arch is ; there-*
; fore the late learned Dr. John Keil devifed other
Series, limilar to Sir Ifaac’s, in order to remedy
$he Deficiencies of that; and in thofeSeries of his

1
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compofing, be ffuppofeth the Arch, whofe Sine is
fought, is the Sum or Difference of two known
Arches, viz,. A, and z ; that is, A+&, or A—z*
And if the Sine oi the Arch A be called ay and the
Co-Sine b; then the Sine of the Arch A+& will
be thus expreffed;

i. a |-

bz

az'

1

1.2.

bz

— -—: +

bz6
i»2*34\5*&

"

1.2.3*

&c.

bz1

az

az1

.
’

bz6
1.2.34.5.6.

1.2.3.4 j.

1.2.3,4*

And the Co-Sine will be,

az%

" ‘ 12, + 1X3-

v~ -

bz5

.

bz4

azs

'

i.aTj^T

1 .a.3.4.5.

&}c. In like Manner the Sine of

the Arch A—z is

3* $■

bz

az1

,

bz1

.

“ iX"n” 1^3.

az*

Iz*

,—__

*"1.2.34- ~ 1.2.3.4.5*

az^

— . , t? $2c. And the Co-Sine thereof is
i 2,3.4.5.0.

az
4‘ ^ I

bz*
' 1.2.

bz6
1.2.34.5.6.

az5

.

bz*

.

I.2.3A I.2.3.4. ^

az
I.2.34.i.

&c.

Now..
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Now, as all thefe Series eafily flow from the New¬
tonian ones, fo they may as eafily be illuffcrated by
theorem XXIV. for, if (in the Scheme thereto) we
put the Arch BD~A, and the Arch DK, or DE
=z ; then ihall the Arch BF=A-j~& ; and the Arch
BE=A—z * and in the firfb and fecond Series, we
have ^=BK, and b=^CK 5 and the whole firlt Se¬
ries will be equal to FI (viz. the Sine of A-f & 5 )
and the whole fecond Series will be equal to Cl
(the Co-Sine of A-f%.) Alfo in the third and
fourth Series, we have a and b the fame as before,
and the whole third Series = EL ; and the wrhole
fourth Series =CL. And the Arch A is an Arithmetical Mean between the Arches A-f-£ and A+£,
by CoroL 1. to that tTheorem. And the Difference of
the Sines of the Arches A-f & and Ay is
‘

•

lz

1

az^

T “ i.2.
azb

^
*

A and

bz

.

az3,

j

*

i

-f

azA

,

bz5

1,2,3. 4 1.2.34. * 1.2.34.5-

--”T“77" &c.
1.2.34.5.6.

Arches

,

bz%

Alfo the Difference of the

A-—a,
bz*
1,2*3*

■- /- Sc.

I.2.3.4.5.O.

is

y

-

i *2,3*4*

1

bz"

_

i*2.3.

Whence the Sum of thefe

Differences, is

7.
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z

7* 2^x

1.2.3.

1*2-345-

=F0,

X

2CIC.

And the Difference of the Differences, or fecond Dif¬
ference, is

8. *ix ——
1.2.

1.2.3*4*

i*2«3»4'3*^*

=2DK

x DO \ that is, equal to Double the Sine of the
Mean Arch multiplied into a Yerfed Sine of the
Arch z.
This fecond Difference therefore is found by a ve¬
ry eafy Operation; and having that, "twill be as eafy
to find the Sines of all Arches diftant from each other by equal Intervals.
But by the feventh Series, which is equal to Dou¬
ble of the Co-Sine of the Mean Arch drawn into
the Sine of the Arch z,, is the moil eafy and ready
Method for finding the Arch A+z, or BF. The
Application of thefe infinite Series is evident by a
due Confederation of the aforefaid Scheme, let the
Several Arches be what Lengths they will, provided
they be in Arithmetical Proportion.
The famous Mr. Ward> in his Mathematician’s
Guide, has propofed two Biquadratic adfedbed Equa¬
tions, by which the Sine of an Arch may be found,
without the Help of any precedent
But I con¬
ceive, were the Reader to compare the Operations
by the foregoing Series, and by the Equations he has
propofed, the Preference mult needs be given to the
former, as abundantly the raofl natural, iimple, and
eafy, as well as expeditious \ and therefore I have
not inferted them here : For, I purpofe to impofe
on the young Student nothing that is not of the
greateft Confequence, and very neccffary for him to
be acquainted withal*
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But, tho’ I have already fhewn how, by having
C both the Sine and Co-Sine of any Arch given, to find
the Tangent of that Arch. 1 fhali now fhew how,
by two TJocorems, to find the Tangent, when only
the Sine or the Co-Sine is given.
In order to that, in Scheme to Theorem XXY.
let Radius AD--I * the Sine
the Co-Sine
AE=^ * and the Tangent CB=T. Then by an
eafy Algebraic Procefs, we fhali have the two follow¬
ing Theoremsy viz.

If the Sine be given,> then

v

1—aa

But if the Co-fine begiven, then V

=;T.

1 — hb
hb

That is in Words, The Square Root of the Square
of the Sine, divided by Unity, lefs the Square of the
Sine, is equal to the Tangent. Or, the Square
Root of Unity, lefs the Square of the Co-Sine, di¬
vided by the Square of the Co-Sine, is alfo equal to
f the Tangent,
By the Methods abo/e deliver'd, a Table or Ca¬
non of Natural Sines, Tangents, and Secants for the
Arches of every Minute and Degree of the Qua¬
drant, is readily made or conflrudted And farther,
there is no Occafion to proceed \ fince a Quadrant
contains all the Sines, Tangents and Secants, that
can be form’d for any Arch of the Circle * for, as
*tis evident, we cannot fpeak of the Sine of an Arch
greater than 180 Degrees, or a Semicircle, fo ’tis as
plain, that the Sine of any given Arch, is alfo the
Sine of that Arches Complement to i8o Degrees;
thus the Sine of 28 Deg. is alfo the Sine of 152 Deg.
the Reafon of which is obvious from the Definition
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of thofe Lines, and the Schemes thereto.
And
hence the Ambiguities attending the Solution ot forae
Gales of Oblique Angled Plain Triangles; the Means
of refolving which ihall be taught in due Place.
Having a Table of Natural Sines, Tangents and
Secants, conftrubtea as has been taught, ready at
Hand ; we may thereby refolve all the Cafes ot Plain
and Spherical Trigonometry, and feveral have taught
the Art in no other Way, But as the Operations by
Natural Numbers (which confift of feveral Places of
Figures) were very operofe and tedious, being large
Multiplications and Divilions, fo the Wit, Invention
and Induftry of Artifls was undoubtedly often exercifed to find out fome other more eafy and expe¬
ditious Methods of performing fo general, neceffary
and ufeful a Part of Art. And at length the grand
Dejideratum appear'd, exceeding all their Wifhes,
in the Difcovery of an Art (or rather, as I may call
it, a Numerical Kind of Magick) noble as its Aifj
thor, the wonderful Art of Logarithms, invented at
fir ft by the Lord Noiper, Baron of Merchijlon in Scot¬
land., and firft publifhed at Edinburgh, in the Year
By this moft excellent Art, the elaborate Opera¬
tions of Multiplication and Divifion are perform'd
by Addition and Subftradtion only of two Logarith¬
mic Numbers, and confequently the whole Bulinefs
of Trigonometry is wonderfully facilitated and ex-dited thereby. The Logarithms therefore of the
umbers exprefling the Natural Sines, Tangents and
Secants, being difpofed into Tables, are called Ar¬
tificial Sines, Tangents, £3c. and with them we work
now-a-days inftead of the other.
But, if any be
not acquainted with the Ufe of Logarithms, they
may compleatly learn it, after the .bdt Manner, in
my new Syftem of Decimal Arithmetic.
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CHAP. VI.
[Of the Solution of the Six Cafes of Right-

angled Plain Triangles.

H

AVING in the precedent Theorems fully
exhibited the Rationale, or true Reafon and
foundation of the whole Do&rine of cPlam Trigone-*
Anetry, and the Manner of Forming Analogies, or
Proportions for practical Calculations ; I fhall here
Drelent the Reader with a Synopfis, or General
dcheme of the whole Dodtrine of Right-angled Plain
Sfriangles in one View j And according to what is
jiven, and what Side is made Radius in any Trianle, the feveral Proportions ate exhibited for findig the Ghixfoa in particular Cafes.
The Cafes of Right-angled Plain Triangles are in
Tumber Six : For, fince all the Parts of a Trian: le are but Six, viz,, three Sides and three Angles;
ad one of thefe, viz* the Right-Angle, is always
mown ; there can be but five of thole Parts un¬
known ; and two of thofe being the two Acute An¬
gles, which together are always equal to a Right
.jmgle, or po Degrees, if one of them be known, the
rchcr muft of Neceflity, therefore both thofe Acute
angles can be reckoned no more than as one Datum,
ijjr ^Ufejitum, which, with the three Sides, make but
mr Things in the Triangle unknown, and any two of
:iihich is fufficiqnt (with the Right-Angle) to find
:|ie Reft. But the Combination of two Quantities
it Four, are but Six, Therefore the Cafes of Right>!igled Trigonometry are but Six, which follow.
K
The
I

I
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In this Synopfis tis manifeft that when two Sidesfof
a Triangle are given, tis neceffary to make one of them
Radius in order to work by Proportions, or folve the
Cafe by Sines, Tangents, and Secants; as appears in
the IV Cafe of the firft Triangle, the V Cafe of the
:3d, and VI Cafe of the 2d Triangle, where there is
wrote, Analogits caret, i. e. It wanteth Proportions.
Now to the Solution of the foregoing Cafes, in
Order to which divers Methods may be ufed, as Occaiion or Neceffity fhall require. Some of which are
moll General, extending to all the Cafes of all kind of
'Triangles, others are particular; fomeare moil exadt and
accurate, others more uncertain, and near the Truth
on!) : Some are performed by Numbers only, fome by
Numbers and Species; and others by Inflruments of
ifeveral Kinds. The principal Methods for refolving
the feveral Cafes of Triangles are thofe which follow :
Method I. By Logararithmic Sines, Tangents, and
Secants.
Method II. By Natural Sines, Tangents and Secants,
Method Ilf. By the Trigonometrical Aiding Scale.
Method IV. By Gunters Trigonometrical Scale, and
Cornpaffes.
\Method V. By the Sedtor.
\Method VI. By Geometrical ConftrudHon.
|Method VIL and VIII. By the Practical Trigon, and
Sinical Quadrant. •
Method IX. By Natural Arithmetic.
Method X. By Algebra, or Analytical Inveftigatiom
Of all thofe Methods, the Firft is moil accurate,
eafy, and expeditious ; and fhould be alway s ufed by
the Young Trigonometer, when ever they can. It
will not, 1 prefume, be unacceptable to thofe Young
and Ingenious Students who deiires a thorough Know**
ledge in this molt comprehenfive and ufeful Part (or
K 2
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rather, Summary) of the Mathematicks, to have thofe
feveral Methods above-mention'd exemplified in fuch
Cafes wherein each Method is more particularly neceffary ; and this will be, to the apprehenfive Youth,
as fufficient, as if every Cafe in every Triangle were
treated in every particular Method it was capable of $
which would of it fell make a large Volume.
In order that the Young Trigonometer may pro¬
ceed with Clearnels and Certainty, I fliall lay down
the following Precepts, which he innft carefully obferve in his Operations, efpecially thofe which are
wrote by Analogy.

{Precept I. In forming you Analogies, you mull always
compare oppofite Sides to oppofite Angles; and
contra.
^Precept II. When a Side is required, you mull begin
with an Angle; and when an Angle is fought, be¬
gin with a Side.
■Precept III. When the Hypothenufe is given, you
mull work with the Sine or Co-Sine according as
the Side fought, is oppofite or adj acent to the given
Angle.
1Precept IV. When the Hypothenufe is not knowrn,
you mult work with Tangents and Co-Tangents,
or with Secants; according as the Side is oppofite
or adjacent to the Angle.
^Precept V* Confider, that there is in the Tables of
Sines, Tangents, &c. a Triangle exa&ly iimilar tothe Triangle you are to folve; and vvhofe Sides.exprefled in the Tables, are in the very fame Pro¬
portion as thofe of the Triangle propofed.
Precept VI. Therefore (by Theorem XV.) you mufll
fay, As the Length of any one Side, in Inches.
Yards, Miles,
of the tabular Triangle is to
fimilar Side of the fame Meafure in your Triangle I
So is any other Side ol the tabular Triangle, to th ft
fimilaj
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fimilar Side fought in your given Triangle; which
Sides muft; be properly expreffed by Precept 3. 4.
i ^Precept VII. When you are to ufe the Tables of Lo¬
garithms, if it be for the Logarithm of a Common
Number, which in the Tables proceed from 1 to
1000, look in the Column under the Letter N, for
the givenNumber,and right againft it in the Column
under the Word Logarith. you find its Logarithm :
Thus, againft the natural Namber 2165 you find
its Logarithm, 3.3354579\ Precept VIII. If you are to find the Logarithm of
any Sine, Tangent, or Secant of any Angle; leek,
in the Canon of Artificial Sines, Tangents, 63V. for
the Degrees on the Top of the Page, and the Min¬
utes in the fir ft Left-hand Column downward un¬
der the Letter M; if the Degrees be under 450.
thus againft 05° 47' you find the Logarithm of the
Sine (under the Word Log-. Sinus) to be 9.6384585,
and the Tangent (under the Word Log. Tang.) to
be 9.6840011.
1 iPrecept IX. If your Degrees be more than 450, you
muft feek the Degrees at the Bottom of the Page,
and the Minutes in the Right-hand Column up¬
wards; and thus againft 570 35' you find the Sine
(under Log. Sine) to be 9 9264310 i anc^ the Tan¬
gent (under Log. Tang.) to be 10.1972075. After
the fame manner, the Natural Sines, Tangents, Sc.
are to be found.
Trecept X. If the Table of Logarithmic Sines and
Tangents contain alfo Logarithmic Secants, they
are to be tound as before directed for Sines and
Tangents. But becaufe few Tables do, you muft,
in Cafe they are wanting, proceed after this Man¬
ner ; From double the Log. Radius, (which is al¬
ways 20.0000000) fubtradt the Log Co-Sine, the
Log. Secant will remain* Example of 570 35V
Thus
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20.0000000
Thus from the Double Radius
Subtradfc the Log. Go-Sine of 570 35' —’ 9-729?234
There remains (by Tbeo. XVIII.) the
>=1. 0.2707766
Co-Secant thereof —--{Precept XI. ft you have a Logarithm* and would
find die Number ; or if it be the Logarithm of a
Sine, Tangent, i$c> and you would find the De¬
grees and Minutes anfwer thereto; proceed with
the Logarithm to the Table, and take either the
Number, or the Degrees and Minutes which fiand
again!! the Logarithm nest lefs than yours. Thus
againft the Logarithm next lefs to 2.8853912 I find
the Number 768 ; and again!! the Logarithmic
Sine next lefs than 9.9652379 I find 67° 22'.
ISote. V he Places of Figures in the Number fought,
mu!! be always one more than the Index of the
Logarithm.
^Precept XII. In your Operations, if Radius be the
fir!! Term in your Proportions, you perform then
by Addition only ; which may alfo be done in any
other Cafe; if inftead of the firft Term, you put its
Arithmetical Complement {which is nothing but its
Complement to io.oooooco) then add all the three
Terms together, and the Sum (rejecting Radius) is
the fourth Term which is fought. The Arithmetic
Complement is mo!! eafily had, by mentally fubiiraclii g each Figure of the Log. from Nine, and
the lal! from Ten; beginning from the Left-hand,
thus the Arithmetic Complement of the Logarithm
4.5882892 is 5.41 lyio9, and 'usmof! ingenious to
work this way, as well as moft expeditious.
Thefe twelve^Precepti mpft .be well imprinted in
the Memory o! all who would he ready and dexterous
in this molt excellent" Art. Now to the Matter in
Hand diredtly, viz. The Refolution of Triangles ac¬
cording to various Methods above-mentioned.
chap
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CHAP. VII.

Of the Firft Method of Solving Rightangled Plain Triangles, by Artificial
Sines, Tangents and Secants.
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T will be fufficient to exemi lifv and illuftrafe' this
and feme other Methods, in the Solution of the
firft Cafe only * lince by making each Side Radius
therein all the -Variety, of Proportions by Sines, Tan¬
gents and Secants, will come into Ufe, as is evident
in the Synopfis.
And in order to make the whole Affair plain and
evident to the young and untaught Faculties oioyro"^
I ftiall proceed in an unuiuai Gamier, and by a new
kind of Scheme, whereby the Reafon of every Fart
of the Operation will be ob /ious, and eafy to be

underffood.
The Scheme is a Quadrant of a Circle, in which
is diferibed a Triangle, conhfting partly of black and
partly of dotted Lines, viz aBc, the very fmall Part
thereof terminated by black Lines, viz. ABC, reprefents the Triangle given to be refolv’d, and is like or
fimilar to firff Great One, which may be call’d the
Original, or Tabular Triangle; becaufe all the dot¬
ted Part reprefents that which is contain’d in the Ta¬
bles. And becaufe every Side of the Original or T abular Triangle is known in the Tables, and the giw a
One in every Part fimilar thereto, therefore the
Jtta of the propofed Triangle is found by fuch Ana¬
logy or Proportion; as pr Tteor. XV. and cPrecept V.

‘The
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The Sides of the Original Triangles are computed
in fuch Parts as the Radius confifts of 10000000000,
the Logarithm of which Number io.coooooo, as in
the Table. Accordingly the other Sides, as they are
Sines or Tangents, confifts of lefs or more of thofe
Parts ; and the Judicies of their Logarithms are lefs
or greater likewife.
But notwithftanding the Sides of the Original Tri¬
angle are calculated to Eight, Nine, Ten, &c. Places
of Figures, for which Number of Places alfb the
Logarithms are made and fitted; yet becaufe in
working Proportions the Truth may be attained to,
with a fufficient Exa&nefs, by a leffer Number of
Figures, therefore the Natural Numbers in the Ta¬
bles exceed not Seven or Eight Places in general.
And therefore (for Example) when in the Artifi¬
cial Canon, you fee the Log. Sine 36° 30' to be
9.7743876; whofe Index being 9, Ihews its Natural
Number to confift of Ten Places; but yet in the
Natural Canon, you find only the Number 5948228
to exprefs that Sine, which Number hath but Seven
Places; therefore the three dificient Places mull be
fupplied by Cyphers, and then the Number will be
5948228000, compleat in Number of Places, though
defective in its Figures or Value, vet fufficient for
Ufe.
Thefe Things premifed difplay the whole Nature
and Miftery of Trigonometrical Calculation j to
which I now proceed.
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Radius.,

The Analogy for the Perpendicular AC,
As sC : AB:: sB : AC, in the foregoing Syn*
s hat is* As aB: AB .* • ae :: AC3 in the Scheme^ by
i theorem XV*
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In Words thus;

As the Tabular

Logarithms,

e!5?3°ifS thej* viZ' *R=A°&569BO0=9-9o5l7*X
Original Trian.
Is to the Side or 9
230 = 2.3(517278’
SineofC=c, inS AB
the given Trio
So is the Tabular
Side, or Sine of
ac = 5948238000 = 9.7743876c
B 36' 30° in the
12.1361154
Orig. Triangle
To the Side or)
170,2 = 2.2309367Sine of B, in"> AG =•
the given Tri, )

The Analogy for the Side BC, or Hypothenufe.
As sB : AC : : R : BC. That is,
As ac : AG : : Be: BG, in the Scheme.
In Words,
As theTabular Side ^
or Sine of B 36' 3c0 > ac — 5948228800—9.7743876
in the Orig. Trian. ^
--Is to the Side or 9
Sine of B, in the^ AG =
170,2= 2.2309367
given Triangle, o
So is the Tabular? -n
Radius _j BcrrlCCOOOOOOOCO-lO.COCOOOC
To the Hypothen.)
made Radius, in ' BC
the given Triang.

286,1 = 2.4565491

Thus the Meafures of the Sides AG and BC, of the
£iven rI riangle, are found by Sines, or Proportion oil
Sides fo call'd, in either Triangle; and by the fame:
Data, the fame Sides are to be found by Tangents
and Secants, thus;
CASE

Method I. By the Logarithmetic Canon*
Cafe I.

The Bale ?nade Radius.
Triangle II.

The Analogy for the Perpendicular AC,
As R : AB • • tB * AC. That is9
As aB : AB :: ac : AC, in the Scheme.

7$
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In Words,

Logarithms

\ aB=ICCOCOCOOCO==lC.OOOOOOO

As the Tabular
Radius ——
Is to the Bale* 7
made Radius — J
So is the Tabular
Tangent of B
36' 30°.
To the Tangent (
Perpendicular —j

230= 2.361727S

"

ac = 735)9611000—9.8692089
Ar,

170.2—12.2309367

The Analogy for the Hypothenufe RC.
As R : AB :: seB : BC. That is,
As aB : AB :; Be : BC, in the Scheme.
In Words,

As the Tabular 7

ab=i cococoocoo=:io.cocoooo
Radius - J
Is to the Bafe 7
AB =
230= 2.3617278
made Radius —J
So is the Tabular )
Secant ot B — > BC=i 2440026000=10.0948213
36' 30°. —-To the Secant
BG =
286,1=12.4565491
Hypothenufe

S

-}

Thus the Dimenfions of the fame Sides are found
by the Proportions of Tangents and Secants, as was
before found by Sines ; the fame thing will happen
when the Perpendicular is made Radius 5 as in the
following Scheme.

Method I. By the Logarithmetic Canon.
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Cafe I. Perpendicular made Radius.

The Tabular Radius 1 oocooooooo.

Triangle III.

The Tabular Tangent of C-135142240C0.

The Analogy for the Perpendicular AC.
As tC : AB : : R : AC. That is.
As aB : AB : : ac : AC, in the Scheme.
In Words,
Logarithms
As Tabular Tang .7
4
of c==i3' 30*
^=13514224000=10.1307911
Is to the Tangent") . ^
77
77
| Bafe
SAB==
23°= 2 361727H
So is the Tabular)
Radius
rac= 10000000000=10.0000000
Tp Radius Perpend. AC

170,2= 2.230 9367

The
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The Analogy for the Hypothenufe BC.
As R : AG : : seG : EG. That is,
As ac : AC : : Be : BC, in the Scheme.
In Words,

As the Tabular 7 ac-iooooocoooc=io.ocoooca
Radius —--— J
_
Is to Radius Per-^^Q_
1702,2— 2.2309367
pendicular - ~
So is the Tabular )
Secant of c ~ 53' >Bc—16811730000 —10.2256124
30°. —-- 3
-To the Secant Hyp. BC—
286,1
2.4565491

s

Thus the Ydung Trigonometer may fee the Har¬
mony and Agreement of all the various Ways of
working by Shies, Tangents and Secants • the fame
Couclulions refulting equally from each particular
Method.
The Logarithm Secants (if not in your Tables) may
be found as directed in Trecept X. But Proportions
by Secants are feldom neceffary, especially to the
Skillful; and I have only given Example thereof, for
Variety and Example's fake.
I laid before, that having illuftrated the Firft Cafe
of Thun Right-angled Triangles, in all the Variety of
Methods and Analogies, it would be needlefs to do
any more; the other Cafes in the foregoing Synopfis
being wrought alter a like Manner, and their Propor¬
tions being there fpecified, muff of Courfe be ealy to
thole who underhand this firft Cafe ; efpecially as I
have now explained and exemplified it by anew and
mo ft demon ftrative Method.

CHAP*

,

Method II - By Natural Sines Tang.. &c.
I tfJ A A
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tfJ j/t>J vf*
if* ifj it J ifj tfl if
J ifj t#3, «L$S if*A
Alt'. A A A
A AA A AA A •
Ji. Jt, Ji.
Js>
jt Ji
2U J* «+» JaJ* j* J* 7 AAA

C H A P. VIII.
j &y the Second Method of Solving R ightangled Plain Triangles, by Natural
Sines, Tangents and Secants.
HIS Method though firft in Nature and Ufe?
Jt I have here placed Second in Order j the Rea| fon why Logaritbmetjc Calculation is allowed Prio(| nty oi Order has been already alhgr/d; and the
| Reafon why the Method -by Natu ral bines, Tangents,
I &Ce baa Precedence of other m<Dre ufeiul Methods
jj which follow, is on Account of its being the Origi. nal, moil Natural, and the Foundation of molt
1 others
This Chapter cannot be fo generally Ufeful as the
1 foregoing, by Reafon this Method of Natural Sinesy
1 &c. is now grown obiolefe and uruled by any Perfbns,
i excepting only fuch as either have not any 'Fable of
\ Artificial Sines, Tangents, or die knows nop howto
lufethem .; and for their Sakes I fhall illuftrate this
1 Method by all the Varieties of Sines, Jangents and
j Secants, in the Relolution ol the FirftCafc or Right, angled Triangles, as in the fall Chapter.
The Schemes and Analogies there uied, will likewife ferve here; the Natural Numbers (without the
additional Cyphers) as they are taken from the Ta¬
bles, are here only uied.
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Cafe I,

Scheme I.

The Hypothenufe made Radius*
Perpend. AC*
and
Hypoth. BC.
The Analogy for the Perpendicular AC.
As sC : AB :: sB : AC, in the Synopfis.
That is, As aB : AB :: ac : AC, in the Scheme.
The fame in Numbers, with the Operation.
As 8038569 : 230 :: 5948228
230

:

170,178,

178446840
11896456
8038569) 1368092440 (170,178,^.=AC
8038569
56413554

5626.9^83

•• 1435610.0
8038569
•63175310

56269983
•69053270

64308552

4744718
The

1

.

.

*' ....■

1
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The Analogy for the Hypothermic BCe
As sB : AC : : R : BC, in the Synopfis.
As ac : AC ; : Be : BC, in the Scheme.

The fame in Numbers ; with the Operation.
• As 5548228 : 170.178 : : iocooooo : 286.08,
100 ocooo
286.08, &c. = BC.

5548228J 1701780000
11896456
$1203440
47585824
36176160
35689368
* *48679200
47585824
«-.

■m

■

■

1 wja

r 7^*51

IO93376

The Dimenfions of the Sides of the Triangle, arc
by this Method found to be the fame as by the^laft
pery nearly; For if great Exa&nefs be required, or
many Places of Decimals, Twill be fureh and fafetf,
I'ometimes, to work by this Method of Natural
Numbers.

The Bale made Radius ; Scheme II.
The Analogy for AC.
1

As R : AB :: tB : AG. That is.
As aB : AB :: ac : AG, in the Scheme.
Tv/r
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The fame in Numbers; with the Operation.

As iooooooo : 230 :: 7399611 : 170.19, &c.
230
221988330
14799222
iooooooo)

1701910530 (170-195 £fo=AG

The Analogy for BC.
As R : AB :: seB : BC. That is.
As aB : AB ;: cB : BC, in the Scheme.

The fame in Numbers * with the Operation*
As iooooooo : 230 ;: 12440026 : 286.12,8V.
230
•*

1

1

tmrnm

<mm ■

■

, ■■■»

373200780

24880052
iooooooo)

2S61205980 (286.12,-—BC

The Perpendicular made Radius.

Scheme III.

The Analogy for AC.
As tC : AB : : R : AC. . That is,
As aB ; AB ;; ac : AC, in the Scheme.

] Method II. By Natural Sines, Tang. 2>Cc.

S3

The fame in Numbers j with the Operation.
As 13514224 : 230 :: ioooooco : 170.19, &c.
230
13514224)

2300000000 (170,19, £jfc.= AC.
13514224
'94857760
S>45995<S8
’* 258l5>2CO
13514224

123049760
I2l6280l6
°*1421744

The Analogy for

BG\

As R : AG :: seC : BC. That is,
As ac : AC ; : Be : BC, in the Scheme*

The fame, in Numbers * with the Operation.

As 10000000 :170.191,^.;: 16811730; 286.12^.
170.191
16811730
15/30557

1681173
1176821 IQ

l68ll73
---.-[=BC.

10000000 )

2 86.1205140430 (286.125 ^
M %

Thui
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Thus is the Firft Cafe, in all its Varieties, refolved
by the Method of Natural Numbers \ and after this
manner may all the other Cafes be refolved ; there
being nothing new or different therein from what is
here done.
And, as I have hinted before, this Method may
in fome Cafes be more preferable than the foregoing
by Logarithms; for though that be moft expedite and
eafv, yet this gives the Anfwer with greateft Exadtnefs ; efpecially where the Numbers of the given
Triangle be large, and the Decimal Parts required to
4 or 5 Places, which fometimes does happen.
It muff be obferved alfo, that when Radius is the
Firff Term in the Analogy^ the Solution will be moft
exadl, and the Operation more eafy * as may be feen
in Scheme II and III.
sf ’ A ifufj tfi tfjA tfi tfJ ifp ifj tfi if 1 ifj ill ifj tfJ ifi ifj ifJ ifJ ifj ifJ ifs ifi A ifj ifj if? A if; • if j if: if*

C H A P. IX.
Of Solving Right-angled Plain Triangles
by the Third Method, viz. by the Tri¬
gonometrical Sliding;-Rule.
O
rr^ PI I S Third Method by the Sliding Rule is the
|
moft ready and practical Way of any ; and is
for the moft part pretty exad:; though when the
Quantity of the Angle (of which you ule the Sine or
Tangent) exceeds 40 or 50 Degrees; then great Exaeffnefs muff not be expcdled by the common fized
Rule, which is a P'oot long. But the longer the
Rule is, the better or more ex ad: and ufcful it will
be

Method
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oeofConfequence ; and where much Practice in Tri¬
gonometry happens, it may be worth while to have
one made 4, 5, or 6 Feet long.

A Definition of the Sliding Rule.
This Rule, as I have faid, is generally about 12
inches in Length, and does confift oi two Parts, viz.
Ii'fixed and a moveable Part or Slider; on each ot
which are certain graduated Lines, ferving tor divers
[Purpofes ; As 1. A Line of Inch Meafure on one ot
:::he Edges. 2. A Line of Equal Parts, marked at the
(Beginning EL*. 3. Adjoined to that, a Line ot Me¬
ridional Parts, tor graduating Mercator's Chart, mark¬
ed M. 4. A Line of Leagues, marked Leag. and,
5. A Line of Longitudes fitted thereto, marked
M Lon. 6. A Line of Rhumbs fitted thereto. 7. A
Line of Chords, the one marked R. the other C.
The four Lines lafh mentioned, ferve to the Ufes ot
Navigation. 8. On the other Side the Rule, on one
(Extremity is another Line of Inches; and, p. On
the other Extremity, a Line ot the fame Length,
graduated into 100 equal Parts; by means of theie
two Lines, is given by Infpedtion, the Decimal Parts
anfwering to any Number of Inches and Parts of an
Inch.
10. On one Side the Rule, on each Side the
Grove, is placed a Line of Numbers, or Gunter's Line,
marked N. 11. On the other Side the Rule, on one
Side the Grove, is a Line of Sines, marked S. 12.
On the other Side the Grove, is a Line of Tangents,
marked T. 13. On one of the Slider or moveable
Piece, is a Line of Sines; and, 14. A Line ot 1 angents, both marked as before. 15. On the other Side
the Slider, is a Line of Numbers ; and, 16. A Line
of Rumb-Sines; and thefe Lines I have now deferibed
are all that are ufually put on the Sliding Rule, or
Inftrument here lpoken of.
Of

.
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Of all thole Lints, the Lives of Numbers, Sines and
Tangents, are the only ones ufed in Living a Plain
Triangle', and becaufe it will not a little conduce to
form a right Not.on of uling them, I fhall hint a
Word or two concerning their Make and Conftruction: The Line of Numbers is Nothing but the Loga¬
rithms of the Natural Numbers, taken out of the
Tables and laid on the Line, not regarding the In¬
dices of the Logarithms. Thus for the greater Divifions of the laid Line, viz. from i to 10; the Lo¬
garithms to be taken from a Scale of equal farts, for
each Diviiion on the Line, liana thus.
TXivifons

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
p.
Logarithms .301 .477 ,602 .698 .778 .845 .903 .954
For the idlerDivilions between 1 & 2, 2 & 3, £#£. thus,
Divfion

id. i.2,&?c. 2.1 2.a,t?r. 3.1 3.27^
Logarithm .041 .07%&c. .32a .342,&c, .491 .5035
This Conftru&ion of the Line of Numbers being
very well underllood, as I prefume it ealily may \
the ConftruCtion alio of the Lines of Sines and Tan¬
gents on the Rule is thence fulHciently evident: lor
Jince the Artificial Sines and 'Tangents are but the
Logarithms of the Natural Numbers exprefling the::
lame Things, therefore it follows, that thofe Arti¬
ficial Sines and Tangents, in the Manner before taught,
may be laid down on the Scale, and there form the:
Lines we now fpeak of. And which 1 doubt not but:
t he ingenious Young Trigonometer will clleem it only
his Divcriion to do.
The Defcription, Nature and Conftruction of thefe
Lines, being thus premiied, will make the Directi¬
ons lor their Ufe the fhorter, and Reafon thereof moll:
plain and obvious. From hence alfo it appears tha£
both the preceeding Methods, are in Subliance, the.

lame:
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fame with this, in a diverfe Manner apply'd : But
whereas in them Exaftnefs is the greatett 'I hing to
be looked to, fo Eafe and Expedition are the chief
Properties of this Third Method by the Sliding Rule.
One Thing I mull not omit, and that is, to ac¬
quaint the young Reader, that as there is no Line
of Secants on the Rule, fo he mud always obferve to
frame fueh Proportion's as admit ol only Sines and
Tangents, when he works by the Sliding Rule * for
as there is feldom any Necefiity ior uling Secants, fo
there is very rarely any Occafion for them * and
when there is, I fhall fhew a Means torefblve it by
the Rule neverthelels.
In order to perform Operations by the Sliding
Rule, I Hi all cal! that Line of Numbers on the Rule it
felt A, but that Line on the Slider B ; alfo I call the
Line ot Sines on the Rule F, and that on the Slider S.
AKoNote, That the End of each Line, viz of Sines
and Tangents, at 90° in the one, and at 450 in the
other, is Radius in Analogies wrought this way*
Here alfo the foregoing Schemes and Analogies are
to be ufed, and needs not either of them to be here
again repeated * the manner of operating the fir ft Gale
in each Scheme by the Line pf Artificial Sines and
Tangents now follow.
Cafe

I.

Scheme

I,

To find the Perpendicular AC.

JjireBion L Caufe the Line of Sines to Hide by
each other, on one Side the Ernie • then will the Lines
of Numbers do lo on the other Side. II. Set 530 30'
on S, to 36° 30' on F; then, III. Look on the other
Side, and againft 230 on B, is 170.19,
on A,
the Length of AC, as before,-
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To find the

Hypothenufe BC.

Direct I. The Pvule and Slider being the fame as
before, Set 36° 30' on S, to Radius (viz, 90°) on
F; II. Then on the other Side, againlt 170.19, &tc.
on A, is 286.12, £$c. on B, the Length of BC, as
before.

To refolve this Cafe by once fitting the Rule.
Diretf. I. Caufe the Line of Sines, to Aide by the
Line of Numbers. II. Set 53° 30' on S, to 230 on
A3 then againlt 36° 30' on S, is 170.19, &c. on A,
for the Perpendicular, and againlt Radius (or 900)
on S, is 286.12, &c. on A for the Hypothenufe. The
Reader need not be told that this lalt Way, at once
Setting the Rule is much the ealieil, belt, and molt
obvious.
Cafe I. Scheme II. To find the Perpendicular AC.

Direction I. Set the Rule fo that the two TangentLines may Hide by each other; II. Set Radius or
Tangent of 450 on the Slider, to the Tangent of
36° 30' on the Rule; then, III. On the other Side
the Rule, againlt 230 on B, is 170.19, &c. on A,
for the Length of AC.
/
1
Otherways thus,

Divert. I.

Make a Tangent-Line and a Line of
Numbers Hide together; then, II. Set Radius (or
450) to 230 on the Line of Numbers, then againlt the
Tangent of 56° 30' is 170.19, %3c. as before.

Note, The other Proportion for the Hypothenufe BC,
containing a Secant, is to be folved by a particular
Method of the Rule by and by.
Cafe

Method
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Cafe I. Scheme III. To find AC.
Direff. I. In this, and all other Cafes, when the
Quantity of the Angle exceeds 450, the Learner mult
bbferve that on the Tangent Line, the Degrees are
number’d from thence back again in hnalier Figures 9
and that thefe being only the Complements of the
^ther (number’d back in an inverfe Order to them,)
tis manifeft that the Slider mutt be fet in the fame
Place for the Tangent, as for the Co-Tangent * and
:onfequently the Operation the fame in all Relpedts
is before, viz. in Scheme II; only, if Radius be on
ihe Slider, the Anfvver will be on the Line of Numoers A,
contra. when the two Lines of Tangents
|lide together.
Note * This Proportion cannot be folved by the
iLine of Tangents and Numbers Hiding together;
hnlefs if when you fet the Tangent of 530 30', to 230
bn A, you look as far to the Left of 230 as Radius or
‘45° is to the Right of it; for there you will fee
|i70.19,
For had the Line of Tangents been
Continued diredily forwards, this Proportion might
jhave been folved this Way, as well as the latt.

I

Cafe IV. Scheme II. To find the

Angle

B-

Diretfion I. Let Lines of Tangents Hide by each
bother. II. On the Side on which are the Lines of
Numbers, fet 230 on B, to 170.19 on A; (as the
11 Analogy in the Synopfis diredts.) III. And then on
tithe other Side the Rule, againtt Radius or Tangent
of 45®, you find the Tangent of 56" 30', the Quan¬
tity of the Angle B, required.
Note, The fecond Way by making Tangents and
Numbers Hide by one another, is only the Reverie
of Cafe I. Scheme II. and fo affords no real Variety;
N
the
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the fame may be faid of the next Analogy, or Scheme
III of this prefent Cafe IV. Therefore I proceed to
inftance next in

Cafe V. Scheme I. To find the Angle C.
Direction I. Make the two Lines of Sines, and the
two Lines of Numbers, Aide together. II. Set 286.12
on A, to 230 on B; then,, III. On the other Side,
againft Radius or po° on F, is the Sine of 530 30'
on S, the Quantity of the Angle C, as was required.
The Second Way,

Diretf. I. let the Line of Sines Aide by a Line of
Numbers; then, II. Set 286.12on A, to the Radius
or Sine of po°; then againil 230 on A, is the Sine of
53° 3°' on S ; as before.
Thefe Cafes and Analogies, which I have hitherto
exemplified, contain all the different Ways of uling
the Sliding Rule, that at prefent I am apprehenfive
of; and am fully affured that any one who underhands what has been here faid, cannot avoid being
able to ufe the Rule readily on any Occalion what—
foever.
As thofe Xnftruments I have now fliewn the Ufe of
are not fo very common, as thofe Rules ufed by Mechanicks, on which are the fame Lines of Num¬
bers, but not of Sines and Tangents; and as thofe:
Perfons do not generally (indeed but very rarely)
underhand the Ufe of Logarithms, or Trigonome¬
trical Calculations thereby ; and lallly, becaufe ’tk
eafy for them to have ami to underhand the Table ol
Natural Sines, Tangents and Secants; I cannot butf
think 'twill be acceptable to fuch, tofhew how by the
common Sliding Rule and a Table ofNatural Sines,,

Tangents I
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Tangents and Secants, any Triangle may be folved^
with confiderable Exadnefe.
To do this, is no more than to work the Opera¬
tions by the Sliding Gunter, which in thelaft Chap¬
ter were wrought Arithmetically. In order to this,
it muft be obferved that though the Sine, Tangent
: or Secant in the Table is exp relied by many Figures,
| yet working by the Sliding Rule, 3 or 4 of the firlt
1’Figures of thofe large Numbers are fufficent. For
1 Instance, the Sine of 36° 30' is 5948228; the Tan¬
gent is y^^6n ; the Secant is 12440026; But 594,
73% and 1244, will fuffice for mechanick Purpofes
wrought by the common Gunter; and by this means
Secants may be as well ufed by the Sliding Rule as
Sines and Tangents. I fliall illuftrate the Firlt Cafe
f in all its Variety of Proportions this Way.

Cafe I. Scheme I. To find the Perpendicular AC.
The Analogy for this, in the laft Chapter, in
[^Numbers Hands thus; 8038569 : 230 ; ; 5948228 :
the Side AC.
But this Analogy, for the Rule, may be thus contraded ;
As 803 : 230 :: 594 : the Side AC. Therefore,
: Set 803 on A, to 230 on B ; then againft 594 on A,
is 170,19, &c. on B, the Length of the Side AG.

To find the Hypothenuie

BC.

The Analogy in the tabular Numbers Hand thus $
As 5948228 :170.19, i§c. :: iooooco : the SideBC
Contraded thus; 594 : 170.19 : : ioco: the Side BC.
Therefore by the Rule; Set 594 on A, to 17c. 19 on B;
then againft Radius (or 1000, on the End of A. )
is 286.12 on B, the Length of the Side BC.
N 2
Cafe
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Cafe I. Scheme II.

To find the Perpendicular AC.

The tabular Analogy, is iococooo : 230 : : 7395)611
: to the Side AC.
Contracted for the Rule thus, ioco : 230 l 735 :
to the laid Side.
Therefore, Set Radius on A, to 230 on B, then again# 739 on A, is 170.19 on B, the Aniwer.

To find the Hypothenufe BC.
The tabular Analogy is 10000000 : 230 : : 12440026
: the Side BC.
Contracted tor the Rule thus, 1000 : 230 : : 1244
: to the Side BC.
Therefore, Set the firft Radius of the Double Line
on A, to 230 on B; then again# 1244 on A, is
2S6.12 on B, the Length or the Hypothenufe re¬
quired.
Cafe I. Scheme III.

To find the Perpend. AC.

The tabular Analogy is 13514224 : 230 : : iooooog
: to AC.
That is, Contracted, 1351 '• 230 .* ; icco : to the
faid Side.
Wherefore, Set the fir# 1 351 on A, to 230 on B;
then again# 100Q on A, is 170.19 on B, = Length
of AC.

To find the Hypothenufe BC.
The tabular Analogy 10000000 : 170.19 : ; 16811730
: to BC.
The fame Contracted, 1000 : 170.19 : : 1681 : to
the faid Side.
Now, Set 1000 on A, to 170.190.1 B; then again#
1681 or A, is 286 12 on B: the Length of the
Side BC.
From

"
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From what I have here faid concerning this Cafe I.
’twill be very eafy, in the fame Manner, to folve
any of the other following Cafes; which therefore I
leave to the young Learner’s Exercife and Diverlion.
Hence ’tis manifeit this moil excellent Art might
be much more generally underflood, and ufed not
only by Scholars, but by every common Trader,
Artificer or Husband Man, by the cheap and eafy
Means of a Table of Natural Sines, Tangents and
Secants, and a common Sliding Rale.
And I am flrangely furpriied at the fupine and
flupid Indolency of many young Perfons, who have
(and might have by good Husbandry) Time enough
on their Hands, Money enough in their Pockets, and
Intellects enough in their Heads, yet notwithflanding
this, will expend neither in the Study of this, or any
other Noble Art, or Part of Mathematical Learning;
which would in fo moil agreeable a Manner, enoble
their Nature; enrich their Minds ; and elevate them
above, and refcue their Reputations from the rude
and barbarous Vulgar. Inilead of which they idly
chufe to bury their Talents, and wretchedly live, and
ignominoufly die without Remembrance.

C H A P* X.

Of the Fourth Method of Solving Rightangled Plain Triangles, by Gunter’s
Scale and Compaffes.
HIS celebrated Line of airtificial Numbers,
I
(whofe ConftruClion and its Ule on the Sliding
Rule, were fhewn in the lafl Chapter) firft received

JP4
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its Name and Being, from the famous Profeffor of
Geometry at Grejbam College, Mr Gunter, of whom
it has been commonly called Gunter s Line, Gunter's
Scaley or fimply, The Gunter: But what I here call
Gunter's Scale, is a Line of Artificial Numbers, Sines
and Tangents, laid down on a Plain Scale or Rule,
and are unmoveable.
On this Scale, the fame Things are performed by
the Compaffes, as on the Sliding Scale or Rule, by the
Sliding Piece, and the whole Method depends on this
cafy

General Rule.
Set one Foot of the Compaffes in the fir ft Term
of the Analogy, (be it Number, Sine or Tangent,)
and extend the other Foot (to the Right or Left)
Till it fall on the Term of the Analogy that is with
the fame Kind with it felf (whether it be the Second
or Third) \ and that Extent of the Compaffes wifi
reach from the remaining Term) the fame Way as
before) to the fourth Term or Anfwer.
The fame Things, or the fame Schemes and Ana¬
logies are to he here ufed, as before, in folving the
fir ft Gale.

Calc I. Scheme I. To find the Perpendicular AC.
Set one Foot of the Compaffes in the Sine of 530
30 , and extend the other to the Sine of 36° 30'; then
that Extent will reach from 230 to 170.15, in the
Line ci Numbers, and is the Anfwer.

To find the Hypothenufe BC.
Set one Foot in the Sine of 36° 30', and extend
the other to Radius or 50° \ then that Extent will
reach from 170.19 to a$6.ia, in the Line of Num¬
bers for Answer.
Cafe
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jCafe 1. Scheme II. To find the Perpendicular AC.
Set one Foot of the Compaffes in the Tangent
Radius or 450, and extend the other to the Tangent
36° 30'; that Extent in the Line ol Numbers will
Breach from 230 to 170.19=AG, as before.

To find the Hypothenufe BC.
Note, That becaufe (as I have faid before) there is
no Line of Artificial Secants, and this Analogy con¬
taining a Secant, it can only be foived by the Line of
[Numbers with the Compaffes here, as with the lame
iLine and Slider in the foregoing Chapter, from the
[Natural Numbers in the Table. Therefore fet one
Foot in Radius 1000, and extend the other to 230;
then that Extent will reach from 1244 to 286.12=
1BC, as required.

i Cafe I. Scheme III. To find the Perpend. AC.
Set one Foot of the Compaffes in the Tangent of
: J3°
an<3 extend the other to Radius or 45; then
in the Line of Numbers that Extent will reach from
^230 to 170.19 = AC, as before.

To find the Hypothenufe

BC.

Becaufe this Analogy is here alfo by Secants*
[therefore by the Line of Numbers, from the Na¬
tural Numbers of the Table, do as before taught*
Set 1000 to 170.19; that Extent will reach from
1681 to 286.12 = BC, the Side fought.
Cafe
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Cafe IV. Scheme II. To find the Angle B.
In the Line of Numbers, fet one Foot in 230, and
extend the other to 170.19; then in the Tangent
Line, that Extent will reach from Radius or 45°, to
36° 30', which is the Tangent of the Angle B.
Note, The Side BC is to be found by the Line of
Numbers, Sc. as directed in the Firji Cafey Scheme
II. Ill-

Cafe IV. Scheme III. To find the Angle C.
In the Line of Numbers, Set one Foot in 170.19,
and extend the other to 230; then will that Extent
reach from Radius or Tangent of 450, to the Tan¬
gent of 53° 30', the Quantity of the Angle C.
The Learner that has regularly come thus far,
need not, I fuppofe, be told that though the Tan¬
gent of any Ang!e, and of that Angle's Complement
be in the Line Point of the Line, as in this Cafe, 530
30' and 36° 30' are; yet he may eafily know which
is the Angle required by the Second Term of the
Analogy; tor it that be greater than the Firtt, tjhe
greatelt Tangent is the Angle required; as here 230
being greater than 170.19 makes it certain that 530
30' is the Angie fought; and the Contrary.
The Reader is fuppofed in each of theie Operati¬
ons to have his Eye on the Analogies in the Synopfis,
by which they are performed. And thefe being all
the Varieties by the Gunter and Compafies ; I pro¬
ceed to the Fith Method by the Setter,

CHAP-
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C H A P. X.
Of the Fifth Method of Solving Rightangled Plain Triangles by the Senior.
Y this moil noble and mod ufeful of all Mathema_ tical Inftruments, The Settlor, not only all the comnon Operations of the Mathematical Sciences are
In oil calily and commodioufly performed ; but par¬
ticularly the whole Bulinefs of Trigonometrical Calcu~
'at ion, of every Kind, is hereby veryeafy, expedite
md perfect; For all manner of Analogies, whether
3y Numbers, Sines, Tangents, Secants, arc alike
refolved here.
The Invention of this wondrous Inftrument is
founded on the 4th Trop. of the 6th Book of Euclid
jr Tbeor> XV beforegoing. Where Vis demonflrated ,
■hat Parallels to the Bale of any Plain Triangle, bare
:he fame Proportion to the Bafe, as the Parts of the
Legs above the Parallel, do to the whole Legs. But
more of the Nature and Conftruddion of the Serf or is
to be learned from thofe who have wrote purpofely
thereon.
T he Lines on the Settlor are various, but I have to
>do with no more thofe which lerve more immediately
to the Solutions of Triangles, and they are thofe
which follow.
Firft, A Line of Chords on each Leg of the Settlor
: they proceed from the Center to the End of the Legs,
iJwhere they terminate in a brafs Point, at 6o°, tne
Chord thereof being equal to Radius.

,

;
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Secondly, A Line of Sines, proceeding from the
Center on each Leg, and terminating in a brafs Point,
on the End, at po°.
Thirdly, A large Line of Tangents, running from
the Center to the End of each Leg, and there end
in a brafs Point at 45°, the Tangent thereof being
equal to Radius.
Fourthly, A fmaii Line of Tangents, beginning
at a fmall Radial Diftance from the Center on each
Leg, and terminates at the End at about 750 or 76°;
and is not perfect, as being only a Supplement to
the former.
Fifthly, A Line of Secants, beginning at fomc
diftance from the Center, and proceed to the End on
each Leg, where they break of at, fome 6o°, fome
75°-> &cSixthly, A Line of Equal Parts, or, as fome term
it, a Line of Lines; theie proceed from the Center
on each Leg, to the End ; graduated by equal Diviiions 1.2.3*4,
t0 10.
The Line of Chords, on the End of each Leg, is;
marked with a C. the Line of Sines, with S. the Line
of Great Tangents, with T. the Line of Small ones,,
with tan, the Line of Seconds, with sec. and the Line:,
of Eiqual Parts, with I.
Thefe are the Six Grand Lines, which are of modi
important Ufe : the Conftrudtion of each of which
you have clearly and largely taught by the foregoing
*XIX (problem of Geometry.
Thefe are all Lines of Natural Numbers, Sines,
Tangents and Secants ; having now pretty well done
with the Artificial ones, on which we have dwelt fo;
long.
Thefe Lines are to be ufed in a twofold Manner,
viz. Doubly or Singly; Doubly, when we ufe both
Lines of a like Sort; as both the Lines of Lines, both*
thJ
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the Lines of Sines, &c. as fuppofe you place one
Foot in the Sine of 4<o°on one Line, and extend rhe
other Foot (the SeBcr being open'd) to 40° on the
other Line, on the other Leg of the Seel or ; and this
i is call'd taking of 40° Parallel-wife, and is, tor Brevi¬
ty's fake, thus marked, =40°.
The fecond Manner of uling thefe Lines, viz fing1 y, is when we ufe only one Line of a Sort ; and
1.Length-ways, or Lateral-wile, take off any Number
of Parts or Degrees, by fetting one Foot of the Comjpaffes in the Center, and extending the other along
cone Leg to the deligned Point, as fuppofe 4c0 on a
,Line of Sines, and this Lateral Way ot taking 40® is
I thus marked, || 40°.
When ever, in working Proportions, Radius is men¬
tion'd, or made ufe of, you mu ft underiland it toiedate to, or be in the Ends of the Great Lines on each
Leg, on the brafs Pin, as at 60 and 60, for Chords ;
90 and 90 for Sines; 45 and 45 for Tangents, and
10 and 10 for the Line of Equal Parts', but on the
Small Line of Tangents, the Radius or Radial Point,
is the beginning at 45°; as it is alio of the Small
Secants, at 00®, or very Beginning; but the follow: ing Practice will make all things intelligible and dear.

I fliall refolve the Firft Cafe in all its Varieties, as
I have all along done, and here again repeat the Ana¬
logies with the proper Signs prefixed to each Term,
in order to fhew how they are to be wrought on the
Sefior by the Compaffes.
And here, that the young Learner may meet with
nothing unapprifed of, he muftknow, 'tis moil con¬
venient to begin with that Lateral Term, or more
properly, to make that Term a Lateral one, that
when apply'd Parallel-wife, may occalion the lealt
Opening of the SeBor:} and all the following Analo¬
gies are marked with Regard hereto.
Q %
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Cafe I. Scheme I. To find ^Perpendicular AC*
The Analogy; As = sC : || AB : : = sB : ]| AC.
Therefore with your Compafles take the Lateral
Difiance 230 from the Line of Lines, and make it a
Parallel Diftance from 530 30' to 530 30' on the Lines
of Bines 5 Then the Parallel Diftance of 36^30' and
36° 30' of Sines will reach Laterally from the Center
to 170.19 on the Line of Lines, and gives the Anfwer.

To find the Hypothenufe BC.
The Analogy; As = sB : || AC : : — R : || BC.
That is, Make the Lateral Diftance 170.19 on the
Line of Equal Parts, a Parallel on the Sine of 36° 30';
then fhall the Radius, or Sine of po°, extend Late¬
rally from the Center to 286.12 on the Line of Equal
Parts, which is the Length of BC.

Cafe 1. Scheme

II.

To find the Perpend.

AC.

The Analogy^ As = R : |j AB : : = tB : || AC.
Make the Lateral 230, a Parallel on the Tangent
Radius, or 450, then the Parallel Tangent 36° 30',
will make Laterally 170.19 on the Line of Equal
Parts.

To find the Hypothenufe BC.
The Analogy ; As = R : || AB :: — seB : |f BC.
Make the Lateral Diftance 230 a Parallel on Ra¬
dius of Secants; then the Parallel Secant of 36° 30',
fhall be the Lateral Diltance 286.12 on the Line of
Equal Parts, as required.
Cafe
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To find the Perpend. AG.

The Analogy; As = tC : || AB : .* := R : j| AC.
Make the Lateral Pittance 230, a Parallel on the
ifrnall Tangents, ot 53°3o/; then fhall the Parallel Ra¬
dius of the fmall Tangents, or 450, be the Lateral
iDillance of 170.15) on the Line oi Equal Parts, the
Length of AC.
I

To find the Hypothenufe BC.
1 The Analogy; As — R : || AC : : — seC : j: BC,
Make the Lateral Didance 170.19, a Parallel on
ihe Secant Radius; then the Parallel Secant °f 53°
go', fhall be the Lateral Diitance of 2S6.12 on the
(Line of Equal Parts.
If the Method of thus folving the Fir ft Cafe by the
.Settlor^ be well underdood, there cannot poliibly hapipen any difficuly in the Solution of any ot the red
after the lame Manner; efpeciaily as i have here
adjoyn'd all the Analogies with their directory Signs.

Cafe II.
Analo- f 1. As—sB :
gies ^2. As=rsB:

Scheme I.

AC: :=sC: j| AB, the Bafe.
AC: := R; jj BC, the Hypot.

Scheme II.
Analo-j 1. As—tB: | AC:: rrR : j| AB, the Bafe,
I gies i2,As=:R: | AB;:eeseB: || BC, the Hypot.

Scheme
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Scheme III.
Analo-3 i. As—R : l| AC:
gies £2. AsnR : jj AC:

Cafe III.

tC :
seC:

AB, the Bafe.
BC, theHypot*

Scheme I.

Analo- f i. As- R : | BC: :~sC : |j AB, the Bafe.
gies \i, As—R : | BC: :=sB :{j AC, the Perpend.,
Scheme II.

Analo- fi. As—seB : |i BC: := R:|! AB, the Bafe.
gies 12. As— R : i| AB: :=tB: ||AC, the Perpend.,
Scheme III.

Analo- f i. As—seG: [ BC: : || tC: jl AB, the Bafe.
gies
2. As— tC : | AB: : || R; |j AC,the Perpen,,

Cafe IV.

Scheme II.

Analo-! i. As || AB: ==R: : || AC: =tB,Ang.at Bafe
gies (2. As= R: || AB: :=seB: || BC, the Hyp.

Scheme III.
Analo- f i. As || AC := R :: || AB :=tC,Ang. at Per.
gies fa. As =: R : || AC: :=seC: jj BC, the Hyp.

Cafe V.

Scheme I,

Analo-f i. As || BC: = R :: j| AB
sC,Ang. at Per.
gies R2. As =R '. || BC; ;= sB : j| AC,the Perpen.,
Cafe:
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Scheme II.
I Analo-$ 1.As |[ AB: — R: : || BG: — seB, Ang. at Bafe
j gies c2 As= R : || AB:
tB : || AC, the Perpen,

Cafe VI.

Scheme I.

rtAnalo- S i.As || BC: — R : : || AG
sB, Ang. at Bafe
gies 12.As— R : || BG: := sG : || AB, the Bale.

Scheme III.
; Analo-C 1.As |] AC: —R: : || BC : —• seC,Ang.at Per,
,i gies
42. As— R : || A: :=tC : || AB, the Bafe.
J i

Thus I hope I have made the whole Affair of Trigonometrical Calculation facile and ready by the
1\S&$or^ however the Proportions are Conflitutcd of
Numbers and Sines, Numbers and Tangents, or
Numbers and Secants; fo that though a Perfon come
| ever fo unskilPd in the Matter, I think when he has
i duely read and digefled the Dodlrine of this Chapter,
Ptis fufficient to make him perfect, and dexterous in
: applying this Noble Inftrument to all the Purpofes
1 here treated of.
■

a •*.

X

J J;

- _

i

»
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Note, I would advife the young Student, when he
buyes a Seflor, to have one 2 Feet in Length when
opened ftrait; for then the Lines will be 12 Inches
each, and the Divifions thereof will be larger and
clearer; however one of 18 Inches may do pretty
well for common Ufes. Obfei ve alfo, that the Lines
of Secants and fmall Tangents begin at an equal Diftance from the Center; for elfe fuch Analogies as
have both Tangents and Secants in them cannot be
performed thereby.
CHAP
)
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CHAP. XII.
Of the Sixth Method of Solving Rightangled Pi jin Triangles by Geometrical
Conjlruclion.

B

Y Geometrical Conftrudiion is meant a Delinea> tion ot the Triangle in Lines by a Scale of Equal Farts and a Line of Chords, by the ft rid: Me¬
thod of Geometry taught in the Chapter of Geometri¬
cal (Problems ; fo that when the whole Triangle is
thus projected in Plano, the Parts thereof unknown
may be eahiy meafured by the Scale from which the
known or given Parts were delineated; that is, the
unknown Sides meafured on the Line of Equal Parts,
and the Quantity of the unknown Angles from the
Line of Chords ; and thus the whole Triangle be¬
comes known as fcon as conftruded.
The Scale for this Purpofe ought to have a Line
of Equal Parts divided Diagonally, fuch as is com¬
mon on the Plain Scale; however a Line of Equal
Parts of fome kind or other there muft of Neceflity
be; and alfo a Line of Chords, or, in lieu thereof,
an exad graduated Limb of a Quadrant. Whence
this Geometrical Conftrudion or Protradion of a
Triangle may be performed by divers Inftruments,,,
wz,, all fuch as have on them the Lines aforefaid, asi
the common Plain Scale; The Setfor ; The Protraflcr
Sutton’s Quadrant; &?e. But of all thefe the moft
uluai and ufelul are, the Plain Scale and Sc Bor ; the

firfll
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jBrft having a Line diagonally divided, which gives
Ian Anfwer much nearer the Truth, than one that is
not thus divided can do; and the Latter, as it is ca¬
llable of being fet to any Radius, which is a Property
peculiar to its felf.
The Geometrical Conftru£lion of the Six Cafes of
Right-angled CPlain Triangles, according to what is
given in each, here follows.

Cafe I, Gwen the Bafe and Angles.

I

Pirjt, Draw the Bafe Line BA at
from the Diagonal Line on the Plain
of Equal Parts on the Settor, take the
Bafe 230, with your Compaffes, and
to A.

pleafure, and
bcale, or Line
Length of the
fet it from B

Secondly,

io6
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Secondly, On A raife a Perpendicular (by Probkti
IL) indefinitely continued.
thirdly. Take the Chord of 60 Degrees from the
Line of Chords on the cPlain Scale, off Irom the Limb
of the Protractor or Quadrant', or laftly, from the
Parallel Chords of 60° on the Setter (conveniently
opened) and therewith ( as a Radius by Theorem
XVII.) fetting one Foot of the Compaffes in B,
Hrike the Arch dc; and from the fame Line of
Chords take the Quantity of Angle B, viz 36° 30',
and fet from c to d.
fourthly, From B draw a Line through the Point
d ’till it meet the Perpendicular in C. Then is ABC
the Triangle required.
Fifthly, Meafure the Perpendicular AC on the fame
Line or Scale you took AB from, and it will be found
to be 170.19.
Sixthly, Meafure alfo on the fame Line the Hypothenufe BC, and you will find it to be 286.1a j and
thus the whole Triangle is folved.
Cafe II. Given the Perpendicular and Angles*
This Cafe is conftru&ed in the fame Manner as the
laft, if you proceed with the Perpendicular AC, and
the Angle C, as I before directed for the Bafe AB
and Angie B.
Scheme omitted.,

Cafe
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3 Cafe III. Given the Hypothenufe and Angles,

Fir/?, Draw a blank Bafe Line BA with one Foot
:) of the Compaffes, on which at B make an Angle?
<: as directed in Cafe I,

Secondly, Through the Point d draw the Line BG
< indefinitely, and from a Scale of Equal Parts take
i 2.86.12 and fet from B to C thereon.

fhirdly^ From the Point G let fall a Perpendicular
I (by Froblem III) to the blank Line BA, cutting it
j at Pyight Angles in the Point A, and join A, B fo£
i the Bafe,

Fourthly, Meafure the Bafe BA and the Perpcndij cular AC, on the Scale, and you will find the

fp be 230; and the other 170.19, as before.

firft

io8
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Cafe IV, Given the Bafe and Perpendicular,

Firjly Draw the Line BA, on which from a Diago¬
nal Scale or Line of Equal Parts, fet off the Bafe
230 from B to A,
Secondly, On the Point A eredfc the Line AC at
Right Angles, on which fet off the Perpendicular
170.15) from A to G
j
Thirdly, Joyn the Points B and C, for the Hypothenufe; which meafured on the aforefaid Scale, will
be found to be 286.12.
Fourthly, With 60 Degrees of Chords on B, flrike
the Arch c d, and meafure the Part c d, on the Scale
ot Chords, or on the Limb of the Protradfor, or ap¬
ply it Parallel-wife on the Lines of Chords on the
Sedtor, and it will give the Angle B 36° 30', whofe
Complement C, is 530 30'j and thus the whole Tri¬
angle is become known.
Cafe

. „

--————————

-—

-

■ Method VI. By Geometrical ConfiruEtion.
Cafe V, Given the Bafe and Hypothenufe.

Firfly Draw the Line BA, on which from a Scale
I of Equal Parts fet off the Bafe 230 from B to A.
Secondly, On A raife the Perpendicular AC, con-*
ftinued indefinitely.
Thirdly, Then from the fame Scale of Equal Parts,
jjtake the Hypothenule 286.12, and fet one Foot of
>|the Compaffes on B, with the other crois the Line
|AC in C • and draw the Line BC.
Fourthlyy With the Compaffes take AC, and mca¬
lf] re it on the Line of Equal Parts, and you will find
:k 170.19.
Fifthlyy With the Chord of 60 Degrees, on B2
;ftrike the Arch cd, which being meafured on the fame
Scale of Chords, it will give the Angle B^=36° 30' j
whole Complement C is y° 30',

Cafe

I IO

.
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Cafe VI. C’fw/Hypothenufe^^Perpendicular,

This Cafe is exa&Iy the fame as the foregoing, as
jto the Method of Conti ru<5t ion; if the fame Directions
be applied here to the Perpendicular and Hypothenufe, as was there given for the Bafe and Hypothenufe; as is evident from the Scheme it felf.
Thus I have in a plain and familiar Way, Ihewn
the Geometrical Gonftrudtion of all the Cafes of Tlain
Right-angled Triangles, in order to their Solution;
and which ought to be perfectly underitood, becaufe
Ms the very Bails of all practical Trigonometry ; and
without which, no fuch thing as a Triangle can be
truly made.
To learn this true and exaCt Geometrical Way*
being fo very plain, and eafiy in Practice ; I have olten admired that the ingenious Handicraft and Mechanick fhould fo much negleCl it, and be fo unreafonably contented with the old unartful Way of
drawing Figures by Tentando.
5
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C H A P. XIII.
VOy the Seventh and Eighth Methods of
Solving Right-angled Plain Triangles
by the Practical Trigon, and Sinical
Quadrant.
7T1 H E two Inftruments, whofe Ufes are here to
Jt bedefcribed, are the raoft expeditious in Pradhj ice of any by Natural Lines; yea, they are in themj felves the moll natural of any Means; for either at
i once conftitute the Triangle, and Ihews the Dimenj lions of every Part thereof, by Infpedtion only, in
Natural Numbers on the relpedtive Lines But bej caufe thole Inftruments are very fcarce, and in few
Perfons Hands; I have therefore given the Young
Geometer a Figure both of the Trigon and Senical
Ghiadranty and their Defcriptions which here follow.

A Deferiftion of the Trigon.

Fig. I.

The Trigon is an Inftrument confining of three,
; and fometimes of four, Parts or Pieces: The fir ft is
; the fixed Piece BA, which reprefents the Bafe of a
Right-angled Triangle, and is graduated into an
hundred Equal Parts. The fccond Piece is EG, and
is inferted into BA by the Joint B, On which it moves,
and may be fet to a given Angle with BA ; this Parr
reprefents the Hypothenufe of a Triangle, The
third
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third Piece is AC, and is made to move backward
and forward on BA, by means of the Socket S, fo
as to be in a perpendicular Poiition thereto'; and
therefore this Part reprefents the Perpendicular or
Cathetus of the Triangle* and is alfo graduated into
an hundred Equal Parts. The fourth Part is the
Semiquadrantal Arch D, divided into 45 Degrees,
being fixed in the End of the Part BA, in order that
the Piece BC may move commodioufly by it, and befet
to the given Quantity of any Angle under 450 there-;
on. By this Defcription, and even from the very
view of the Figure it felf, 'tis eafy to conceive how
very naturally this Inffrument at once both forms and
fhewsthe Quantity of each Part of the Triangle un¬
known. The Reafon why the Arch is here defcribed
as containing only 450, and no more, will appear in
the Ufes hereof by and by. And here Jtis to be oblerved, that becaufe this Inffrument may be opened
to an Angle of 450, and each Leg in fuch Cafe may
contain 100 Parts, 'tis therefore necefiary the Hypothenufal Part BC, fhould be divided into 141.4 of
fuch Parts as being the Square Root of 20000, the
Sum of the Squares of the Legs. See Theorem XI.
Kotey If the Leg AC were made to move on the
Socket S circularly, this Inffrument might alfo be
ufed in folving Oblique-angled Tri angles.

A Defcription of the Sinical Quadrant.
This Quadrant hath, like all others, a graduated
Limb of 90 Degrees; and its two Redilineal Sides
for Radius's) BD and BE, divided into 100 Equal
Parts, from each of which are drawn Right Lines to
the Circular Limb, mutually interfeding each other
on the Superficies of the Quadrant, and make the
Sines and Co-Sines of as many Divifions in the
Quadrantal

,
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jQuadrantal Limb. On the Center of the Quadrant
B is fixed a moveable Index or Label BC, graduated
ialfo into ICO Equal Parts; this index thus moving
on4the Quadrant is to be let to any Given Angie, and
ferves for the Hypothenufe in any Triangle, the
other two Legs which make the Bafeand Perpendiicular being thole Lines, or Parts thereof which a-*
Irife from either graduated Side and meet the gradu¬
ated Edge of the Label, and the Side of the Qua¬
drant itfelf; ail this is evident by a View of the
Figure II, only.
It is not my Purpofe (here at leall) to ftiew the
other Ufes that may be made of the Quadrant here
deferibed, and the Trigon, but only that of folving Tri*
angles thereby; and that in the Trigon is as follows*

The Ufe of the Trig on.
Admit there be a Right-angled Triangle, in which
&here is Given the Bafe BA = 82, or 820; and the
lAngle at Bafe B — 30® 00and its Complement of
Courfe, C = 6o° 00' required the Hypothenufe BC,
and Perpendicular AC.

Direction I. Set the Hypothenufai Part BC to 30°
00' on the Limb, then Hide the Perpendicular Part
AC to 82 (or 820) on the Bafe Part BA; this being
■done, the Triangle is formed; and from the Center
B to the Common Interfe&ion at C, is contained
,94.68 (or 946.8) =BC, the Hypothenufe ; and from
A to C, is intercepted 47.34 (or 473.4) =AC, the
Perpendicular; thus with Eafe, and in a Moment is
fuen a Triangle folved by Infpedtion only,

I •
i| Direction II. If the Angle at Bafe, in the aforefaicl'
Cafe, be Given greater than 450; the moveable HyQ
pothenyfe
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pothenufe mull be fet to the Complementai Angle,,
and the Inftrument being inverted, viz, the Perpen¬
dicular Piece made Bale, the fmall Divifions muft:
be uled, as before the larger were, and the Anfwer
will appear on the other Parts as before ; but not exad; enough lor any conliderable Purpcle, unlefs the
two Legs are at leaft a Foot in Length each ; andl
fuch as chufe this Inftrument, may as well have it %
or 3 Feet long, as one; and their Work will be proportionably more exad.
DireStion III. When both the Legs are Given, dc
thus ; Set the Perpendicular Leg AG to what is Giver
on the Bafe Leg BA, then move the Hypothenufa
Part BC to the Given Parts on AC; and thus is the
Triangle formed, and the Solution evident by Infpedion; for the Point of the Hypothenufe on the
Limb D fhews the (Quantity of the Angle at Bafe B!
and fo of its Complement C ; and the Parts intercep¬
ted between B and C on the Hypothenufe, are it::
required Length.
Direction IV. When Bafe and Hypothenufe arc
Given; flicie the Perpendicular Part AC to the Giver:
Part of the Bafe BA, then move the Hypothenufa,
Part up or down, 'till the Given Part thereon mee
the Perpendicular AC; and thus the Triangle i
formed, and the Angles and other Side, are known
by Infpedion.
Tj ire Siion V. W hen the Hypothenufe and Perpen¬
dicular are Civen; move the Parts BC and AC, fc
together, that the Given Parts on both may coincide
in C; when this is done the Triangle is formed, anc
folved by Infpedion.

Vircflm
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Direction VI. When the Hypothenufe and Angles
re Given \ Set the Hypothenufal Part BC to the
Quantity of the Angle B on the graduated Limb D,
;hen move the Perpendicular Part AG to the Given
fart on BC ; and thus the Triangle is formed, fhewg the Quantity of the other two Sides BA and AG.
Direction VII. When the Perpendicular and Ae¬
ries are Given ; Set the Hypothenufe BC to the De¬
crees of B on the Limb D, then Hide the Perpendi:ular backwards and forwards, 'till its Given Parts
neet the Hypothenufe in C * fo is the Triangle formd, and the Sides vihble on their refpe&ive Parts
3G and BA.
Thus have I given DireSHons for the Uie of this
Practical Inllrument in all Variety of Cafes. I pro¬
ved now to

The Ufe of the Sinical Quadrant.
I In the following Directions, I call thofe Lines which
urq drawn from the Divifions of the Side of the Qua¬
drant BD upwards, Right Sines', and thofe which are
drawn from the Side BE, acrofs the Quadrant, Tranfyerfe Sines.
* - ffetV

2[. Let'^MSbe 'Given the Bafe BA—63, and the An\ gle B 5=5 38° 303 its Complement being 5i°3oQ
; find the Sides BC and AC, by the Sinical Quadran t.
Direction I. Set the Index to the Angle B on the
Limb; then obferve where the Right Sine of 63
Parts on BD interfe£b the Index, and you'll find it
to be inC in the Diviiion of 80.5, which therefore is
(the Length of the Hypothenufe BC on the Index.
(Next for the Perpendicular AC, obferve where the
Q 2
Point
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Point G is transferred to the Side BE, by the Tranfverfe Sine CG, which you will find to be in the Point:
C in the Divihon 47-3* r^e Length of the Part BG=:
AC, the Perpendicular. See Theorem IX.

Direction IL In cafe a Side or Angle be Given fa
large, as that the Side exceeds the Larger Divilionsy
or the Point of Interfeclion C be carried of! the
Quadrant; you muft ufe the fmall Divifions, andl
proceed altogether as in Direction II. for the Ufe ot
the Trigon,
II. Given the two Legs BA and AC } to find the Reft,
Direction III. Obferve where the Right Sine ol
the Given Point on the Bafe Side BD interfedts the
Tranfverfe Sine of the Given Point in the Perpendi¬
cular Side BE; then on that Point of Interfedfcion.
as C, lay the Index ; and fo fhall the Triangle be
formed, and the Quantity of every Part at once ap¬
pear.
III. Given the Bafe and Hypothenufe; to find the Rejf
Direction IV. Lay the Given Point in the Index
on that Right Sine which proceeds from the Giver
Point in the Bafe Side BD, and the Triangle is form
td} in which the Angles will be apparent, and the
Perpendicular known by the Tranfverfe Sine, going
from the Point G to the Perpendicular Side BE.
IV. Given the Hypothenufe and Perpendicular: t
find the Reft.
Direction V. Lay the Index BG in the Given Pointi
thereof C, on the Tranfverfe Side which proceed;

from
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from the Given Point in the Perpendicular Side BE •
fo is the Triangle conftituted; and the unknown
Parts immediately becomes known.
j V. T&eHypothenufe and Angles given $ to find the Reft.
Direction VI. Set the Index to the Angle B on the
1 Limb; then obferve what Right and Tranfverfe Sines
meet in the Given Point in the Index; for they ihall
I lhew the Bafe in the Side BD, and the Perpendicular
i in the Side BE.
I VI. The Perpendicular and Angles given: to find
the Refi.
Direction VII. Set the Index to the Angle B on
: the Limb; then Ihall the Tranfverfe Sine cut the
Index in the Point for the Hypothenufe, and the
Right Sine defcending from that Point, Ihall lhew the
i Bale in the Side BD.
Thus by eafy Directions, too plain and natural to
need Numerical Examples for each, I have flicwn
how all the Cafes of Right-angled cPlain Triangles
are to be refolved by the two Indruments above defcribed ; which were they fufficiently large and exact,
would be molt Ufeful in Practical Trigonometry; the
firil of which any ingenious Artiil might make
(at lead might graduate) himielf, of what Size he
pleafe.

CHAP.
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C H A P. XIV.
Of the ninth Method of Solving Rightangled Plain Triangles by Natural
Arithmetic.

T

H E Foundation of this Method is from the moll
famous Pythagorean Invention, viz. Theorem XI.
which teacheth the Arithmetic oi Squares, Triangles,
Parallelograms, Circles and other limilar Superficies
deferibed on the Sides of a Right-angled Triangle,
by Extraction of Roots.
This Method (here intended by Extraction of the
Square Root) is defective, inafmuch as by it the An¬
gies cannot be found. Yet is it a very ufeful Means
for finding the Sides on many Occafions. And he
who knows not, by having two Sides Given, to find
the other readily with the Pen only, is but a poor
Geometer.
In Theorem XIX 'twas fhewn and demonftrated,
that by having any two Sides of a Right-angled Plain
Triangle Given, the other by Extraction of the
Square Root was Given alfo. Therefore by this Me¬
thod there are only Three Cafes of the Six, to be
folved, viz. thofe Three in which are two Sides
Given ; and thofe, as I faid, imperfeCt j becaufe by
them no Angle can be known.
The So tations of thofe Three Cafes by Extraction
of the Square Root are as follows.
Cafe

Method IX.
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Cafe I. Given the Two Legs BA=23o1) and AG
==170.19. To find the Hypothenufe BCe

A

6900
460

*53*7*
17019

1191330
j Square of BA = 52900

17019
5Squ.

Add-f15290°
2^6j6l='ofAG
; Sum oftheSquaresofBA&AG=8i864.636i(286.i2
4

The Square Root of
which is 286.1a ferej
and is the HypoI thenufe fought j as

384
566) -3464

I before.

5721) • • 6863

48)418

3390
57%x
57222) 114:61

117444

Cafe
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Cafe II. Given tbs Hypothenufe BG =286.11,,
and the Leg CA=i 70.19, To find the Leg BA.

BG = 286.1a
^ Squared is
AG= 170.15)

81864.6361
28964.6361

The DifF. of thofe Squares = japoo^BCq—ACq.
•

By Extraction,

•

•

32900 (230—BA, the Leg fought.

4_
43) 119
129

* * ‘ OO

Note, I chufe to keep to the Numbers before ufed,
though the laft Place of Decimals in the Root and
Square of BC be not precifely juft.
Cafe
*

Method IX. By Natural Arithmetic*

m

afe IIL Given the Hypothenufe BC~2.86.ia, and
the Leg BA=230. to find the other Leg ACe

C

‘ |8,S64
181864.6^61
BC-38<..a} Squared is
:'he Difference of thofe Squares is

28964.6361

C^n, by7

28964.6361 (iyo.ip^AC,

htraBionS

1

tfg
1 lou&hc*

27)189
189
3401) • •• 64.63
3401

34O29) 30626l
30626l

I know there is a kind of Method for finding the
angles by cPlain Arithmetic ; but becaufe ’tis 'very
ooublefome, intricate and confequently ufelefs, (be~
des another Reafon which fhall go namelefs) I do
ot think "tis worth while to infert it here.
CHAP,
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CHAP. XV.

Of the Tenth Method of Solving Right•
angled Fi nn Triangles by Algebra y Oi
Analytical Inveftigation.

T

HIS Method of refolving Triangles is only to b:
managed by thofe who have fome Skill in At
gebra. For thofe Cafes which require to be iolve<:
this Way, fall not under the common Rules, an
confequently will not admit any Solutions in the coir
inon Methods hitherto treated of In them the Dat
and fhi<t(ita^ or the Parts given and required, ai
intire; that is Whole Sides, or Whole Angles, an,
that feparately j But here you have the Data mol
times conliiling of Pieces of Triangles, that is, Par i
of Sides, Sums, Differences, and Proportions of Sid< £
and Angles only; and for the Triangle to fall orii
thus is no very rare Thing with Thofe who are cork
verfant in Geometry, the more abftrufer Part efpec: li
ally.
Hence therefore the Young Geometer cannot bul
think himfelf concerned to learn fo neceffary a Pail
of his Art as the Analytical Inveftigation of the ur If
known Parts o {Triangles, and other figures depenei
ing thereon; and though I do not here pretend
teach the Art of Algebra, yet I imagine "twill not’ll!
a little acceptable to the Young Philomath, to haJc
here a kind of Synopfs ofallthemoft ufual and ufelll
Cafes of this Nature laid before him, with the Them
re?r\i

Method X, By Algebra.
\tirems for their Solutions, and a Specimen of the In: veftigation and Relolution of fuch Theorems j all which
:here follow in Order.
Triangle
Cafe I. Ghen the Bafe B,
iand the Difference between
nhe Hypothenufe and Ca¬
thetus D; to find the Cathe■tus A, &c.
Theorem
A:

BB-DD

Cafe II. Given the Dffeii fence of the Bafe and Hypot thenule D, and the Dffe; rence of the Cathetus and
1 Hypothenufe X; to find
| the Bafe B, the Cathetus C,
\ and the (Part of the Hypo¬
thenufe A.
Theorem,

A=yaDX

Then,

d+a=b
X+A=G

Cafe III, Given theYLypothenufe H, and the Sum
of the Legs (viz. B+C=)
S; thence to find thofe two
Legs*

C

B

R a

i Theorem
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S+V2HH-SS

1 Theorem. B:

S—v'aHH-SS

2 Theorem. G

Cafe IV. Given theHypothenufe H, and the Dif( ference of the other two
Sides D* to find the Sides
B and C

1 Theorem. B=

P+V2HH-DP
2

2 Theorem.

c^'2HH~DD-D
a

Cafe V. Given the Bate B,
and the alternate Segment of
C the Hypothenufe (made by
a Perpendicular falling from
the Right-angle thereon) S j;
to find the other Segment A„
and the Cathetus C.
> t

j

1 Theorem. A=yBB—$SS~±S.
Let S-fA=H j then
% Theorem. C=VHH—BB,
t

Cafe

Method X. By Algebra.

2S

1

>

Cafe VI. Given the Difference of the Bafe and
Cathetus D, and the Peripendicular let fall jrom
it he Right-Angle on the
Hypothenufe P; thence
to find the Hypothenufe
H, &c.
Theorem. H=P+ y BD yPP.
And now B and C are found by Cafe IV.
) Cafe VII. Given the Hypothenufe H7 and the Per¬
pendicular P, let jailfrom
|he Right-Angle ; thence
-Q find the Greater Seg¬
ment oj the Hypothenjpfe A, &c.

B
i Theorem. A=|H-f y'lHH—PP.
2. Theorem, B^^AA-fPP.

3 Theorem. C=\/HH—_bb.
Cafe VIII. Given the Sum of the Bafe and Greater
egment oj the HypothenTe, viz. B-pA=Sj and
si
the Sum of the Cathetus and
\Leffer Segment, viz. C+
ay,
; D=X} thence to find the
Slides and Segments fevewllp
F>

Put

■

ii6
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i Theorem.

z.

z Theorem. B=S^-A.
3 Theorem. D=t=~^—
4 Theorem. C—X—J).
Caie IX. Given (in any Plain Triangle) the Dif¬
ference oj the Sides D
the Difference of th
Segments of the Baf
B; and the Perpen¬
dicular (let fallfrom
the verticalAngle) P

thence
to *find all th
^, , ^
4

Sides.
Put

n.s=BB—DD.

i Theorem. A=^BB+-^.a Theorem. B-f 2A= The Bafe.
3 Theorem.

= Lefler Side.

4 Theorem. C+D= The Greater Side.

Gaft

Method X.

By Algebra*

12.7

1 Cafe X. The Sum of the two Sides of any Plain
iTriangle S * the Difference of the Segment of the
iBafe D ’ and the Per¬
pendicular P (letfall
from the Verticali Angle) being Given *

whence to find the
1 Bafe, and the Sides.
Suppofe

is=SS-DD

1 Theorem. A=ViDD+§2—~rz

2^‘

2 Theorem, C=^~—^— The Leffer Side.
3 Theorem. D+aA= The Bafe.
4 Theorem. S—C =B+C=: Greater Side.
Cafe XI. In any Right-angled Triangle, let a
Right Line be drawn parallel to the Cathetus, and
let there be Given the Cathetus C; that Segment of the
Hypothenufe, next to the
c
Cathetus H ; and the al¬
ternate Segment of the
C
Bale B ; to find the Bafe
and Hypothenufe.
A
B
»

f*

s.

-

'

Theorem
A4TaBA34*C2A2+B1Aa—H2Ai“-^HaBA=I-rBa
Then A+B= The Bale; whence the Hypothermic
is known by the laft Method*

Cafe
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Cafe XII. Given the
Sides B, C, and D of
any Plain Triangle ; to
find the Greater Segment
of the Bale X.

Theorem.
v

BB+CC-fDD

aB
Cafe XIII.

Given the

Perimeter of a Right-ang¬
led Triangle S, and the
Perpendicular let fallJrom
the Right-Angle P \ to
find the Sides.

The Perimiter B+C+H=S.
1 Theorem.
2

SS

Theorem. B f C=S—-H, the Sum of the Sides

3 Theorem. B—C==VHH+2SH—SS, The
Difference of the Sides.
Cafe XIV. Given the Bafe
B; and the Sam of the
Perpendicular and the Legs
(viz. P4-D4 C=)S ; to find
the Parts Severally y of any

Right-Angle Triangle.

i Theorem

Method X.

By Algebra.

1ap

1 Theorem. P==S+B—V2SB+2BB
2 Theorem, D-fC=S—P, the Sum of the Sides,

3 Theorem. D—C=\/2BB—SS+2SP ~PP—
The Difference of the Sides.
J Cafe XV. Having Gi\)en in a Right-angled
Triangle the Sum of the
' Ties (D+C-) Sj and
^ Perpendicular P* to
-and the Triangle.
1 Theorem. B=V/PP+5S—P#
2 Theorem. D—C=V/^BB—SS.

Cafe XVI, Having Given in a Right-angled Tn*
; jangle, the Sum of the
\ Legs (D-fC=) S; and
s' i\
the Sum of the Perpendi¬
pjV
cular and Bafe (P-+B—)
1 X j tofind the Triangle.

1 Theorem. D-fSffyXX~ tSS-Xv/XX—SS,
Ml

2 Theorem. C~S—D— The Cathetus*

3 Theorem.

the Hypothenufe.

Cafe XVII. 'Ihe

crime*
terror Sum of the three Sides

Right-angled Triangle
Given {B+C+H=) S;
and the Area thereof A ;
! thence to find mb Side,

S

Theorem*
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i Theorem. H=2S-

1A

a Theorem. B—S —H+ V^HH—4A.
3 Theorem. C=S—H—B.

Cafe XVIII. In any Right-angled Triangle, thea
Area A; and the Sum of the j
Hypothenule and either Side j
(fiuppofie H+C=) S; being]
Given * thence to find th&
Sides.
1 Theorem. BSS — BBB =4SA.
a Theorem. C

2A
B

3 Theorem. H=S-G

G

Cafe XIX. Vo find a Tnangle, whofe three Sides A.
B, C; and Perpendicular P7
are in Arithmetical Progref*
fion.

1 Theorem. 8C3—36AC2 ATI-AAC^jjA^
%

Theorem. B=2A—G.

3 Theorem- P=2C—%A.
JYou may afTume A equal to any Number, in
order to find the Reft.

Cafe
4.
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Cafe XX To find a Tri¬
angle, whofe three Sides A, B,
C ; and the Perpendicular P,
are in Geometrical Progreffion.
1 Theorem. A=Cv/2+V
2

X
4

T) A A
iheorcm. B=
CC
A

3 Theorem. P=

Note, Here again you may a flu me C = any Number

at pleafure, to find the Reft.
Cafe XXL Having the Sides and Bafe of any
Right-lined Triangle Given ; to find the Segments of
the Bafe, the Perpendicular, the Area and the Angles,
O

B

G

Bifed AB in I j and make AF and AE==AC; and
BG and BH=BC } join CE and CF j and let fill the
iPerpendicular CD, on the Bafe AB. Then it will be?
Theorem r * for C xr
vr
( Now BI—Dl
O -^~BC3 -DI > =DB,the Idler
theSegmentsoKa AB
^ Segment.
the Bafe.
(
cular.

C

2 An

fjicular

Theorem 3. for$y,FGxKHxHKxKG_ m ^

Arm,
S 4
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For the Jingle A, there are the feveral Theorems
following.
I. As aABxAC : HExEG (: :AG : DE) : : Radius
: verfcd Sine of A.
а, As 2 ABxAC : vFGxFH (: :AC : FD) :: Radius
: verfed Co-line of A.
3« As a ABxAC : v i! o xh .tixaUtLxEU (•' .'AG : CD)
: ; Radius : Sine of A.

4. As vFuxFTl: ✓HExEG (:: GF : GE):: Radius
: Tangent of \ A.

5. As JR tlxEG : vTGxFH (: :CE ; CF): : Radius^
i Co-Tangent of f A.
б, As avABxAC : ✓HExEG (: :FE : EC) : : Radius : Sine off A.
7. As 2V ABxAC : y/FGxFH (:: FE ; FC) .* ; Ra-r
dius : Co-Sine off A.

Thus I have furnifhed the Young Algebraical (the
only true) Geometer, with a Collection of the moffi
Ufeful and Curious of all the Anomalous Cafes cj tylaim
\Trigonometry, with the Theorems refolving the fame;:
I had Thoughts ofadding more, but conlidering 'ewasi
to little Purpofe, I chufe rather to refer to the Learn¬
ed Aurhors, Mr. Ward, Mr. Rapfott, Dr. Harris,,
Sir Ifaac Newton, £?c. whence thele were taken; andl!
ihall now proceed to give an Example of the Methods
of Inveftigating or Railing the foregoing Theorems j
and
fhew the Reafon of the Procefs, by an Appofition of the feveral Axioms and Geometrical Theo~
rents, which arc the Rules and Foundation of the
whole Matter.
The

Method X.

By Algebra.
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The Example hi all be of Cafe IV. for the firfl
Mheoremr in order to find the Bafe B j and it is thus.
Let
And

H^=ip4
1For thefe are Part
D—14—B— C j in that Cafe given.

Then

BB+CG—HH=37^3<5. by The. XB
BB—aBG+CG —DD~i 96. by ^*.6.

li fquared

4

I3 lefs 4
3 more 5

5 2BC=Htl—DD==3744o, by Ax. 2*

BB+aBC+CC =2HH - DD rr 75076.
__
(by
I.
■jp extra&ed j 7 B+C~ 72HH™ DD=274* by Ax .6.
6

$2 more 7

\

7J
\

ivid.byij
7 lefls 2
•»

8 2B=D+^ 2HH—]) L)^=i88. by Ax. 1.

p

,io aCrr^aHH—DD-D=a6o.byJx.z.
I

^o divid.by2 II C=v2'HH:1)in)=;,;o. byJx. A.

Thus by the above Trocefs at the pth Step, there
:comes out the Firjl Theorem, which ihews the Bafe
to be 144 3 and by the nth Step, you have the Se¬
cond Theorem, fhewing the Cathetus to be 130; and
iafter this Manner are the other Theorems inveftigated,
;iand refolved into Numbers; which I leave to exer~
feifc the young Artift when it fuits his Occafion; and
proceed to the next Chapter of Oblique-anded Blaiu
Ar jangles.
' "
6

CHAP,

\
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CHAP. XVI.
Of the Solution o

•angled Plain

Yt angles
o

W

HAT the Species of Oblique Triangles arc
may be feen in the Definitions ; you will there
find them to be of two Sorts, viz. fuch as have al
their Angles Acute, or each lefs than 900; or fuch x
have one Angle Obtufe, viz,. greater than po°. Foral
the Angles may be feverally lefs than a Right Angle;
but one Angle only can be bigger; by Theorem 1V.
Every Oblique-angled Triangle may be folved, i 1
there be Given therein the following Parts, viz.
Firft) The three Angles, and any one Side.
Secondly, Two Sides, and an Angle oppoiite to one
of them.
Thirdly, Two Sides, and an Angle comprehended,
between them.
Fourthly, All the three Sides.
And thefe four Cafes are all that can happen in an:
Oblique-angled cVlain Triangle ; Notwithftanding.
which, moil of our principal Trigonometrical Wri¬
ters make, fome five, and feme fix Cafes * but with¬
out any Reafon ; for 'tis the fame Cafe to find all
the unknown Parts, as to find one of them, by the
fame Data. Alfo, to have the three Angies only
Given, is not properly any Cafe at all \ for by then:
the Proportion of the Sides, but not the Sides themfeives, can only be found ; therefore there can be but
lour Cafes; A Synopfis which here follows.

Cafe*

4
i it. jyr .iusflnu^iiBJfcaaBa»Ma!
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In each Cafe I have referred to the Theorems
wherein it is demonllrated, which you would do vveil
to ConfuIt, or rather to make your fclf perfectly ac¬
quainted with them ; that fo you may never be at a
lofs how to proceed diredtly in any kind of Trigono¬
metrical Calculation. And as I have largely ihewn
how to folve all the Cafes of Right-angled Tlatn
Triangles by all the belt Methods in Ufe, fo it is not
neceflary here to repeat them; and therefore I fhall
only give a 'Numerical Solution of thefe four Cafes
of Oblique Triangles bv one of the belt Methods, viz.
by Artificial Sines and Tangents, or by Logarithms.

But as I have done before, fo here I have given a
Scheme of the Given Triangle, and That in the Ta¬
bles, reprefented by Numbers: The Given Triangle is
ACB, fimilar to which, and fimilarly circumfcribed
is the Tabular Triangle acb. For becaufe by Theo¬
rem XV. the Sides which are alike in Similar Tri¬
angles are in Proportion; and alfo by Theor. XXVIII.
the Sides of Tdlain Triangles are to each other, as
the Sines of their oppofite Angles; Therefore,
As AB : BC (:: s C : s A) ; • ab : be j and fo of
the other Sides and Angles.

CafeL

The Solution of Oblique Triangles.
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£Tz/nt/<vr Aide, aK

A Scheme
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Cafe I* Given the Angle A—43° 30'; B-^590 30';
]=yy° 303 and the Side AB—120, A? find the Sides
lC
BC«
The AnalfbC As sC; AB; :sB: AC, In the Synopfisy i.e»
gies for thee
Side AC* v Asab: AB;: AC* in the Scheme.

T

Operation*

‘'Plain 1 trigonometry.
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Operation.
Com. Arith

As the Tabular Side! K_
(or Sice of 770 co')/ ^-“^743/01000—0.0112761
Is to the Side of the £ A R
120=2.079181:
Given Triangle,
SA
Sois theTabular Side?
cx ^
_
(or bine of 59° 30') f *c=86l6l9lOCO=9.p353^
To the Side foughQ » r
106.1=2.025777;'
ct the given'! rian. j
<70 find the Side BC,
9As sB : AC : : sA : BC. That is,

The Analogies f As ac : AC : : be: BC, in the Schema
Operation.
Com. Arith
As the Tabular Side-)
ac=S616292000=0.064679,
(or Sine of 59” 3° ) 3
Is to the Side of the ?
AC—
106.1 =2.02 577 7"
Given Triangle*So is the Tabular Side^
bc=68§3545coor: 9.837812,
(or Sine of 430 30') j
To the Side fought of 7
BC—
8477=1.9282691
the Given Triangle f
Cafe II. Two Sides, AC-io6.i, and BC=8477
and an Angle A —430 30', eppefite to one of them, be,
tug Given \ thence to find the other Angles and Sides.,
Psote; As this Cafe is but the Reverfe of the Iaft
it needs no Example 5 only you muft oblerve, that

one of the two Sides given be the Greatefl Side, am
the Angle oppoiite to it be fought, the Angle whe
found will be ambiguous, that is, "twill not be certai

wbetlK
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iwhether it be Accute or Obtufe; becaufe the Sine of
an Arch, and the Sine of that Arch's Complement to
[80 Degrees is all one, as I have before fhewn } and
therefore, in Matters of Confequence, 'twill be bell:
to delineate the Triangle by Method VI. or by cal¬
culating the third Angle, in order to refolve the
A mb iguity.
Cafe III. Two Sides AC—106.1 ,and BG=84.77,
land the Angle included C — 770 00', being Given )
v thence to find the other iParts.

: fofS 5 As AC+CB: AC-CB:: AS: t Ad?
Angies >
Operation.
a 11 fThe Side
Add ^l hc Side.

AC=io6.i

■CB= 84.77

The Sum of the two Sides

AC-j-CB=ipo,87

The Difference of the Sides

AC—CB= 21.33

The § Sum of the two Angles

A+B

= 5l° 3°'*
Com. Arith

Therefore, As the Sum of the ^
190.87=7.71923-96
two Sides
Is to their Difference
-21.33=1.3289909
So is the Tangent of half the^
0
, __
Sum of the unknown Angles!
^
l0c99s9To the Tangent of half ^ A-B
their Difference, --- S o

T 2

Co ,
0

,
'9-I47^253

There-
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Therefore to half the Sum of the Angles 510 30’
Add half the Difference of thofe Angles— 8 00
The Sum is the Greater Angle

-B=59 30

The Difference is the Leffer Angle—A— 43 30
And now the Angles being all known, the otheri
Side AB is to be found by the common Analogy of
Cafe IT.
Cafe IV. Given all three Sides, AB=iao ; AC=
106.1 ; BC=8477; t0 fm$ the Angles.
The Analogy for the Segments of the Bafe AD, BD.
As AB : AC-fCB:; AC-CB : AD—DB.
Operation.
Com. ArithA

As the Greater Side or Bafe AB=i 20^7.920818&Is to the Sum of the} & r j
_
r
n ✓
other
two Sides
Sides _J^AC+CB-190.87=2.2807604
other two
So is the Difference } A n nv
of thofe Sides — f
21 *33 I-3~899°9:<
To the Diff, of the Seg. AD—DB =26.95=1.4305701
Hence, to f the Sum of the Seg. —- 60.

Add half the Differ, now found/——=13.47^,
The Sum is the Greater Segment

AD=y^.^y^c.

The Difference is the Leffer Segment DB~4(5.j;3

Hen 0c

i

«a
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Hence is the Oblique Triangle ABC relolved into
the two Right-angled Triangles ADC and BDC, in
1 each ot which there is the Bafe and Hypotbenufe Gi¬
ven ; confequently the two Jiigles A and B are found
I by Cafe V. of Right-angled Triangles aforegoing
i1 Thus are all the Caies of Oblique-angled Triangles to
be refolved : But there is another Way yet to find
the Jingles in this lalt Cafe by one Operation, and is
as follows.
ij
.

!

;

Another Way to refhe Cafe IV.
C AC~I 06.I
Add together the three Given Sides <AB=i2o
(BC= 84.77
Their Sum is—
The half Sum is

310.87
15543

From which fubtrad feverally the C
two Sides AC and BC, includ- ^49.33— Diff. AC.
ing the Angle fought C ; and 370.66- Diff. BC.
their Differences will be-£
Then to the Arithmetical JTAC^ic6.i —7.9472846
Complements of theSides BBC =$4.77—8.0717578
Add the Logarithms oftheC AC— 49.3 3-1.6931 u 1
Differences before found BBC — 70.66 - 1.8491736
The Sum of all which is
O A 2 *7
The half whereof is the Sine ofi r
half the fought Angle G-$
30 - 9-79411635
Double of which is the Angle C- 77° 00', as required
Whence the other Angles are found by Cafe-1.
There

"5r«s^6e=BfcB*i

*42
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There are yet other Ways to folve this fourth Cafe \
one of which for finding- the Segments of the Bafe,
is Cafe XII of Method IX. of folving Plain Trian¬
gles by Algebra*
I had Thoughts of adding feveral Anomalous Cafes
of Oblique Triangles, with Theorems for their Solution;
but I fhall omit that, becaufe I have already partly
done it by the foregoing ninth Method of folving
Right-angled Triangles, feveral of the Cafes there be¬
ing common alfo Oblique Triangles ; and alfo becaufe
fuch Cafes do not very often cafually occur, and
therefore though one fhould give a Colledtion of them,
it might be to little Purpofe ; and perhaps, when a
Cafe of that Nature happens, it may not be found among them ; and laflly, confidering that none but
the Algebraijls are fufficient lor fuch Matters, and they
not needing any fuch Supplies, I fhall wave it j and
pafe to the next Chapter.

CHAP. XVII.
Of the Ttimenfition of the Superficies of
a Right ami Oblique Plain Triangle
or how to find its Area by certain Sides
and Angles given.

j.

I

T is a Matter generally of no great Moment!

or Difficulty, to be able to meafure the Super¬
ficial Content or Area of any Plain Triangle, in one
certain Manner, viz. by having Given the Bafe, and

Height
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Height or Perpendicular : But if any other Parts of
the Triangle be Given, and either the bale, or Perpendicular, or both, be unknown ', then it is not fo
eafy a Thing to affign the Area with Geometrical
Truth, by any common Mechanic or Surveyor.
I have therefore defigned this Chapter to inftrudt
the Toting Geometer how to find the Area of any
flain Triangle, by any fufficient Data of Sides, or
Sides and Angles mixtly ; and for that Purpofe
I have exhibited Theorems for the true undemanding
and expeditious Operation of every different Cafe of
the Data; which Theorems I have not found Given
by any other Author, excepting the P irft only.
And thofe for a Right-angled Triangle are as follows.
In the following Triangle, let B — Bafe; G = Cathetus D — Hypothenule; and let c and b rcprefent
the Sines of the Angles at which they ftana j and
R -• Radius, or Sine of the Right-Angle} and A =
the Area.

Cafe I.
C — 115

Given the Bafe B rr 20, and the Cathetus
to find the Area = A ?

Theorem.
Cafe II.
\
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Cafe II. Given the^fe B=20; and Hypothec
ufe 0=23.32 j to find K— the Area ?
Theorem. Bv JD+BxD—B=2A=240.
Cafe III. Given the Cathetus C==ia; and the
Hjpothenufe D = 23.32 ; to find the Area A ?
Theorem. Cv/D+CxD—C^=2A=240e
Cafe IV. Given the Bafe B = 20 ; and the Angles
c=30°
and b—59° 03'; to find the Area = A ?
Theorem.

BRc

.
—2A =240.

Cafe V. Given the Cathetus C=i2 ; and the Angles
0=3o°57/;
b==5pu 03 ; *0 /W A = Area ?
_
CCb
.
Theorem,-=aA^=240.
Cafe VI. Given
the Angles 0=30°
Area = A ?
_
I heorem.

the Hypothenufe 0=23.32 ; and
57'S and b==59° 03' 5 find the
DDbc
A
— - =aA=240.
KK

Cafe VII. Given the Bafc B=ao • the Hypothenule
D~2j.yz j and Angle at Bafe c=$0° 57'; tofad A ?
Theorem, ~5?=2A=249.

Cafe VIII,

Dvmenfion ofthe Area of 1?lain Triangles. $45
Cafe VIII. Given the Cathetus 0=12 5 and Hy~
pothenufe D=2J.2 2; and Angle at Perpendicular
5=59° 03'; to find the A re a=A ?
Theorem.

DCb

TT

=2A==240.

Thus by having any two Sides, or any one Side
and the Angles Given, in any Right-angled Trilangle, the Area is found with eafe by the foregoing
tTheorems.
Now follow the Theorems in like Manner for find*
ing the Area of an Oblique-angled Triangle.
Cafe I. Given in the adjacent
Oblique Triangle, the Angles
c=43°3o'; d~59° 30' • and
b==77°; and the Side B=i2 5
to find the Area=A ?

Theorem.
.

■ *

6

BBcd__
Rb ~~

Cafe II. Given two Sides D=io,6f; and 0=8.47 5
i and the Angle included, b=77° 00' i> t0 fin'd the
1 Area =A ?
Theorem.
Cafe III.

14.6
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Cafe III. Given the three Sides B=ia} D=I0.6l;;
and C r 8.47 ; thence to find the Area — A ?
See the theorem for this Cafe, in Cafe XXL of the
Ninth Method of Solving Plain Triangles by Algebra.
The firft 'Theorem for the Right-angled Triangle, is

con.mon to all '■Plain Triangles • and therefore

=A

the Area of the Oblique Triangle here.
The Reafon of this common Theorem is from the
Geometrical Theorem IX. where Ts fhewn, that a
Triangle is jail half its circumfcribing 'Parallelogram 5
and therefore as the Bafe and Height of any Plain
Triangle and its Parallelogram are the fame; and the
Produft of thefe being the Area of thcfParallelogram ; it follows, that half that Product is the Area
of the Triangle.
I fhall illuilrate this Affair by exemplifying Cafe
Jy II, and VI, of the Right Triangle; and Cafe III
ol the Oblique One, by Logarithms.

Cafe I.

Theorem.

To the Logarithm of the Bafe B=20=1.3010300;
Add the Logar. of the Cathetus 0=12=1.0791812:
The Sum is the Logarithm of BC=240-2.3802112
Which divided by 2,

BC
is-•--=i20=Athcjrea

Cafe III

I; Bimenfion
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Cafe II. Theorem. B v D-yBxD - B=2A.
To the Logar. of the Sum 7 hid

z //nn

n^h,R^!,nHHvnorlD+B=43-3^
I.6366884
of the Bale and Hypot. f

:j Add the Logar. of their7

n
Difference^-_}D-B= 3.32=0^11381
v>

The Sum is--D-f-BxD—B

=UJt876}

The half Sum is —— v’D+BxD—B
—1,0785)132
To that add theLogar. of the Bafe B—20— 1.3010300
The Sum, is the Logarithm ) »
~
of the Double Area, -— J 2 A—240 2.375943
as before.
Cafe VI, Theorem.

J
J
|
t

KR

2A.

The Logar. of the Hypoth, 0.-23.32—r.3677285
The lame again ——---—- 1.3677285
^dd the Sine of theAng. at Bafe 0-30757'— 9.7112080
And the Sineol theAng. atPerp. b—55) 03 -5,533293 x

I The Sum of all is the Logar. ofDDbc=2i.*79958i
; From which fubtrad Doubled
n„
Logarithm of Radius,-f —RR—20.0000000
T here remains the Logarithm }
qt the Double Area,
—«3
240—1.3/5

as before.
Cafe XIL Of the Oblique Triangle refolded.,
Theorem. \VFGTFHxHEx'E(j=A.
& rom a due Consideration o 1 the Strudure of the
Scheme to Cafe XXL of Method IX. You may obferve the fevera! Parts of this Theorem, to anfwer to
the Sides, &c. of this Oblique Triangle as is here fet

down> w*.

U 2

'

FG
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FG=B+C+D, the fum of the three Sides, viz. 31.08
FH=B+D—0=12+10.16—847 = -14.14
HE=D+C—B=io 61+8.47—12 =-7.88
EG=B+C—D=i 2+8.47—10.61 = --— 9.86

,

Therefore the Operation is very cafy by Logarithms
thus
C FG^=31.08=1.4924810
Add the Logarithm, of-

CEG— 9.86=0.9938769
The Sum of all is

-—— 4.4868406

ISumistheLogar. of the Squ. Root 175.1=52.2434203
Sub dud: the Logarithm of--4=0.6020600
Remains the Log. of the Area, A =43.78=1.6413 603
Thus I havefliewn a Method very General, and New
(as to the Form) for finding the Area's of all Plain
Tdangles with great Exadlnefs and Expedition. They
who would fee the Demonfiration of this laft ex¬
cellent Theorem (or rather its Analytic Inveftigation)
may be fatisfied by confulting Problem XXIII and
LI. of Sir Jfaac Newton's Algebra*

The;
*

*

CONTAINING,

The Application of Plain Trigono¬
metry to the Ten following Ma¬
thematical Arts and Sciences.
Viz.
I. Navigation in Six feveral Kinds.
II. Cofmography and Geography.
III. Nftronomy.
IV. Fortification.
V. The Dollrine of Projetfiles, or
Gunnery.
VI. Mechanics, or Science of Motion.
VII. Nltimetry and Longimetry.
VIII. Surveying, &c.
IX. Optics in both its Branches.
X. Perfpeliive.
In all which are many Propofitions very
rare and curious; and feveral not any
Inhere elfe to be found. The Whole be¬
ing a more compleat Application of this
Art, than was ever yet extant.

i

Applied to Navigation in Six Kinds.
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I.

^Application of Plain Trigonometry
to the Nrt of Navigation 5 by the
Plain Chart* Mercator’s Chart* Mid¬
dle Latitude * Parallel * Current, and
Oblique Sailing.

I rT: HAT the Ufe and Neceffity of Plain TrigcJ[ nometry in all and every Part of ReBilineal
Navigation^ is evident to every one who maketh but.
i the feaft Pretence to Mathematic Knowledge, mull
I be far beyond Difpute; fuch muft know, that Ms
:i the very Bails, Foundation and Effence thereof:
W hat follows then is only to make this appear to
thofr who are as yet unacquainted in Mathematical
Studies, and have a delire to be informed therein ;
and may notwithstanding ferve as an Amamienfis even
I to the Speculative Mathematician ; who for want of
conflant Practice, mull Hand ill need fometimes of
making a curfory Review or Perufal of the various
Parts of this Art.
I fhall begin with fliewing how a Right-angled
Plain Triangle is applied to Sailing by the Plain
Charty called Plain Sailing.
Latitude

*5*

Tlaln Trigonometry,
7C arf>

Latitude failed ^
from 35° 30'
~
%
(plain Sailing

&
^

Sc

Latitude come ^
to, 33° 3o' A
Departure 132.4
In the Figure above, WCE reprefents one half of
the Sea-Compafs, divided into its proper Points or
Winds, affigned by their proper Names.
Suppofe a Ship in the Latitude of 330 30' North,
fets fail between the South and Eaft Points, fuppofe
Points to the Eaft, or on the Rumb SE \ E. which
makes an Angle with the Meridian or South Point,
of 470 49'3 and fhe faileth 'till her Difference of La¬
titude be juft 20, or 120 Miles, or 40 Leagues ; and
it be required to find her Diftance run, and Depar¬
ture from her firft Meridian, or Difference of Lon¬
gitude.
In this Cafe, let C reprefent the Ships firft Place
in Latitude 3J° 3c', then continue the Meridian Line

Applied to Navigation in Six Kinds*
.1
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of the Gompafs cC to A, and make GA~120 Miles;
1 and now becaufe, in the Gompafs, the dotted Line
be is the Rumb on which the Ship fails, and bcG
the Angle of the Gourfe; therefore if from the Point
« C there be drawn the Line CB parallel to cb, the
' Angle BCA fhall be equal to the Angle bcG (or
be A,) by theorem III; and confequcntiy the Angle
1C is the Ship's Gourfe, and the Line GB the Rumb
ion whichfhe runs her Diftance ; on A draw the Line
i AB at Right Angles, and continue it 'till it meet the
Rumb GB in B ; then is the Line BA the Departure,
:or Difference of Longitude the Ship has made in
failing from G to B.
From this Conftru&ion ?tis evident there arifeth a
Right-angled Triangle, viz. The Triangle AGB
Right-angled at A ; in which,
1. The Cathetus AC, is the Difference of Latitude*
The Bafi AB, is the Departure ; or Difference
of Longitude.
3. The Hypothemfe CB, is the Rumb on which the
IDiliance is failed.
4- The Angle at Perpendicular AGB, is the Ship's
Gourfe. And
5. The Angle at Bafe ABC, is the Complement of
the Gourfe.
^ From all this 'tis manifefl, that the Solution of
Cafes of Sailing by the Plain Chart, is nothing elfe
but the Refolving the feveral Cafes of a Right-angled
Plain triangle by any of the foregoing Methods
I

Example of all the Six Cafes.
L Given the Ships Difference of Latitude AC— rjo
Miles; and Ccttrfe SE* E. or the Angle C —47° 49',
“V*

Then
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Then by Cafe II, of Right Triangles, the Pittance
run BG will be found to be 178.7 Miles; and the
Departure AB=i 3:2.4 Miles, or i° \ T Difference of
Longitude.

II. Given the Ship's Coarfe C, and Dijlance CB, asi

before found \ Then will the Difference of Latitude
CA, and Departure AB, be found, by Cafe III cy
Right Triangles.
HI. Given the Courfe C, and Departure AB ; then L
the Dijlance run CB, and Difference of Latitude AC
found by Cafe I /Right 1 riangies.
IV. Given the Dijlance run CB, and Difference of La
titude AC ; then Jkall the Courfe C and Departur
AB, be found by Cafe VI of Right Triangles.
V. Given the Difference of Latitude AC, and Depar
ture AB ; then the Courfe C, and Dijlance failed Cl
is found by Cafe IV of Right Triangles.
VI. Given the Difiance failed CB, and the Deparm
AB; then will the Difference of Latitude CA, am
the Courfe C, be found by Cafe V of Right-angle::
Triangles.
And thefe are all the Cafes of Plain Suiting; whic
cannot need the Operations in Numbers to make
more evident and intelligible than it is already i
every Part, to any one who underftands the foregc
ing Do&rine of Plain Right-angled Triangles.
In this Chart the Degrees of Longitude are fuj
pofed equal to the Degrees of Latitude in any Pla<
the Ship is in; and therefore as the Degrees of L>«
titua
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Ititude are reprefented in Right-Lines, fo are the De¬
li grees of Longitude ; and hence the Departure and
^Difference of Longitude, in this kind of Sailing, are
all one Thing ; but this Supposition is intirely falfe;
and the whole Chart founded thereon is erroneous ;
for the Degrees of Latitude are equal to the Degrees
I of Longitude only in the Equator, but in no other
i Parallel of Latitude whatever; and therefore this
i Chart can no where be exadt, and is of ufe only in
i thefe Parts which lie near the Equator, and in Goad
Sailing.
‘
J
j

Mercator

s

Sailing.

j TT N order to have a pretty good Notion of Merca~
J, cator Sailing, or Navigation by Mercator's Chari,
] the following Things are to be well attended, on
which this Sort of Sailing wholly depends, viz.

Firftj If it be propofed to delineate the Parallels
and Rumb-Lines, as well as the Meridians, on a
Plane, (with Exailnefs) in Right-Lines; then becaufe the Degrees on the Parallels decreafe in the
1 Proportion of the Co-finc of the Latitude of the Pa¬
rallel to the Radius, or as Radius to the Secant of
the Latitude (as will appear by and by in parallel
Sailing,) Therefore in framing this Chart the Degrees
of Latitude on the Meridians muft be inlargcd in the
fame Proportion, toward each Pole; in order that the
Degrees of Longitude on the Parallels, may be equal
to thofe on the Equator; and fo the Meridians all lie
parallel; and the Proportion ofEafling and Welling,
i and of Northing and Southing, may be ftill the fame.
Secondly, *Tis evident then, that the Length of a
I Degree, or any other fmall Arch on the Meridian
X %
thus
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thus hilarged, is every where equal to the Secant of
its Latitude; For, as Radius icoo : 60, the nautical
Miles in a common Degree of the Meridian, .* : 1228
the Secant of 350 30' Latitude : 73.68 Miles, an inlarged Degree of the Meridian in that Latitude.
Thirdly, The Diflance of any Point of the inlarged
Meridian from the Equator is equal to the Sum of all
the inlarged Degrees or Secants, between it and the
Equator.
Fourthly, The Difiance between any two Parallels
on the fame Side of the Equator is equal to the Dif¬
ference of the Sums of all the inlarged Degrees or
Secants contained between the Equator and each of
the Parallels. Thus,
The Sum ofthe inlarged Degrees to 350 30' is 3281
The Sum ofthe fame to -33°3o' is 2135
The Difference of thefe Sums —— *-is 146
Which therefore is the Diflance of the two Paral¬
lels of 330 30', and 330 30" Latitude, North or South.
Fifthly, The Diflance of any two Parallels on con¬
trary Sides of the Equator, is equal to the Sum of
the Sums of all the inlarged Degrees or Secants,' con¬
tained between the Equator and each Parallel,

Sixthly, By the continual Addition of thofe Se¬
cants or inlarged Degrees, is framed a Table, called,,,
A Table of Meridional Tarts; or (as they may be
called) Mercatorial Miles; alfo hereby is the Scale of
Meridional Tarts graduated.

*

Seveuthfyn
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Seventhly, Since in this Chart the Meridians are all

Parallel Right-Lines; the Rumbs alfo, (whofe Pro¬
perty is always to make equal Angles with all the
Meridians) will here be all Itrait Linesconfequently
J
Ship’s Way, Courfe, Difference oi Latitude and
Longitude, £$c. will in this Chart alfo form a Rightangled Triangle; and if the proper Difference of La¬
titude and Departure be therein reprefented, there
will be conflituted two Similar Trangles ; one defect¬
ive, proper to the tylain Chart; the other true and
correCt, proper to the Chart, or Kind of Sailing, now*
under Confideration.

I

I

E ust-

Lat.350
C 30'
failed
from

Latit. a
33° 30'

come to
'• T,

Eighthly
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Eighthly, Now let the Cafe before refolved by the

tplain Chart, be here reafumed; in the preceeding
Scheme then Ca is the proper Difference of Latitude
given j C b is the Diftance run ; and a b, the De¬
parture, as in Tlain Sailing: But that being erroneous,
is corre&ed by this Method; for in the Triangle
ACB, there
Firfi, CA is the inlarged Difference of Latitude.
Secondly, AB is the inlarged or real Difference of
Longitude,
Thirdly, CB is the inlarged Diftance ; and
Fourthly, ACB, is the Angle of the Courfe, as
before.
I. Nowin the Triangle ACB,
146, (the inlarged Difference
cle 4.) and the Courfe SE
Quantity of the Angle ACB

there is given AC=
of Latitude by Arti¬
- E. or 470 49' the
to find the Rejf.

Then by Cafe II of Right-angled Triangles, the
Difference of Longitude AB, will be found 161.1.
or 40 01'. The Departure ab=i32.4; and the Di¬
stance C 5=178,7. as before.
II. Given one Latitude, Courfe ACB, and Difiance
Cb ; then the proper and inlarged Difference
of Latitude C a, CA; and the Departure a b,
and Difference of Longitude AB are found by
Cafe III and II of Right Triangles,

III. Given
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III. Given the Difference of Latitude Ca, and CA;
and Dijlance C b; then the Courfe a Gb, and De¬
parture a b, are found by Cafe IV ; and the De¬
ference of Longitude AB, by Cafe II of Right
Triangles.
IV. Given the Difference of Latitude C a, CA ; and
Difference of Longitude AB ; then jhall the Courfe
ACB, and Diflance C b, be found by Cafe IV; *
and the Departure by Cafe II or III of Right
Triangles.
V. Given one Latitude C, Courfe ACB, and Dif¬
ference of Longitude AB; then the Difference of
Latitude AC and a C, is found by Cale I; and
the Dijlance C b, and Departure a b, by Cafe II
of Right Triangles.
VI. Given Difference of Latitude C a, CA; and the
Departure a b j then the Courfe ACB, and Dijlance
C b, are found by Cafe IV; and the Difference of
Longitude AB, by Cafe II; or thus : (by Theorem
XV.y as Ca : CA : : ab : AB. That is, as the
proper Difference of Latitude ; the inlarged Dif¬
ference ;; the Departure : the Difference of Lon¬
gitude.
Thefe are the principal Cafes of Mercator9s Sailing *
This Chart was indeed firit pubiifhed by Mercator,
and was therefore called by his Name; but was firit
demonftrated by one Mr. Edward Wright, our own
Countryman.

In
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In this Diagram for Middle Latitude Sailing,
Ca=FA is the Difference of the two Latitudes
given.
AC b—a C b is the Courfe (as before) SE ~ E. or
47° 49'.
C b, is the Diftance Sailed.
a b, is the Departure j and AB, the Difference
of Longitude.
So that the Parts of the Shipps Motion are here
found in two Right-angled Triangles a cb, and AFB,
as in Mercator Sailing • only there they were Similar,
but here they are not. The Solution then of a Right
Triangle performs all the Concluiions of Middle La¬
titude Sailing. This kind of Sailing is wholly con¬
tained in the two following Theorems or Analogies:
rr

¥

JAsFQj OQj : FA : AB.
' l As R : SC :: C b : ab(
The firfi Analogy in Words.

As the Co-Sine of Middle Latitude, FQ
Is to the Tangent of the Courfe,—~OQ^
So is the Difference of Latitude —FA
To the Difference of Longitude —-AB.
%

The Second Analogy in Words.
As Radius R : is to the Sine of the Courfe C,
So is the Diflance C b, to the Departure a b.
The Demonftration of the fir & Analogy is eafy, thus:
In the Quadrant ELC, the Middle Latitude is fet
from E to L; and therefore L e, is the Sine, and
e
the Co-Sine of Middle Latitude; but e Q-=
FQj and OQ^ is the Tangent of the Angle OCQ^,
viz.

West
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vdz. the Courfe; farther, the Triangles OFQ, and
BFx\, are firnilar to each other; and therefore their
ike Sides will be proportionable, viz.

As FQj OQj .* FA : AB ; by Theorem XV.
The Second Analogy is only Cafe II. of Rightwgkd Rlain Triangles,
Suppofe both the Latitudes given, viz. 35° 30'
ind 330 30', and the Courfe SE ^E. or 47* 49', as
before; to find the Difference of Longitude, Diilance
and Departure.
The two Latitudes-3°'- Departed from
t-33 30 — Come to
The Sum thereof--—— 69 00
The half Sum is-—— 34 30 the Mid. Latitude
The Diff. of Latitudes —• 2 oo, or 120 Miles.
Now to find the Difference of Longitude, fay;
Com. Anth.
As Co-Sine of Mid. Latitude—34°3o'— 0.0840063
Is to the Tangent of the7 n ^
Courfe---r C—47-49 - 10.0427689
So is the Diff. of Latitude FA -120 = : 2.079l8l2
To the Diff. of Longitude AB^ 160.6^=

2.2O59564

The Diftance and Departure, are found as in both
the preceeding Methods of Sailing, and of the fame
Quantity,

Y

Whatever
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Whatever Cafe fhall happen is fpeedilv refolved
by the foregoing Analogies, and though not fo precifely true as by Mercator s Chart, yet is fo very near,
as that the Difference is of little Regard ; and this
Method hath this Compenfation, as to be clear and
void of all Ambiguity, which Mercator s Sailing is
not. This is performed without Tables' of Meridio¬
nal Tarts, with the equal Eafe of any Tlain Triangle;
wherefore on tbefe, and feveral other Accounts, this
Kind of Navigation is defervedly efteemed an inge¬
nious Invention, and more naturally exa<5t and ex¬
peditious than any other, Mercator's not excepted*

Parallel Sailing-.
H E Theory of this Sort of Sailing is contained
in the following Scheme.
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In this Scheme, let AB be the Sine of 51° 30' North
Latitude, then fliall A b be the Co-Sine of that
Latitude, and aifo the Radius of the Parallel thereof;
1 and AC the H adius oi a Great Circle oi the Sphere*
Of thefe Lines there is conipofed two equal and,
) equiangular Triangles, CAB, and CAb. Make Ra¬
dius AC~6o, the Miles in one Degree of a Great
"Circle; and there will be Given the Hypothenufe
| and the Angles in each: Hence it will be,
I As the Radius ofthe Equator AC
10,0000000
Is to t he Co-Sine ? A b=BC; - o
9*79414$
-j 8° 30'
01 the Latitude \
So is the Length of one De¬
60 == 1.7781512
gree in the Equator, -*
To the Length of one Degree
in the Parallel, .... —— -- 37-35= 1-5723008

}
}

II. As the Length of one Degree in the Equator,
60 Miles;
Is to the Length of one Degree in the Parallel of
5i°3o/, 37.35 Miles;
So is any Difference of Longitude in the Equator,
in Miles;
To any Similar Part, or Diftance Sailed, on the
given Parallel.
; |II. As the Co-Sine of any Parallel, ‘ is to Radius 5
So is any Diftance Sailed on that Parallel,
To the Difference of Longitude on the Equator.
; IV. As the Co-Sine of any one Parallel,
r
Is to the Co-Sine of any other Parallel;
So is the Length of any Arch on the firit Paral¬
lel, in Miles,
To the Length of the fame Arch on the other,
in Miles.

Ya

T
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Thefc Proportions evidently flow from the Confirucfion of the Scheme above; and from the Pro¬
portionality of the Radii of Circles, to the Circles
themfelves, and alio to their Similar Parts 5 than
which fcarce any Thing is more commonly known,
or more eaiily proved. And by them are all the
Cafes of Parallel Sailing refolved without any Dif¬
ficulty, or farther Inftru&ion ; my Purpofe being
only to fhcw the young Student, how both Theory
and Practice of Navigation efpecially, and moil other
Arts Mathematical, depends on and arifeth from
the Nature, Proportion, and Solution of Plain
Triangles.

S

Current Sailing-,
O
i O M E Cafes of this Sailing require no Tri> gonometry :

I. Js, fuppofe a Ship Sails SE ^E at the rate of fix
Miles an Hour, in a Current that fets SE^E. li
Miles an Hour. ’Tis plain the Ships true Motion
or Rate of Sailing is the Sum of the Motions both
of its Self and of the Current, viz. 8| in an Hour
on the fame Rumb.
II. If a Ship fail SE4E. at the rate of eight Miles
an Hour, in a Current that fets NW \ W. 5 Miles
an Hour. Here ’tis manifefl the Difference of the
Motion of the Ship and Current f as being direftly
oppofite) will be the true Rate of the Sailing, viz.
three Miles an Hour*
III. Some Cafes require the Solution of a Right-angled
Triangle; as fuppofe a Ship fail direfily South 120
Miles in 24 Hours ; and in a Current that fets 72
Miles

—■in«jii|—ii—|i»,»ij|w||M—i wiiwiBU —iilli

iinniiwinmm nrr nTiniminfriT~~-7mnir .
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Miles Eajl in the Jame dime, and her Courfe and
Difiance he required. In the adjacent Figure, let
BA reprefent the Line of the Ships Courfe N and S.

when fie is at B; and let AC he the Eajl Line of
thefettmg of the Current \ then fiall the Angle ABC
he the Ships true Courfe arijing from this compound
Motion; and BC the Rumb Line, on which fie
has failed from B to C\
Hence in the Triangle ABC, Right-angled at A,
[j there are Given the Side AB—120 Miles ; and AC~7
t 72 Miles; tc find the Ship's Courfe ABC; by Cafe IV,
c of Right Tdangles.
' Thus, As the Ship's pro-? ^
120= :iX>7£>lSl2
per Motion—)
Is to the Current's? Ar_
: yi= 1.8573325
Motion .—■ J
10.0000000
So is Radius—
To the Tangent?
of the Ship's>ABC=3o°57"== 9.7781513
true Courfe — S
Therefore the Ship doth really fail SSE 24E ; and
I he*Piftance failed, isyABq~fiAtq—BC- 1a4.8M.iles,>

IV- Some
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IV. Some Cafes require the Solution of an Oblique Tri¬
angle; thus, Suppofe a Ship fail EbN. at the Rate
of i 20 in 24 Hours; in a Current that fets N W b W.
,2 v Miles an Hour;
her Courfe and Diftance be
required.
In the Scheme adjoined, let C A reprefent the Ship's
proper Motion ; and AB the Motion of the Current
NWbW. (as being parallel to Ca) ; then (hall the

C
Angle ACB be the Ship's Courfe; and CB the Rumh
or Didance failed ; and B the Place to which the
Ship is arrived
Hence in the Oblique triangle ACB, there is Given
two Sides CA~i20, and AB—60 ; and the Angle
ipcluded CAB—45° 00', as being equal to four Points ;
then by ‘afe III. of Oblique Triangles, there will be
found the true Courfe ACB — 33'45 5 which added to
IJ°J5''or EbN. makes 450, and fhews the Rumb
CB to be NE. and the Didance failed th ereon from
G to B3 will be found to be 76.36 Mies; by Cafe I.

I VUTTOSE two Ships fail from the fame Tort
A, the one fails NEbN. 76 Miles; the other
fails ESE, to B, where (he faw the firft Ship bear
* .
NWbN,

«P—■————— —— — ■■— — ■
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NWbN. The Dijianct of this fecond Ship from
the (port A, and jrom the other Ship at C, is demanded?

In the Oblique Triangle ABC, there are Given the An>!gle CAB=7h°45', or feven Points^ (AC being five
2Points to the North, and AB two Points to the South,
i of* theEafl PointE). Alfo the Angie ABC=bA c~=
c33°45'; as being the Difference between NWbN.
/and WNW. viz. three Points; confequently, as the
li Angies A and B together make ten Points, the third
b Angie C muff be fix Points, or 67° 30'. Wherefore
ail the Angles, and one Side AC~y6 Miles, are
i Given; to find the other two Sides AB and BC.
Whence by Cafe I. of Oblique Triangles, there will
3 be found the Diffance of the fecond Ship from the
/ Port A, viz. AB=ia6.4; and from the firit Snip at
: C, viz CB=i34a Miles, as required.
II. Suppofe two (Ports A and B lying ESE. and WNW.
off each other; and jrom the wejlemojl cPort A, a
Ship fails NE b N. 76 Miles; another Ship de¬
parts jrom the Eafermojt Port B, and fails 134.1
Miles, and then meets the jormer at C. Jguere
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the D fiance of the two Torts, and the Courfe the
Ship has fleered ?
In the Oblique Triangle ACB, there are Given the
Side AC—76 Miles; and the Side .80=134.1 ; and
an Angle oppolite to one of them, viz. the Angle
CAB ; for C is five Points to the North, and B two
Points to the South of the Eafl Point E ; the An¬
gle A then is feven Points or 78° 43': Whence by
Cafe 11. of Oblique Triangles ; there will be found the
other Side AB—126.4 the Diftance of the two Ports;
and the Angle ABC=33°45', confequently the fecond
Shipps Courfe was on the Rumb BO parallel to c A,
NW bN. as required*
III. Admit I fail from a certain Tort A, 126.4 Miles
ESE; but by a faddon Change of Wind, am ob¬
liged to traverfe that Courfe on the N W b N. Rumb
134.1 Miles ; how far am I from the Tort A, and
on what Toint have l made my Way good ?
By the two Given Sides AB=i26.4 Miles; and
BC=i34.i Miles; and the Angle included ABC=
33° 45 )
Difference of the NW b N. and WNW.
Points; there will be found, by Cafe III. of Oblique
Triangles, the Angle BAC=78°45' ; and there¬
fore, imee AB is ESE. the Courfe from A to C is
NEbN; and the Way made good from the Port
A to C, will be found AC =76 Miles, as required.

IV. There are two Torts A and B lying ESE. and 1
WNW. off each other, and diflant apart 126.4J
Miles; and there is an Ifland C lying Northwardv |
diflant from the Weflermofl Tort A 76 Miles ; andii
from the Eaflermeft Tort B 134.1 Miles, it is de¬
manded on what Toints the faid Ifland C bearsi
from either Tort A and B ?
Ia-
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In the Oblique Triangle ABC, having the three
Sides given, the Angles are to be found by Cafe IV.
of Oblique Triangles \ thus the Angle A lhall be
ifound 78°45', and thews the Ifland G bears NE b N.
)from the Port A; and the Angle B will be found
|33°45', and therefore C mud bear NWbN. from
|the Port B, and thus the ^Problem is fatisfied.
Thefe are all the direcl or moil ufual Cafes of Ob¬
lique Sailing, which are fufficient to ihew how the
i whole Doctrine of Oblique angled-Triangles is con¬
cerned to refolve ciProblems in this Sort of Navigation;
land alfo how any other Cafes of Oblique Sailings
| like to thefe here fpecified, maybe ealily refolved
[ by any one who has learned what hath been before
) delivered of Oblique Trigonometry.
Thus I have finifhed a copious Application of the
’i whole Art of Right-lined Trigonometry to the various
I kinds of (plain oi* Rectilineal Sailings what relate,
to great Great Circle Sailing, and to the making anc
I Sailing by the Globular Chart, will be delivered ii
rj the Second Part of this Work*

(
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CHAP.

II.

Plain Trigonometry applied to Cofmography, in Meafuring the Globe of the
Earth, and its feveral Parts • alfo of
the Atmofphere, Rain-bow, Clouds,

Ofmography, according to the Etymology of the
u Word, (which is compofed of kMundus,
; and
Script um, a Defcription ; )
fignifies a Defcription of the World in general, in¬
cluding all that is known or to be known of the
Heavens and the Earth. But in a more limited Senfe,,.
it is taken for the Science of this terreftial Globe on
which we live, with its Appendages, as the AtmofpJbere, its Meteors, &c.
I fhall apply the Dodtrine of Plain trigonometry
to Cofmograpby only in this latter Acceptation ; andl
fhall fhew how by its Service, the Dimenfions of the:
whole Earth, and its feveral Parts, as the torrid, tem**
perate and Frigid Zones; the Height of the Clouds
of the Atmofphere; the Dimen/ions of the Rain—
bow, &c.
And firffc of all I fhall fhew how by Trigonome«
try, the Circumference, Diameter, and conlequently,

the;
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:::he Magnitude of the whole Earth was attempted
oy the Ancients j who tor that Pqrpoie uicd ieveral
Methods 5 as
[. Suppofe, in the ad]a$ cent Figure AEFG
i reprefents a great Cir:i cle, or the Cireumfei rence of the Earth ;
i and BD the perpen¬
ds dicular Height offeme
Mountain, as Teneri ftfor Injiance * and
A the fartheft ^Point
oj Sight, from
i; thereof.
Now by good In*
rftruments, the Angle ABD may be taken, and the
::Side AB may be known, and the Angle at A being
k Right one, there is, in the Right-angled Triangle
fABC, Given the Side AB=I79.5 Miles fuppoie;
iand all the Angles fuppofing B—87° 25', to had the
Side AC or Semidiameter of the Earth.
Then by Cafe II. of Right-angled Triangles, fay
As the Angle at the^ A
Earth’s Center --- j
^
Is to the Side AB in£
Miles, viz. --J
So is the Angle at the~£
To the Earth’s Semidi-^

ameter ■ ■ ■—*——- 3

Zi

a°35,==I-3 460893

179.5—2.2541210

=%70z5,=9-9995656
3979 -3-5997739
Hence
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Hence the Earth's Diameter is about 75)58 Miles,
and 7958 multiplied by 3.1416 will give the Circum¬
ference of the whole Earth about 25020 Enghfb
Miles.
IL Some, when the Mountain is not fo very high, pro¬
ceed by a fecond Method, thus ;
Suppofe BD be the Altitude of a Mountain, equal
to T a Mile, and the Distance A, the Bound of Vi¬
llon, be found 44.6 Miles; now the Arch AD being
fo very fmall a Portion of the Earth's Circumference,
may be taken lor a Right-Lipe ; and then in the
Triangle ADB, Pvight-angled at D, there is Given
the Side BD=.5, and AD=44.6, Enghjh Miles;
to find the Angle BAD
Now this Angle is found
by Cafe IV. of Right triangles, to contain 38 Mi¬
nutes. But (by Similarity of Triangles) the Angie
A is equal to the Angle at C, whofe Mealure
is the fmall Arch AD ; wherefore fay, as the fmall
Arch 38': is to 44.6 Miles : : fo is 66' : to about 70
Miles; the Miles in one Degree being thus known,
the whole Periphery, (which contains 360 Degrees)
is ealily known.
Or otherwife thus: Becaufe of the fimilar Tri¬
angles ABD and CDA, it will be, as BD : AD ::
AD : DC, that is, as 7 a Mile, is to 44.6 Miles;
fo is 44.6 Miles to 3979 Miles, the Length of the
Earth's Semediameter, ; whence the Circumference
is found 25020 Miles, as before.
III. By a Third Method the fame Things are found
thus :
Suppofe that only the Altitude of Teneriff BD were
Given, 4 Miles; and the Angle ABC to be taken 87°25'

then
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then the Angle at C, is a° 35'; of this Angle CB is
lhe Secant, and the Part thereof CD is Radius; hence
(by a Table of Sines, Tangents, and Secants) we fball
have this Analogy, as the Excefs of the Secant of
20 3,5' above Radius (viz. 1001017—1000000=)
1017, in Parts oi the Radius 1 is to Radius iooocoo
:: fo is BD—4 Miles, : to DC in Miles, viz. 39751,
as before
‘ Or thus, as the Excefs of Radius above the Sine
of the Angle at B : is to the laid Sine : : fo is BD,
in Miles: to AC or DC in Miles; when the Height
BD is not very great.

| jy. A Fourth Method yet more accurate and eajy
than the foregoing, is thus :

(j
I
:

I
1
;

:
;
;

In the adjacent Figure,
let B and A be the'fops
of two very high Mountains, Towers, So. and
let the Diitance between
them DE be accurately
meafured; next with a
good Initrument let the
Angle CBA, and the An¬
gle CAB be precifely
taken on the Top of each
Hill; then will the other
third Angle at the Center
C be known, fuppofe
and fuppofe the Mea*
fare of that Angle DE, or the Diitance of the two
Mountains, were found 98 Englifh Miles; They make
this Proportion, faying;
If the Arch DE=i°25' contain 98 Miles, what
will the whole Periphery contain, being 360 De¬
grees ? Anfwer, near ajcao Miles.
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V. Eratoilhenefs (who lived about 200 Tears before
Chrift) is reported to have ufed the jollowwg Method
for this T'urpofe :
--'iW

Suppofe D be a Place on the Earth on which the
Sun?s Rays fall perpendicularly and proceeds to the
Center C ; and B another Place on which at the
fame Time the Rays fall obliquely ; and let the DR
itance BD be known by Menfuration ; when the Obfervation is made, eredl a Style or Staff AB, on the
Spot B, and meafure the Angle BAE which is the
Compliment of the Sun's Altitude at B, which fuppofe is found S°45'; but becaufe all Rays proceeding
from the Sun to the Earth, may be efteemed Parallel
(they being of fo immenfe a Length, and the Earth
fo fin all a Point in Comparifon therewith) therefore
the Angle ACD fhall be equal to the Angle CAE, by
theorem III. But the Arch BD is the Meafure thereof,
and is known, as being the Diilance of the two
Places B and D, fuppofe 6io| Miles; then fay, as
BCD=:804y : is to the Diilance or Arch BD 610.5
Miles, ^ • 1» is the whole Periphery 360° Degrees :
2,5020 Miles nearly. But Eratofhenefs made the Cir¬
cumference of the Earth 250000 Furlongs, u e. up*
wards

1
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wards of 30000 Miles, above 50CO too many ; which
il fuppofe was owing to the Inexpediency of per¬
forming the Experiment with the two Cities of Cyene
and Alexandria in Egypt; their Difference of Lati¬
tude being too inconiiderable, for fuch a Purpofe.
For the Method it felf is very exadt and conciuiive,
[VI. A Sixth and laft Method Ijhall mention for find¬
ing the Earth's Diameter, Circumference, &c. jhall
he that which our modern Mathematicians have
ufed as the hefl and mojl perfeffy and demonjirative
of all others.

In the foregoing Figure; fuppofe a Perfon on the
Earth's Superficies at A beholds the North Star at
JP, in a known Fdevation; and that then he proceeds
idire&ly North from the Point A to Bt where, by
moft exquifite Inftruments, he finds the North Pole
Star

17
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Star elevated from P to S, juft one Degree; confequemly if the Diftance AB be exactly meafured it
will give the Number of Miles precifely, in one
Degree; and thence the Circumference is moil truly
known..
By this Method our Countryman Norwood found
one Degree to contain 69} of our EngUJh ; and the
two famous French Mathematicians, Picard frit:, and
CaJJini a iter wards, with the beft Advantages of In—
ilruments, Climate, and Place, and by order of their
moil Chriftian King, applied the fame Method, and!
found the Meafure of one Degree, the fame very
nearly, as our Norwood had done before ; he making
the Diameter of the Earth 7964 Miles, and they
made it to be 7957*A Miles.
Thefe are the moil famous Mathematical Method?
of meafuring the Earth, the four firft of which are
called Terreitial, the other two Celeftial, and thej
who would fee a great deal on this Subjeft, as con¬
cerning its Antiquity, Progrefs, Deficiencies, i3c
may fee Varanius% Lib. I. Chap, IV.

The Menfuration of the Zones of the
Earth.

H

Aving thus determined the Meafure of th
whole Earth, I fhall proceed by Trigonome:
try to take the Dimenfions of thofe remarkabl
Portions of the Earth, called the ZOfjes ; vh
The Torrid Zone KLPO (in the following Fit
gure); the two Temperate Zones KGHL, an.
OPTR; and the two Frigid Zones GIHN, an;
RTS. In order to this, there needs only the Soil
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tion of the Right-angled Triangle CVK, in which
there is Given the Side CfC= Semidiameter of the
Earth, viz,. 3982 Miles, according to Mr. Norwood j

r) and the Angle KCV==23°30' the greateft Declinaj tion of the Sun from the Equator EQ^, whofe Gompliment is 66° 30'. Hence by Cafe III. of Right
f Triangles, the Side VC=KM, will be found to be
' 36 ci * Miles, and the Side KV=GI==CM will be
1587 | Miles.
From hence are inferred the Meafures of each
j. 2i0ne as to the Diameter and Circumference thereof
j (to which, for the Sake of other Pur poles, I have
added the Square or Suj eraeial, and the Cube or
Solid Meafures) as follows.

178
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Of the Torrid Zone.
Milt
HE Thicknefs AM=aKV
3m
The Circular Width KO, or LP, — 326
The greateft Diameter EQ^ ——— -79^4
The lefler Diameter KL or OP, --- — 73°3
The greateft Circumference
--2502c
Square Miles on its Convex Surface —- 794526!
Its whole Superficies
---- 163235T
The Cubic or Solid Content
— 14980x8275;

T

of each Temperate Zone.

206;
H E Thicknefs IM=VC— CM
The Circular Width KG
2'98 V
Diameter of the Greater Bafe KL
730;
Diameter oi the Lefler Bale HG
317
The Area of the Greater Bafe
4189131
The Area of the Lefler Bafe
—
792031
The Circumference of the Greater Bafe
2294,1
The Square Miles on its Convex Surface 5163612c
The whole Superficies
---10144779;,
T he Cubic or Solid Content.
-- 560055727

T

of each Frigid Zone.

HE Depth NI
The Diameter GH
The whole Width GNH
The Circumference of the Bafe
The Convex Superficies
T he whole Superficies
The Solidity, or Cubic Content

33j
317
326.

997'
826263:
161825
13269080:
All

'

..... ■'1
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Xifb^
rri H E Diameter of the whole Earth being 7964
4 And its Circumference
—25020
The whole Superficies thereof will be 199250205
And its folid Content
2.644667S9170
Thefe are the Meafures of the Terraqueous Globe,
and its feveral Parts, as found by the Rules of Tri1 gonometry ; whereby we fhall next proceed to find
the Height of the Circumambient Atmofphere.

To me afure the Atmofphere.
In order to do this, in the following Figure, let
1 ADL reprefent the Earth's Surface ; and BM the
ij Circumference of' the higheft Region of the Atmof1 phere, and let BH be the perpendicular Height
thereof, which is to be meaiured.

Now for this Purpofe let S be the Sun deprefled
lS° below the Horizon, in which Cafe, the Morning
A a %
and

18o
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and Evening Twilight begins and ends; and let SB
be a Ray of Light touching the Earth at D, and
paffincr to the upper Region of the Atmofphere, is
there reflefted by a Particle of Air at B, in the Line
AB, which alfo toucheth the Earth at A.
Now ABE being fuppofed the Horizontal Line on
the Earth's Superficies, and the Sun being I8° be¬
low the Horizon, 'tis plain the Angle SBE is equal
to the Sun's Depreffion, or i8°, and becaufe AB is
alfo a Tangent, the Angle ACD is equal to the Angle
SBE, the half of which is the Angle ACB, which
therefore would be equal to p°, were it not that
the Ray SB is bent by Refraction from BA towards
BH about the Quantity of 30', or half a Degree ;
and fo much muft the Angle ACB be diminilhed,
and fo its true Meafure will be 8° 30'.
Lienee in the Right-angled Triangle ACB, there is
given the Angles; and the Side AC, being the Se¬
midiameter of the Earth; to find the Side CB: This
by Cafe L of Right Triangles, is found thus :
As the Sine of the An-^
ABC=Si030'= 0.0047967
gle —- —; -- 5
Is to the Semidiameter^
AC~3$)82= 3.6001013
of the Earth-S
So is Radius-—-pO°=I O.OOOOOOO!

To the Side-BC=402<5 = 3.6048980c
From which fubftraft-CH= 39^^
There remains the Height of?
the Atmofphere-J

Envlifb Miles..

In the fame Figure, and by the fame Triangle: I
ACB, we may determine another very curious Pro-j
blem, viz. the Proportion of the Sun's Light and,
Heat when he is in the Spectator’s Zenith, and whem

in
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in his Horizon, or when his Rays fall perpendicular
as BH, and when in an Horizontal Dire&ion as AB.
For the Light and Heat at H will be to that at A
I in the Reciprocal Proportion of AB to BH. But
the Line BH is 44, and by the fame Means the Line
: AB is found 595. Hence AB : BH : : S95 ’• 44 : :
\ Sun's Light and Heat at H : its Light and Heat at
A; that is near as 14 to 1. Hence we fee the
Reafon (fays Dr. Kell) why without hurting our
Eyes we can look upon the Sun at Riling or Setting,
but not when he is on the Meridian. And there¬
fore fince it is fo much weakned in paffing through
fo fmall a Space as our Atmofphere, it this Atmof¬
phere were fo large as to reach to the Moon, and
Us Deniity the fame, neither the Sun, Moon, or
Stars could then be feen.

To me afure the Height of the Clouds,
J, nKHE common Method for this is to take the Angle
*■
the Cloud makes at two different '-Places, and
by two feveral Terfons at one and the fame Mo¬
ment oj Time.

1

For fuppofe a Spe¬
ctator at A, with a good
Quadrant, took the
Height of the Cloud
C, and found it 45° 15',
and at the fame Mo¬
ment, another Perfon
at the Diftance AB
took the Height of
the fame Cloud, and
found it 56° 30', and let the Diftance of their Places
pf Obfervation AB be one Mile, or 1760 Yards $
then
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then in the Oblique-angled Triangle ABC, there are
known all the Angles, and the Side AB, to find
either of the other Sides, fuppofe AC ; this by Cafe I.
of Oblique Triangles, will be found by the Sliding
Rule about 1640; then in the Right-angled Triangle
AFC there is Given the Angle at Bafe A=45° 15",
and the Hypothenufe AC—1640 Yards nearly, to
find the Cathetus CP; this by Cafe III. of Right
Triangles, will be found by Sliding Rule to be about
1450 Yards, or a little above three Quarters of a
Mile, and fo high was the Cloud*

^Another Way hy one Perfon.
II. VUppo/e (as I have often cbferved it my felf) that
u C be a dark denfe Thunder Cloud, and begins on
a fuddain (with the Thunder Stroke) to ram very
hard \ and that a Terfon at A obferves the fireaming Rain to fall at the known Difiance B j and at
the fame Time takes the Altitude of the Cloudy and
finds it 21® 30', and let the Difiance AB be a Mile
and three ^Quarters, or 3080 Yards.

C

___

'gfi

.30 6>0

l\

&

Then in the Triangle ABC, Right-angled at B
(for the Rain, in ftill Weather, falls nearly Perpen¬
dicular,) there is Given the Diftance AB, and the
Angle at Bafe A ; to find the Cathetus CB; which

; by Cafe I. of Right Triangles, will be found nearly
1490 Yards, or about {7 ot a Mile, which is the
I Height of the Cloud.
’ III. A third Method jor Me a firing the Height of
Clouds, and that by one Jingle Ter fan, may be this :

j
h
I
1

!
:
3

1
Ij

1

Suppofe, as it may fometimes happen, that the
Shadow AB of the Cloud C were to touch the
Feet of a Spectator at A, at its Extremity; and at
the fame Time the Perfon at A could obferve nicely
the Width of the Shadow AB, or how far it extended from A to B; and that therewith he took the
Altitude of the lower Part of the Cloud C.

Now in the Triangle ABC, obtufe angled at B,
there is given the Angles A, B, C ; for A is known
by Obfervation, fuppofe 15*30'; and Angle ABC
is the Complement of the Sun’s Altitude to
let then the Surfs Altitude be 20° 45'; fo fhail the
Angle ABC be 159° 1 5'; and the Angle ACB~~5° 15';
alfo the Side AB the Width or Diameter of the
Shadow is Given, fuppofe if Miles, or 2200 Yards.
Then by Cafe I. of Oblique Triangles, the Side BC
will be found about 6400; and then in the Right
Triangle BDC, there are known the Angles and the
Side
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Side BC; whence, by Cafe III, of Right Triangles,
the Cathetus CD will be found about 2258 Yards,
that is, the Height of the Cloud C is fomewhat more
than a Mile and a Quarter,
IV. ./I fourth and la ft Method I (hall mention, is like
to the former,
and eafy,
is per¬
formed likewife by one CPerfon alone, which is thus :

Suppofe a Perfon at A obferve the Diftance of the
neareft Border B of the Shadow BD, to be 1.45;
Mile, at the fame Time let him take the Altitude ofl
the higheft Part of the Cloud at C, which fuppofe
nT. And alfo the Altitude of the Sun, which let'
be 46° 30'. Then in the Oblique Triangle ABC, there
are Given all the Angles and the Side AB, whence by
Cafe I. of Oblique Triangles the Side BC will be found!
about 1.375 j and then in the Right Triangle CBD.
the Angles and Side BC being Given, there will be
found by Cafe III. of Right Triangles, the perpendi¬
cular Height of the Cloud CD=i,27, a little a^ove
i~ Mile.
Thef

.r
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Thefe are the principal Methods of taking the
[Altitudes of Clouds, I could have fuggeded more j
but the three lad of thefe, each of which may be
^performed by a lingle Perfon, are new to me, hav¬
ing never leen them publifhed by any Writer, nor
are they mentioned even by Varenius himfeif, the
mod: exad:, accute, and laborious Author that ever
wrote of thefe Affairs.

I

To Me afare the Rainbow*

N order to take the Dimenfions of this mod
wonderful Phenomenon, the mod grand and
deautitui Piece of Nature’s Gallantry, I dull premife
h few Things relating to its Formation, from that
.great Father of modem Phiiofophy, Sir Ifaac New*
ton.
I. Fird it mud be obferved, that the Bow is not
freally in the Cloud which rains, but in the Rain it
elf, or falling Drops of Water, and therefore mud
always be fecn below its proper Cloud.
j

II* The Bow mud appear diametrically oppofite
'o the Sun \ for a Ray mud pafs from the Sun at
5, through the Eye of the Spectator at Q, to the
Center of the Rainbow P. See the following Figure.
i

III. The Colours of Light confift promifcuoufly in
■the Sun’s Rays, and are to be exhibited didind and
jlingly by Refledion and Refradion; and thofe Rays
are refleded and retraded mod which are of the
deeped blue Colour, and thofe lead which are of the
brighted R,ed.
Bb

IV. The
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IV. The interior Bow, as AEFB, is formed in;
round Drops oi Rain by two Refractions ot the
Sun's Rays, and one Reflection between them, as in
the Drops E, F.

V. The lower Part of this Bow confifts of thofei
Drops, in which the moft refrangible Rays can altei
one Reflection be refraCted to the Eye; the Angie
of this RefraCtion is POE (=OES) 40 Degrees anc
2 Minutes; hence all the Drops in the Line OE lhal
ftrike the Eye with the moft refrangible Ray of the
deepeli Violet Colour in that Region which it deferibes.
VI. The higheft Part of this interior Bow contaii
thofe Drops in which the leaft refrangible Rays cai
after one Reflection be refraCted to the Eye; th
greateft Angle of this RefraCtion is POF f=OFS
=42 Degrees, 17 Minutes. Hence all the Drops i
the Line OF {hall tinge the upper Part of the Bow
which it deferibes, with the deepeft red Colour.
VII. The exterior Bow CGHD is made in Drop
of Rain, by two RefraCtions, and alfo by two Re
fleCtions, as in the Drops G, H.
VIII. The lower Part of this Bow confifts of thol
Drops, in which the leal! refrangible Rays can afte
two Reflections, be refraCted to the Eye; and th
leaft Angle of this RefraCtion, is POG (=SGC
*=50° 42'.
IX. The higheft Border of this Bow is made b:
Drops which refraCt the moft refrangible Rays polj
Able after two Reflections : and the leaft Ang;;
thereof is POH (rSHO) =54° 22'; hence the Co
lours of this Bow will be in an inverfe Order, to thoi
of the other Bow.
X, Henc

i,88
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X. Hence the Width of the internal Iris EF is I
and of the external Iris GH == 3° 40'; and
the Didance between them PG —8° 1$'- Note, I have
here allow'd for the Sun’s appaient Diameter 30'
and not confidered it as a Phylical Point ? that fo the
Calculations may anfwer to the real Appearance 0
every Part of the Bow.
Thefe things being premifed, in the Scheme above
let SOP be tne Ray of Light which proceeds from
the Sun to the Center of the Bow P, and through
the Spe&ator’s Eye at O. Now as the Sun muft be
very low indeed, to have a perfeft half Bow in View
fo it almoft always happens, that that Part ot the
Bow which we fee is lefs then a Semicircle, and confequently that the Center of the Bows P is immerfec
under the Earth, with the greateft Part of each
Bow.
Let qOcaQfbd be the Earth’s Surface, anc
SOq=hOQ^, be the Angle of the Sun*s Alti¬
tude at the 'Lime when the Rainbow appears; anc
let the middle Diftance
between the two Legs at
b, of the interior Bow, be known (as it many Time,
ealilymay); asfuppofe \ oi a Mile, or 1320 Yards
and fuppole the Suns Height 160; then will thi
Angle OQP be 740. Now in the Right-angled Tri¬
angle QOP there is Given the Side OQ==i3-° Yards
and all the Angles; to find the Sides OP and PQ^

The*
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Then by Cafe I, of Right Triangles; fay,
As Radius
±^io.
Is to the Side
00=1320— 3.1205739
So is the Sine of the Angle POQ—160 = 5)4403381
To the Part or Side-PQ7364 = 2.5605)120
So is the Sine of the Angle OQP—740 = 9.9828416
To the Bafe or Side,—

OPrr 1269 — 3.1033155

Then fay,
As Radius is to the Bafe—OP— 1265) :

*£££*??$

3-1033155

~E=40"

9-9549455

To the Side————PE— 1143 := 3.0582610
S°,heJnCgl!!!l—}

K>F=4rtr =

To the Side or Height-PF= it 53

the Angle

9-9587542
3s06206p7

} POG=J0.42'=.o.o86p8«3

To the Height or Side——PG— 1550 :

3.1903018

So is the Tangent of 7 POtt_ ,...
the Angle
- j-lUM—5422.

:! °-i 445959

To the greateft Height,-) pH=
or Side,
-5

.

‘'

3,2479114

Then
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As Radius is to the Bafe
So is the Secant of the l

OP— 1269 :

3- I°33I55

POE—40° 2'

10.1 r 59582

Angle----* f

'^

To the Side or Hy-

OE— 1656= 3*2192737

pothenufe
So is the Secant of the 1
Angle-X

-n^/<, ,
FOG—$0 42

*0.1985351

To the Side —— -OG~ 2003

E 3.3OI65O6

In the next Place, fay.
As Radius, to the Side P a-—PE— 1143 = 3.0582610
So is the Sine of 7
j a PQ~=Pa e=7i° 27 — 9.9768296
the Angle
To the Side
aQj= 1084 = 3.03505106
Laftly fay,
As Radius to the?
Side--X

^
P c—FG= 1550 =

3.1903081

So is the Sine of t
^ ^
- ,,
9.9877099
the Angle
X'0 PQr=Pc g=76°26 : _
To the Side—--cQ- 1507= 3.1780117

Now to find the Circumferences of the middle Parts
of each Bow, proceed thus;
MultiplyByThe Product is

2 PE+EF =2 2 96.5
---— 3.1416
72146844
Again,,

1

efe

«

Again,
Multiply— -■—— aPG+GH= 3320

B7'-—-------- 3 *4i6
The Produd is----«—-10430.11a

From this general Calculation of the Rainbow a~
i foregoing, we find the Meafures of its feveral Parts,
and their Difiances from the Spectator's Eye to be as
follows:

iji. The leafi Semidiameter PE, of the interior
Bow, is 1143 Yards, or about 0.64 of a Mile; whence
the Diameter is 1.28 Mile.

id. The greater Semidiameter PF=ii53l Yards
2=0.65 of aMile, whence the greatefi Diameter is 1.3
Mile.
3d% The Breadth thereof EF is io£ Yards, or 31*
Feet.
f-'

j

'

4th. The Circumference of the Middle thereof is
7214,68 Yards, or 4,09 Miles.

5th. The lead: Semidiameter of the exterior Iris,
;

PG=i550 Yards, or 0.87 of a Mile 3
leafi Diameter is 1.74 Mile.

Whence the
»

6th, The greatefi Semidiameter thereof PH~ 177o
Yards, or 1.5 Mile, whence the greatefi Diameter is
about 3 Mile.

tpi
1
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7th. The Breadth thereof GH is 220 Yards, or
660 Feet.
8tb. The middle Circumference thereof is 10430
Yards, or about 5.5)2 Miles.

ph. The Diftance between each Bow FG=3p6i
Yards.
10tb. The Heighth of the interior Bow above the
Horizon is QE—7751 Yards, or 0.45 Mile.
11 tb. The Heighth of the exterior Bow QG—
1186 Yards, or 0,66 Mile.
12th. The Center of the Bows P is fubmerfed by
the Surface of the Earth the Length of PQ==364
Yards.

iph. The Center P is diftant from the Spe&atoFs
Eye, by PO=i26p Yards, or \ of a Mile.
14th. The Diflance of the interior Bow OE—O a
=1656 Yards, or |Q of a Mile.
1 $tb. The Diflance of the exterior Bow (XL=Oc
—2003 Yards, or 1.13 Mile.
>

16th. The Diflance of the Legs of the interior
Bow on the Earthfs Surface, is ab=2i68 Yards; or
1.2 Mile, or a little more.
17th. The Diflance of the Legs of the exterior
Bow cdz=30i4 Yards, or 1.7 Mile.
And
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1 And Rich are the Dimenfions of a Rainbow at
le given Diftance and Altitude of the Sun aforeoing; which as it is fo great a Piece of Curiofity,
Ciufl needs be acceptable to every Perfon of Ingenuiy and Tafte.

■0 determine the fartheft Bounds of Sight j
or the vijible Horizon.

r

ET BHI re||_> prefent
the
<rlobe of the Earth;
fEDK, the ^ Cirmmference of the
doudy
Heavens,
ilfo let AG be the
Height of a Man
if 6 Feet in Stature ;
len "ds evident (AG
eing drawn a Tanent to the Surface
f the Earth in B)
liat the Point B is the fartheft Bound of Villon on
he Earth’s Superficies; and C in the cloudy Exr>anfe; fuppofe the Height thereof CL, or EG, ta
>e 1 Mile.
j Now becaufe the Semidiameter of the Earth BF,
Is found to be 3982 Statute Miles, and in every fuch
Mile there is 1760 Yards ; therefore 3982x1760=
^008320, the Yards in a Semidiameter of the Earths
I Hence there being known, in the Right Triangh
ABF, the Side BF=70o83 20 Yards, and tfie Side
AF“70o8322 Yards; we can eafily find the Angl9
AFB, by Cafe V, thus;

£oa
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As the Side

AF==;oo8322^= 3-845614-

Is to the Radius
So is the Side

10.000000c
BF—7008320= 3.845614c

To theSine of the Angle B AF = 89° 56' =

9*9999997

Whence the Complement thereof BFA, or the
Arch BG, will be 4 Minutes; which is thus con¬
verted into Miles; as 6oQ *. 692 Miles * * 4' • 4A:
Miles; a little above 4! Miles.
Hence Ms evident* a Man of 6 Feet Stature:
Handing upon a Globe perfectly round* and free
from all Obtfrudtions of the Sight, of the fame
Bulk as our Earth, could not by his Sight (unafiftec
by the Atmolphere) fee much above 4^ Miles abou1
him.
Again, to find the Extent of the Sight in the Fir¬
mament of the higheif Clouds, viz,. AC, or rathei
the Arch CE ; we mull find the Angle BFC; there¬
fore, in the Right Triangle CBF, there being known
the Side BF=3p82 Miles; and the Side CF=3983.
Miles, lay;
As the Side
Is to Radius
So is the Side

—
-—-

CF= 3983 = 3.6002103
-io.coooooo
BF= 3982 — 3.600101;

To the Sine of the Angle BCF=8S°43'= 9.999891c

Hence the Complement thereof BFC is i° 174 tc
which if we add the Angle BFA =4'* we fhall have
the Angle AFC=i°*i'; whofeMeafure on the Earthi:
is the Arch LG, and in the Clouds* CE. Th*
Quantity

.

foi: Lv. 2,03
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Applied to Cojmography and Geography. %°3
Quantity of the Arch LG=8i' is thus found; as
'So' : 697 Miles : : 81' : 93.8a Miles. But as FG
;=3p82 : FE==3p83 : : LG ;= 93,82 qCE=: 93-84
Miles, the Extent every Way of the viiible Horizon
terminated by the Clouds.
Whence it follows, that the greateft Extent of the
vifihle cloudy Expansion is the Arch CD—2CE=
187.68 Miles; and the Circumference of the fenlible
or viiible Horizon terminated in the Clouds, is very
mearly three Times 187*68—563 Miles.
However a
Method for calculating it to the greateft Nicety is
hereby made plain and evident, and fhali (with other
IThings of this Nature) be left to the Learner's
lExercife.

'!

CHAP. III.
Plain Trigonometry applied to Hftronomy 5
in the. Menfuration of the Diftances
Magnitudes, Places, and other affec¬
tions of the Heavenly Bodies, which
compofe our Solar Syjtem,

,

AStrommy, the darling Science of ail the Sons of
Art; the mo ft noble and fplendid Branch of
the Encj clopsedia, or whole Compafs of Literature;
the very Zodiack of the Celeftial Sphere of Know¬
ledge’ I fay this excellent Art depends altogether

Ce %

on
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on Trigonometry, plain and fpherical; the common
Agronomical Problems, fo neceiTary to Sailors and
Almanack-Makers, are performed by fpherical Tri¬
angles, of which I may treat enough of in that Part
ot this Work; but the Fundamentals of the Art,
the grand Problems of the Planatary Diitances, of
the Penumbra and Shadow of the Earth and Moon,
of Eclipfes, of the Anomalies of the Planatary Mo¬
tions, and the Explications of the Theories of both
Planets and Comets, all depend upon and refult from
the Calculations made, for the greateft Part, by the
Rules of Plain Trigonometry, as appears evident
by what here follows concerning thofe Matters.
But I think it neeeffary to give the young Tyro ai
View of the Solar Syflem, and an Account of its
feveral Conftituent Parts, before we proceed to meafure them j which therefore is as follows.

I. A Description of the Solar Syftem.
I, TN

the Scheme of this Syftem of the World,,
X the Sun occupies the middle Point or
Center ; and has no other Motion, but round its;-'
own Axis once in about 25 Days; this Motiom
Is difcoverable by the Macula or dark Spots;
on his Disk*
II. Next to the Sun is the Orb of Mercury, im
which this Planet moves about the Sun once in 87*’
Pays, and 23 Hours.
III. The next Planet which revolves about the Sun;
is Venus, that bright Planet which we call the Morn¬
ing and Evening Star; ihe performs one Revolution!
in about 224 Days and 17 Hours.

IV.

Aj>jilted to AJlronomy.
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IV. The third Planet from the Sun, is our Ear h
with its tingle Satellite ; the Earth performing one
Revolution round the Sun in 365 Days, 5 Hours,
and about 50 Minutes; and the Moon round the
Earth once in 27 Days, 7 Hours, and 43 Minutes.
V. Mars is the next Planet, which circulates about
the Sun once in 686 Days, 23 Hours, and 27 Minutes;
and round his own Axis once in 24 Hours, and 40
Minutes.
VI. The next fupcrior Planet is "Jupiter, with his
4 Satellites; he revolves about the Sun once in 11
Years, 317 Days, 12 Hours, and 20 Minutes ; and
about its own Axis, once in 9 Hours* and 56 Minute§. The Periodical Revolutions of his Satellites
or Moons about his Body are as follows; of the i If,
in 1 Day, 18 Hours, 27 Minutes. Of the 2d, in
-3 Days, 13 Hours, 13 Minutes. Of the 3d, in 7
Days, 3 Hours, 42 Minutes. Of the 4th, in 16 Days,
16 Hours, 32 Minutes.
VII. The higheif, and vaffly the fartheff Diffant,
of all the Planets, is Saturn, who winders in perpe¬
tual Solitude through the Defert Extremities of the
Mundane Space, attended by bis 5 Satellites or
Moons, and finifhes his flow Revolution about the
Sun, once in 25) Years, 174 Days, 6 Hours, and
36 Minutes; and about his own Body revolve his 5
Moons the following Periods of Time; The firff in
1 Day, 21 Hours, 18 Minutes; The fecond in
2 Days, 17 Hours, 41 Minutes; The third in
4 Days, 12 Hours, 25 Minutes; The fourth in
15 Days, 22 Hours, 41 Minutes;
The fifth in
7P Days, 7 Hours, 48 Minutes,
f

y

,

"

>

'

*
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VIII. Beyond the vail Diftricks of the Planatary
Syftem, are placed at an amazingly immenfe Dis¬
tance, the fixed Stars \ and by that Means are they
without the Reach of the largefl and molt accurate
Mathematical Inftruments, and the Cognizance of
the moil fegacious and penetrating Aftionomers and
Philofophers.

II. To meafure the Tijlance of the Moon
from the Earth.
T T Aving thus Given a Curfory View of the moft
£ j antient as well as modern and true Syftem of
the lower World, 1 now proceed to the Dimenfions
of the feveral Parts thereof* and firfl of the Diftance
of the Moon from our Earth, as follows.
In the Figure ad¬
joined let BEDF reprefent the Earth,
and M the Moon in
its Orb, feen in the
Horizon ; then the
Angle EMC will be
the apparent Semidi¬
ameter of the Earth
EC feen at the Moon
M y which Angie is
called the Parallax ; and when the Moon is feen in
the Horizon, Ms the Horizontal Parallax of the
Moon, and is nothing but the Difference of her true
and apparent Diftance from the Zenith. This An¬
gle is greateft when the Moon is in her Perigoeum,
and her Orb moft excentric; being then according
to Mr. Whifton’s Tables, i° i' io". And this I fliall
chufe for Calculation j becaufe in fuch a Cafe the

Moon
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Moon is the leait Diftant from the Earth it can
poffibly be.
Therefore in the Right-angled Triangle CFM,
there is given all the Angles, and the Side EG, be¬
ing the Semidiameter of the Earth, or 3982 Miles,
to find the Side CM ; by Cafe I, of Right Triangles,
fay thus;
As the Sine of the p
Moon's Horizontal P M=:l° T 10"
Parallax,.
^
Is to one Semidiameter 7,
of the Earth -- 3
^
1
So is the Go-Sine of the 1 r CCo _ , „
• Parallax *
—--3
A 5°
To the Side (in Semidi- 7
ameters of the Earth)

8.257418^

O.OCOCGOQ

9*999929°

__

5S'A

1 ^iioi

So likewife is Radius--——~co° =io.occcooo
To the Side (in Semidi- r _
ameters of the Earth) y x x
55^9 — 1.7425811

Hence then 55.27x3982=220085.1 Englijh Miles,
the Difiance of the Moon from the Spectator.
5,5-29x39S2"220344,78 Miles, the Diftance
of the Moon from the Center of the Earth.
*Tis leldom the Moon come fo very near the Earth,
her Diftance is varioufly determined by various Au¬
thors from 52 to 64 Semidiameters of the Earth in¬
cluding the leaft and greateft Difiance.

III. 2#
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III. To meafare the Height of the Earth's
Shadow.

T

N the adjoined Figure let CT be
the Earth’s Semidiameter, TM
the Height of the Earth's conical
Shadow, and the Angle TMC, be¬
ing half the Angle of the Cone, is
equal to the apparent Semidiameter
of the Sun, which in its mean Diftance, is about 16 Minutes; therefore
in the Right-angled Triangle CTM,
there are given all the Angles and
the Side CT, to find the Cathetus
TM, which is the Height of the
Shadow ; Wherefore by s.afe I, of
Right Triangles, fay;

As the Tangent of—TMC= i6' = 7.6678491
Is to one Semidiameter-CT= 1 =0,0000000
So is Radius-—-10.0000000
To the Height-— TM=2 14.8^= 2.3321508
Therefore TM is 214.8 Semidiameters of the
Earth, which multiplied by 3982, gives 855333.6
Englijb Miles lor the Height of the Earth's Shadow.
But when the Sun is at the greatell Diftance, t he An¬
gle TMC is but about 15' 50", and then the Height
of the Shadow will become 217 Semidiameters of
the Earth.

XV. Tc
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/I. To Me afure the Diameter of the Moon,
and Height of her Shadow.
N the Scheme ad¬
joined, let C be the
Center of the Earth,
jnd E the Center of
he Moon • then is ECF
the apparent Semijliameter of the Moon
ben from the Earth,
vhich is (for the beforenentioned Horizontal
Parallax) 16' 52". The
Cine CE is the Diftance
)f the Moon from the
Earth as before found,
,5:5.29 Semidiameters; In the Right ‘Triangle EEC
rhere is given then the Angles, and the Side CE ; to
and the Side FE or Semidiametcr of the Moon, fay
:hus;
As the Co-Sine of thel r-rrn
^
apparentSemidiam. J-EFC=8j> 43 08 =9-9999947
To the Moon's I)iffiance from
the C
Earth —— ——— j

CE=55.2Q

=1.7425101

th\Sfc-f thH FCE= 6'5^ i“:, 7.6906627
apparent oemidiametA
' 7
'
‘To the Moon's Semidia-,)
,
‘
“
meter, in Semidiameters FE—.271 ==.9.4331781
of the Earth—-—--—- )
'Sois

i

1

1

Now 3982x^711 =1079.52 EttgUJb Miles, for the
con's Semidiameter, wherefore the Moan's Pia¬
ster is 2159.04 Miles.
D d
And
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And becaufe Cones are fimilar Bodies, their
Heights will be in Proportion to the Bales; But we
have the Bale and Height of the Earth's Cone of
Shadow, and the Bafe of the Moon's, wherefore to
find its Height, fay;
As the Semidiameter of the Earth-I == o.ooccooc
Is to the Height of its Shadow 214.8=: 2.33 2158S
Sois the Semidiameter of the Moon ,2711—.9.4331781
To the Height of its Shadow-58.25:=: 1.7^533^5
Therefore 58.25 Semidiameters of the Earth, 01
231951.5 Miles, is the Height of the Moon's Shadow
From hence 'tis evident the Moon mull be, at the
Time of a Solar Eclipfe, within 58 Semidiameter
of the Earth diltant from the Earth's Superficies.

V. To Meafure the Diameter of the Earth\
Shadow at the Dijlance of the Moon.

I

N the adjoined Figure, let 1
be the Center of the Earth
CMT half the Angle of the Cone
16'; FLH the Se&ion of thr
Shadow at the Diftance of th
Moon TG, whofe Diameter FI
is fought; In order to find whicH
we have given, in the Right-angle*
Triangle GMF, the Side GM (TM—TG, or 214.8—55 29=
159.51 Semidiameters of th
Farth, and all the Angles; there

fore fay;

A

in

Applied to Agronomy*

As Radius
—--•---5>o°=io.cooocoo
Is to the Side--GM=i 59-51= 2.2027610
So is the Tangent of GMb =
16'= 7*0678492
To the Side-FG=,7423= .9.8706x02
Whence 2 FG=FH=i.4846. But 1.4846x39^"39 n.677 Miles j and fo wide is the Earths Sha¬
dow at the Ivloon, when fhe is neared the Earth ,
That is, above twice the Moon’s Diameter; in which
Cafe Lunar Eclipfes, are of the greatelt Duration
polfiblc,

VI. To find the apparent Semidiameter
of the Earth's Shadow at the Moon,
m HIS is no more than to find the Angle GTF
X in the laid Figure, for under that Angie doth
the Semidiameter ot the Earth’s Shadow FG appear
at the Diftance of the Moon; in order to which,
there is given in the Right-angled Triangle GTF, the
two Sides GF=.74^3> ar*d ^ i ~35-29 to find the
Angle at T, therefore fay thus;
As the Side-GT= 33.29= 1.7423811
Is to Radius----—90°= 10.0000000
So is the Side-FG= .7423= .9.8706102
Tothe Sine ofthe Angle GTF=46'io"= 8.1280291
■

■ ■ V or

And fuch is the apparent Semidiameter of the
Earth’s Shadow in that Cafe.

Dd
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VII. To me afur e the total Shadow of the
Moon at the Earthy in the Time of a
Solar Eclipfe.
9/A

s
met

uv

E
I, TSirL

Aj

ml

B

XI

MRST for the Mealure of the
Moon’s total, or dark Shadow
at the Earth in the Time of an Eclipfe
of the Sun; In this Figure let S be
the Sun, L the Moon, and T the
Earth \ Now in order to find the
Width AB of the Moon’s Shadow
on the Earth, we have Given, in
Oblique triangles TMB, the Side
TB-i Semidiameter of the Earth,
and TM=3 Semidiameters (for LM
=58.25, and LT==5j.2p as found,
but TM=LM—XT—3, very near¬
ly). Alfo theAngle TMB-16', the
Sun’s Semidiameter ; to find the
Angle TBM. This is done by Cafe II,
of Oblique Triangles, thus,

M

As the Side-TB= l rr0.0000COO
Is to the Sine of---TMB-16= 7.6678445
So is the Side—-<---TM=3 =20.4771212
To theSineof theAngle TBM 49'7‘"=8.1549657
But

n
2 1
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But the Angle CTB - TMB+TBM—6j' 7", (by
theorem V.) and ibch is the Arch CB, the Double
of which is AB~2° 10' 14", or 150- Miles. Note,
this Calculation anfwers to a Central Eclipfe, at a
1 middle Didance ot the Sun ; but were the Sun at
the Created trom the Moon, her Shadow would be
(larger, viz. near 60 Diameters of the Earth, and
then the Breadth of the Shadow AB on the Earth's
Surface would be about 180 Miles.

VIIL To
ter
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a rent

Semiduemc™
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N the adjoining Figure, the Angle
J[ AMT —16' the Sun's apparent Se~
midiameter, the Angle DAL~i6' 52",
the apparent Semidiameter 1)L of "the
Moon ieen from the Earth T. But this
Angle DAL
AmT+ALT j conlcquently DAL-—AMT=ALT the An¬
gle under which the Semidiameter of the
Moon's Shadow at the Earth is fcen at
the Moon, which therefore is equal to
and thus the whole Diameter AE
of the Shadow^ is I' 44". Note, the Semidiameters of the Sun and Moon, for
any Didance in their Orbs, are found
ready calculated in the Agronomical

T ables.

thf'
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IX. To menjure the Penumbra or partial
Shadow of the Moon.
H E Nature and Produdion of the Penumbra,,
or that large diverging par¬
tial Shadow, in form of a
Cone, involving the Moon and
its dark Shadow, the Reader
will find fully treated in Books
of Aftronomy • I fhall here
only prefent him with the Fi¬
gure and Dimenlion of it as
follow.
Let S be the Sun, C the Moon,
and T the Earth • Then is
the Figure PIO the Penumbra,
or fainter Shadow of the Moon,
the Part of which HID above
the Moon, is of equal Height,
and therefore of equal Magni¬
tude, with the Moon’s dark
Shadow ; all this demonftrated
by Aftronomers.
Hence then TI (being equal
to the Didance of the Mcon
TC-55.29 , and the Length
of her Shadow (or upper Part
of the Penumbra) 01—58.25)
is equal to 113.54 Semidiame¬
ters of the Earth ; and the Se—*
miangleof the penumbra! Cone::
TIF—io', or the Sun’s Semi¬
diameter. Alfo the Side TIE
~i Semidiameter of the Earth.
Hence:

‘Plain Trigonometry,
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Hence in the Oblique Triangle TIF, there is Given
two Sides TI and TE, and an Angle oppolite to one
of them TIF; to find the Angle 1FT, or its Com¬
plement IFN; by Cafe II, of Oblique Triangles, fay
thus'
As the Side ———-•-TF—i=o.oococco
Is to the Sine of-TIF=i 6 "-=7.667 8445
So is the Side-Tl=i 13.54=2.0551488
To the Sine of—-- IFN—310 54'—9.72295)33
Now the Angle IFN-TIF+ITF: hence IFN
—r{ IF— n F~310 3S', which doubled is 63° 16',
and is the Meafure of the Arch EF', or fo much of
the Earth as is obfeured by the penumbral Shadow
of the Moon, in an Eclipfe ; that is about 433)7
Miles ; and when the Earth is nearelt the Sun, and
the Moon fartheflfrom the Earth, this Penumbra will
extend about 4900 Miles, on the Earth's Superficies.
Note; After the fame Manner as the Semi diameter

of the Moon’s dark Shadow at the Earth feen from
the Moon, was proved equal to the Difference of
the Semidiameters ol the Sun and Moon feen from
the Earth, fo the Semidiameter of the Penumbra at
the Diftance of the Earth is proved equal to the
Sum of the faid Semidiameters of the Sun and Moon,
viz, 32' 52 j whence the whole Diameter of the
Penumbra at the Earth feen from the Moon will be
*°

S'

44"*

X.«2f
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X.

Jo

determine the Limits

of an

L

ET £S reprefent a Portion a Line in the Plane
of the Ecliptic Parallel to the Earth's Orbit*

&M a Portion of the Moon's Orb; M the Center of
the Moon ; S the Center of the Earth's Shadow at
the Diftance of the Moon; & the Node ; and MS
the Latitude of the Moon when the Shadow of the
Earth doth juft touch the Disk of the Moon ; which
Latitude is equal to the Sum of the Semidiameters
of the Moon and Shadow, MI and IS; alfo the
Angle M&S is the Inclination of the Moon's Orb to
the Plane of the Ecliptic. Now when this Angle is
biggeft, and the Semidiaters of the Moon and Sha¬
dow are leaft of all, then is the Point S the neareft
poftible to the Node & when an Eclipfe can happen.
Therefore the Diftance S & is the Limit of Lunar
Eclipfes in fuch a Cafe. But when the faid Angle
is leaft, and the Semidiameters greateft, then is S&
the greateft Limit, beyond which no Eclipfe can
happen.
Now in Order to find the leaft Limit, the Angle
S&M muft be made J° 18 , and the Sum of the Se—
midiameters k

Applied to Aftronomy.
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irnidiameters, when lealt of all, is about 53'=SM ;
there being given in the Right-angled Triangle
&SM, the Side SM, and the Angle
to find the
Side S&j fay thus, by Cafe II. of Right-angled
Triangles ;
As the Sine of — S£M === 5°i8' =a 8.9655337
’To the Side -—-SM = 53
~ 1.7142759
So is the Sine of the An. SM&=84342' = p.9981393
To the Side (in Min.)

S8 = 571.4 = 2.756881 3

ttence the Lealt Limit of a Lunar Eclipfe is about
9® 31' 24", within which there mult be an Eclipfe.
To find the Greatell Limit, the Angle & mult be
taken 5®, and the Greatelt Sum of the Semidiame¬
ters, or Line SM, is about 63.2 Minutes. There¬
fore fay again;
As the Sine of the Angle S&M=== 5°ccf— 8.9402960
Is to the Side -- SM = 63.2 = 1.800717 c
i So is the Sine of the Ang.SM&=;85°oo'= 9.998344a
To the Side (in Min.)

S&= 722.4 == 2.8587653

Therefore the Greatelt Limits are 120 2' 24" on
1 each Side the Node, beyond which there can be
no Jlchpic.

XI. To
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XL To calculate the Angles of Incidence

and Exit, of Total Immerfion and Emerfion, the Motion of Half Duration.
both of the total Ecllpfe and of abfolute Darknefs 5 and ho<w to turn the
Whole into Time, in a Lunar Eclipfe,

T

A

H E following Figure is a Reprefentation oi
a total Eel i pie of the Moon; in which P& is
a Portion of a Line or Path of the Earth's Shadow
at the Moon parallel to the Ecliptic; M&l the Way
of the Moon's horary Motion from the Sun, at the

Time of the true Oppofition; S the Center ot th«
Earth’s Shadow at the Moon; I the Center ot the
Moon the Moment fire enters the Earth’s Shadow.
F the Moon totally inmierfed in the Shadow; SL
the Lead Diftance of the Centers of the Earth’s Sha¬
dow and Moon; NS the Moon’s Latitude iron:
the Ecliptic; O the Moon when the begins to emerge out of the Shadow ; and E the Moon in hei
Exit out of the Shadow entirely.

applied to Aflronomy.
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By Computations oi another Kind, and in the
i, Agronomical Tables, there are given, in any Kjiclipfe, the Semidiameters of the Shadow and the
: Moon; the Angle M&P, or the Angular Motion
3of the Moon from the Sun ; S N the Moon's LatF
itude; and SL the Leaf: Didance of the Centers;
whence the Red may be found by the following

11 trigonometrical Analogies ;

I
I. For the Angles of Incidence and Exit, I S L„
.1 As the Sum of the Semidiameters
•—° S I,
Is to the Radius ;
j So is the Lead Didance of the Centers -— SL?
To the Co-fine of the Angle of Incidence
LI S.
But the Angle of Incidence ISL — ESL the Angle
of Exit*
] II. For the Angle of total Immerjion and JLmerJien FSL«

j As the Difference ©f the

Stmi diameters -—-S F,

I: Is to the Radius ;
j So is the Lead Didance of the Centers — --- S L,
I To the Co-fine of the Angle of Immerfion
SFl»,
1 Whence FSL=OSL are both known,
!

III. For the Motion of Half Duration IL of the
Eclipfe.
I

As the Radius,
Is to the Sine of the Angle of Incidence
ISL;
So is the Sum of the Semidiameters -— S Ly
To the Motion of Half Duration of the Eclipfe IL.
E e

2

IV. For

0.2.0
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IV. For Half Continuance of abfolute Darknefs F L.
As Radius to the Sine of the Angle of 7 FST #
Immerfion —-- —- —-—■ —-- j
>
So is the Difference of the Semidiameters FS,
To the Motion of Half Continuance of 7
FL.
total Darknefs
——
-S
Thus the Motions are found, the Times in which
they are performed (the Horary Motion of the
Moon being always given in the 'Fables) are founcj
by the Golden Rule thus;
As the Horary Motion of the Moon from the Sun7
in an Hour
————
-———j
Is to the Time of one Hour, or 6o Minutes ;
So is the-Motion of Half Duration of the Eclipfe,
To the Time in Hours or Minutes of that Duration.
And, So is the Motion of Half Continuance of 7
abfolute Darknefs
—- J
To the Hours or Minutes of that Half Darknefs.
Thus is the Beginning, Middle, and End of a
Lunar Eclipfe to be found in Motion and Time.

XII. To determine the Limits of an
clipfe of the Sun.

I

N this Figure, Let ROI reprefent the Disk of
the Earth j &E a Portion of the Ecliptic 5 &P
&

Applied to Afironomy.
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a Part of the Moon’s Way from the Sun \ ESP the
Angle of the Moon's Way from the Sun, which
when leafb, is 50 30^ and when greateP, is about
50 46'. P the Penumbra, in the Middle of which is
a fmall Circle reprefenting the dark Shadow ot the
Moon ; lafhly, EP is the neareP DiPance of the
Disk and Penumbra (being the Sum of the Semidi¬
ameters of each El and IP,) which, when leap, is
about 85.5 Minutes, and when greateP, about 94.2 5
Idinutcs. Hence to find the leap Limits of a Solar
Eclipfe, fay ;
As the Sine of the Angle E&P— 5^46'=9.00206 87
Is to the Side (when leap) EP = 855 =1.9319661
So is the Sine of the Ang. EP p = 84.14 ==9 9977966
To the Side (in Minutes)

846.6 — 2.9276940

Hence the leap Limit of a Solar Eclipfe PE is
about 140 6' 36", within which there muP be an
Eclipfe.
For the greateP Limits, fay ’
As the Sine of the Angle Ep,P~ 5°3o' — 8.9815729
Js to the Side(when greateP)EP=94.22 —1.9741431
S o is the Sine of the Ang. EP& =84.30 =9.9979960
*■—1

— " ■■

ii

To the Side (in Minutes) Ep ==978.5 =2.9905662
Hence the great Limits EP == 160 18' 30", be*
yond which there can be no Eclipfe of the Sun.
Note, The Limits are not here (as in the Lunar
Eclipfes) determined from the real Place of the
Hodes, but from that Point in the Ecliptic, where
the
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the Moon's Way from the Sun interfedfcs it, which
is fomewhat diftant from the Node ; fo that with
Regard to the Nodes, the greateft Limits of Solar
Eclipfes will be about i8°, and the lead about i<5°,
on each Side. Some Aftronomers computing the
Limits from the one Point, and fome from the other,
is the Reafon I have calculated them from both
Places.

3011. To calculate the Angles of Inci¬
dence, Jmmerfon, the Motion of Half
Duration of the Whole and Central
Ecllpfe, and of the Penumbra Within
the Disk, in a Solar Ecllpfe,
1 N this Figure, 8M is a Part of the Moon’s

JL

Way, ©Pa Part of the Ecliptic projected on
the Earth’s Disk RO P j I the Center of the Pen¬

umbra touching the Disk ; C the Center itfelf en¬
tering the Disk• M the Penumbra totally immerfcd ;
NE
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NE the neareft Diftance of the Centers of the
Earth’s Disk and Penumbra* LE the Latitude of
the Moon; and P & M the Angle of the Moon's
Way from the Sun ; which being given, as are alio
the lead: Dillance, and Sum of the Semidiarneters of
the Penumbra and Disk, from the Tables ; there
may be found by Trigonometry,
I. The Angle 0] Incidence I E N.
As the Sum of the Semidiameters of the £
Penumbra and Disk
--—— J
Is to the Radius ; So is the leaf: Diflance of ?

their Centers
---—
- 3——* %
1
To the Co-line of the Angle of Incidence \ >T T
(or Exit)

--

--

-- S

II. The Immerfion of the Center C.
As the Semidiameter of the EarthAs Disk-- C E
Is to Radius; So is the leaf: Dilfance of theCenters EN
To the Co-line of the Angle of Immerfion ?
p
of the Center
—
-- — J
'
III. The Angle of Total Immerfion, M E N.

As the Difference of the Semidiameters ——— E M
IstoRadius;Sois the leaf: Difiance of the Centers NE

To the Co-fine of the Angle of Total I in- \ t7 , /(>, ,■
,,
~
A
n.VuN,
meriion of the Penumbra
———-* \

IV. The Motion of Half Duration of the whole Eclipjet
As Radius to the Sine of the Angle ol In- { T j7 pj
cidence
--— J
So is the Sum of the Semidiameters
-El,
To the Motion of Half Duration of the whole ) T vx
Eclipfe
-—
--V " *
V. As
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V. Js the Radius to the Sine of the Angle of the Im*
merjion of the Center GEN.
So is the Semidiameter of the Disk--C E
To the Motion of Half Duration of the CehO r M
tral Eclipfe
—
-—
VI. The Motion of Half Duration of the Penumbra
within the Difcus of the Earth.
As Radius is to the Sine of the Angle of 7 M ^ M
total Immerilon
—- .
-- S
So is the Difference of Semidiameters - M E
To the Motion of Half Continuance of the7
Penumbra within the Earth's Disk -J
The Times of thefe Motions, and confequently
the Beginning, Middle, and End of the Whole and
Central Eclipfe, are determined as directed in Prop.
XI. of the Lunar Eclipfe.

XIV. To determine the Diflance of the
Earth from the Sun.

T

HIS depends altogether on the Sun's Hori¬
zontal Parallax, which is fo very fmall as to
render this Matter extremely uncertain; and tho*
various Methods have been attempted to afcertain
the Quantity of the faid Parallax, yet none have
proved infallible, the greateft Men, as well among
the Moderns as the Antients, vary in their molt
nice and exadt Obfervations and Accounts of the
fame. At prefent the mod learned Authors, as
Sir Ifaae Newtony Dr. Halley, M. Flamjlead} Dr. Gre~
gory, i
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gory^ Mr. Wbifton,, Sc. do agree, that it is about
10 Seconds; and therefore according to that Pa¬
rallax, the Sun’s Diffance is determined as follows.
Suppofe in the annexed
Fi gure, S reprefent the
Center of the Sun; E the
Center of the Earth in its
Orbit; and an Obfervation
ot the Sun’s Place in the
Horizon be made at P, and
the Difference of his true
Place and that be 10", this
fliall be the Angle P S E ;
the Side E P alfo is known,
■ as being the Semidiameter
of the Earth; and the AnI gle at P is a Right one ;
i therefore in the Right-an¬
gled Triangle P SE, there
1 are given all the Angles and the Side E P, to find
the Side ES, the Diffance of the Centers of the
Sun and Earth, by this Analogy ;
As the Sine of the Sun’s
lPSE = io
Parallax —
Is to the Side
- PE— 1
: So is Radius
_ —50
’To the Dirt, ot the Sun ■)„„
,
and Earth-c-k
i ^ ~~20^i7

Ff

- 5.6855626
= 0.0030000
:IO.OCOOOOO

4-314 4-374

Then
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Then multiply this Dift. in Semidianieters = 2062*.
By the Miles in one Semidiameter
398:The Prod, is the Sun's Dift. in Miles, viz. 8213601
Mr. JVbiJlon makes this Diftancc *-- Sicooooi
And Tome make it more, and others lefs 4 but ii
meafuring the Diftances of the other Planets, the a;
lorefaid Diftance of the Earth and Sun is divide
into iccooo Parts, and the Diftances of the Planet
from the Earth and Sun are computed in thofe Part

XV. To measure the Dijlances of tl
Primary Planets from the Sun i
proportional Parts of the Earth's Di
fiance divided into iooooo.

I

N theSchem
adjoin'd, yo
obferve S is tl
Center of tl
Sun and Plant
tary Syftem;
the Planet Me\
cury, and ? tl
Planet Venn.
both in the
greateft Elong;
tions from tl
Sun ; T tH
Earth; d Matj
% Jupiter, at
Satu rny

their

fever
Orb;
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)rbs ; and which viewed from the Earth appear all
n the Firmament at D, but if view'd from the Sun,
Mars will appear in A, Jupiter in B, and Saturn in
p • wherefore the Arch A D is the Meafure of the
farallax T £ S of Mars, and is about 41 when
treated: of alh The Arch B D is the Meafure of
fupiter’s Parallax T ^ S, and is about 11 Degrees,
when greateft The Arch C D is the Meafure of
\Saturn's Parallax T h 5, which is about 6 Degrees,
when greateft.
And ST ^ is the greateft Elongation of Venus
from the Sun, which is about 46° 41/. And S T S
is the greateft Elongation of Mercury from the Sun,
iaad is about 2a0 46'.
Thefe are the Definitions of the Planets Paral¬
laxes and Elongations in general, by which we cal¬
culate their Diftances from the Sun ; for when they
are greateft they conftitute a Right Angle at ? and
9 j and at T for the fuperior Planets d, % and h,
and the Side T S is common in every Triangle ;
whence by the following Analogies are found,
I#

Diftance of Mercury from the Sun,

——•—
lO.OOOCOOQ
As Radius ——
Is to the Side «—— TS = 100 goo = 5.0000000
So is the greateft E~| S T 5 =22° 46' = R587S230
longat. of Mercury$
*

I To the Diftance of } q
= 38710 — 4.5S7S230
Mer. from the Sun f
*

Ff %

II, Tbt
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II. The Diflance of Venus jrom the Sun.
Radius
—---r 10.0000000
Is to the Side *- T S = ioooco = j.ouooooo
As

oitg^««T

£

“.»}ST8

=^4'' =?-8^'84

TVfio“S 8 = ™
jll qfoe Diflance of Mars jrom the Sun.
As the Sine of the ? TcfS=4i0oo' — 9,8171042
greateft Parallax J

Is to the Side
So is Radius

--

T S =100000= 5.0000000

—-■

To the Diflance of ? 5
<? from the Sun J

~--

io.ocooooq

— 152369 = 5.1828958

IV. Ihe Diflance of Jupiter from the Sun.
As the Sine of the jf

8=11*05' =r 0.2839164

greateft Parallax JT

Is to the Side
So is Pvadius

- T S =100000 = 5.0000000
-~~ ‘ 10.0000000

To the Diflance of l 5 %
% from the Sun J

raco96 = $.7160836
J
y
J/

V. fh
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V. The Diftance of Saturn from the Sun.
v

; As the Sine of the ? rp T e /"o
greateft Parallax f ' :
00 ~ £°^C4JD6
l Is to the Side --— T S = 100000— 5.0000000
So is Radius
--*——* io.cocccoo
To the Diftance of ?
h from the Sun j

c T
,
0 ? ~~9S4CCy)~ 5-9795474

Thus the Proportion of the Diftances of all the
i Planets from the Sun is determined, and is feen in
; one View, as below,
Saturn h ffupiter V.Mars d < Earth0. Venus 9 Mercury 9.

; £54006* 520096.152369. 100000. 72333. 38710.
Thefe Proportional Diftances are eafily turn’d in¬
to Miles by the Golden Rule, thus; As 100000 :
; is to the Diftance of the Sun in Miles, viz. 82136014
: : fo the Proportional Diftance of any other Planet
: to its Diftance from the Sun in Miles.

XVI. To calculate the Geocentric Place
Latitude, and Diftance of a fuptrior
or an inferior Planet, as Venus or

Mars.
Uppofe you have (as you may have for any
_ Point of Time) from the Aftronomical Tables,
the Heliocentric Place and Diftance of the Planet
Venus, for Inftance, from the Sun} the Place and
Diftance of the Earth for the fame Moment being

2jO
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alfo given from the faid Tables, we can eafily find
the Planet's Place, Latitude, and Difiance with reipeft to our Pelves.
In the following, let S be the Sun; APB the
Orb of an inferior Planet; NSO the Line of its
Nodes; P its Heliocentric or true Place in its Orb;
TOG the Earth’s Orb, and T its Place therein.

Then, from the
Tables there is giw
en the Di fiance from
the Earth and Sun
T S ; and the Cur¬
tate Di fiance of the
Planet S D ; alfo is
Heliocentric Lati¬
tude PSD; lafily,
there is given the
Angle of Commu¬
tation T SD, the
Difference between
the Place of the Earth T (or Sun S) and the Pla¬
net P, as feen from the Sun, Thefe Things being
thus given, we can find,
I. The Elongation of the ^Planet from the Sun, STD,
II. The Parallax of the Orbis Magnus,
TDS.
Ill The Geocentric Curtate Dijlance,-T D.
IV. The Geocentric Latitude of the Tlanet, PTD.
For, in the Oblique Triangle TSD, there are
given two Sides TS and S D, and the Angle in¬
cluded T S D, to find the other two Angles S T D
the Elongation, and TDS the Parallax of the Orb
of the Earth, by Cafe III. of Oblique Triangles.

Then
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Then, by Cafe I. in the fame Triangle, you can
find TD the Curtate Difiance of the Planet from
the Earth.
Laftly, in the two Triangles DSP and DTP,
Right-angled at D, the Tangent of the Angle DSP
is to the Tangent of D T P, as T D is to DS; But
as TD is to D S, fo is the Sine of the Angle of
Commutation T S D to the Sine of the Elongation
STD, Wherefore it will be,
.

As the Sine of the Angle of Commutation T SD,
Is to the Sine of the Angle of Elongation STD;
So is the Tang, ol the Heliocentric Latitude P S D,
To the Tangent of the Geocentric Latitude PTD.
This Scheme is adapted indeed only to an infe¬
rior Planet, but the Method and Proportions are
equally the fame in any fuperior one ; only this is
to be minded, that in finding the twb Angles of
the Parallax and Elongation, the greatef Angle in
the fuperior Planets is the Elongation; but in the
inferior ones, it is the Parallax of the Orb, et e Ccn~
tra, for the Angle which is lealh

XVII. To determine the Orb of the Earth,
or to ffind Its Axis' s^ Position, and
Eccentricity.
HIS grand and fundamental Propofiticn of
,JL all true Aftronomy is performed by a very
curious and accurate Method (among others) in¬
vented by that prefent great Prince of Aftrunomers
Dr. Edmond Halley, and is thus ;

Let
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Let POF be the
Orb of a Planet,,
fuppofe ofMars,becaufe his Orb is the
moft eccentric; and
A B C D the Orb'
of the Earth; let S
be the Sun,
Now, let the true
Time and Place of;
the Ecliptic be obferved when Mars
is in Oppofition to
the Sun, that is, when the Sun S, the Earth A, and I
the Planet P are in one Right-line PAS; which
mull be in, or (when Mars has any Latitude) redu¬
ced to the Plane of the Ecliptic. Since Mars's pe¬
riodical Revolution is in 687 Days, after that Time
Mars will return to the Point P again, and the
Earth in that Time having made one Revolution
{ 365 Days) and almofl another (322 Days)
is arrived, fuppofe, at B; where the Planet:*
(Mars) will appear in the Line BP, and the Sun
in the Line B S; Now, by obferving the Places of
the Sun and Mars, or the Angle of Elongation PBS,
the Angle A S B being alfo known, we have, in the
Oblique Triangle P B S all the Angles, and fuppof ng the Diftance of the Planet PS to be divided
into 100000 Parts, we can thence, by Cafe I. of Obi.
Triangles, find the Side or Line SB in thofe Parts,
and hence the Length and Pofition of the Line S B
is known.
Let Mars perform another Revolution to P, and
then fuppofe the Earth in C ; thus we fhall have
the Length and Polition of the Line SC, as before.
After
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After the lame Manner when the Planet has finifhed
^another Period, the Earth will he in D ; and there¬
fore the Pofition and Length of the Line S D is
given.
Thus, Having three Lines meeting in the Focus
of an Ellipiis, all given in Length and Pofition, the
Tranfverfe Axis, Difiance of the Foci, and confejquently the whole Theory of the Planet moving in
[this Elliptic Orb, may be knowrn, or found by Tri¬
gonometrical Calculation, as in the following Propo¬
sition,

-XVIII. Having three Lines meeting in
the Focus of an Ellipje, all given in
Length and Pojition, to jind the Length
of the Tranfverfe Diameter, and its
Pojition, and Di/lance of its Foci.
ET SD, SC
and SB be
three Lines gi¬
ven in Magnitude
i and Pofition \ Draw
DC and B?C, and
produce them5 fc
I that it may be S D
CS : : DF : CF.
Join FE, on which
1 let fall the Perpendicular S G, which will give the
Pofition of the Axis, as being Part thereof. Draw
the Lines D K, Ci, and BH parallel to G S; and
cut S G fo in A, that it may be K D : SD : : GA
: S A :; Ga ; S a, and make sa = SA j then fhall
Gg
the

,
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the Points A and a be the Apfides of the Orbit,
whole Foci are S and s, and Tranfverfe.Axis. Aa,
the Quantity of which Lines are thus inveftigated

by Trigonometry,

In the DSC having the DS and C S, and the
Ano le D S G ; we can find the Side D C, and the
Angles SCO and SDC, by Cafe III. of Oblique?
Trial?vies. In the lathe Manner we can find in the
Triangle BSC, the Side B C, and the Angles SBC
and SCB : and becaufe it is S O : CS : : D : CF,
and DC being known, CF will alfo be known; in
like Manner we lliall alho have BFi and CE} but:
we have the Angle B C D, and therefore FCE is
Complement to i8o0 In the Triangle FCE we
have the Sides FC and CE, and the Angle FCE,,
and therefore can find the Angle F E C, and fo its:
Complement to a Right-angle iCE; to which add
the known Angle SCB, we have the whole Angle:
S C i ; and becaufe of the parallel Lines S a and Ci,
the Angle C Sa is equal to the Angle SCi. Hav¬
ing therefore the Angie C Sa, we have the Poiitiom
of the Tranfverfe Axis.
In the Right-angled Triangle ECi having EC,
and the Angle E, we can find Ci, and therefore,,
the Proportion ot CF" to Ci.
In the Triangle CS L, right-angled at L, there:
is given the Angle C S L (the Complement of CSa]
and the Side C S, hence we fhall find SL, to which
adding LG = Ci, we have the Whole SG : and
becauie C S and C i are known, Let it be made
C S : Ci • - SA : AG : S a : a G : : S s : A a :
and thus we fhall have the Apfides of the Ellipfe A
a ; and the Diitance of the Foci Ss, which were
to be found.
This
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This Diftance ot the h oci, or Centers T the EC
lipiis, is the Doable of that, which in tiie Planetary
Orbs, is called the Eccentricity. And tnus by thele
two laft Propolitions the Axis of the Earth's Orb,
its Petition, and Eccentricity, arc readily determined, by Obfervation and '-Plain Trigonometry.

: XIX.

By having the Eccentricity and
Mean Anomaly y to find the Profthapl.nerejis, Equation, or true Anomaly
oj any Planet.

L

:
:
!
i

!

ET ABP be one
Halt' of the Ellipfe, which the Planet
deferibes ; AP the Line
of the Aplides ; S the
Focus in which the Sun
is placed*, F the other
upper Focus which is
the Center of the Mean
Motion, according to
Bifhop Ward’s elegant
andeafyHypothefis. Let
L be the Place of the
Planet in its Orb ; then fhall the Angle A F L be
the given Mean Anomaly, and A S L the Co-equa¬
ted, or True Anomaly ; in order to find which by
Trigonometry proceed thus; Produce F L to E, fo
that FL=AP (— F.L+LS, by the Nature of an
EUipfis.) Hence LE=L S, and therefore the Tri¬
angle LSE is an Ifofceles one, and fo the Angle
E=E$L ; But the Angle SLF =E+£SL,
G g 2
or

*3f
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or Double of either (by Theor. V.) Therefore in
the Triangle EFS, having FE and FS, and the
Angle EF S the Complement of the mean Anoma¬
ly A FL to i8o° we can find the Angles E and
.E S F, by Cafe III. of Oblique triangles ^ thus ;
, that is,

AS

Tangent \ A FE: Tangent of-ESF- E =FSL j
which Analogy put into Words is thus j
As the Aphelium Difiance -— —- —- AS,
Is to the Perihelium Diftance --- —- S P ;
So is the Tang, of half the Mean Anomaly A F L,
To the Tangent of half the True Anomaly ASL.
The Difference therefore between the Mean Ano¬
maly and the True, is the Angle SLF • which, becaufe if added to, ox .aken from the Mean Anomaly, it gives the True Anomaly, is therefore called the
Proflhaphaerefis, or Equation of the Orb, and is
ready calculated to every Degree of the Mean Anomaly in the Agronomical Tables.
This Method of Bifhop JVard’s is but an inge¬
nious Approximation to the True Anomaly, not:f
the Truth it felf* therefore Bullialdus has given ai
very considerable Correction thereof, which may be:
feet) in Dr. Gregory’s, Dr. Kell’s, and Mr. MTifton’s;
Agronomical Works*

xx.
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To meafure the Height of the Moun¬
tains in the Moon,

Hp HE famous Aftronomer Riccichis affirm?, that
JL on the 4th Day after the New Moon he has
obferv'd the Top of the Hill call'd St, Katharine,
or Mount Sinai, to be illuminated, and that it was
diifant from the Confines of the Lucid Surface about a 16th Part of the Moon's Diameter, or an 8th
Part of the Semidiameter.
Let B G D reprefent the Moon ; A the
Top of a Mountain
thereon; CE be the
Semidiameter of the
Moon, which let be
8, then will A E be
i ; therefore in the
Triang. AEC Right
angled at E, there is
given two Sides AE=i, and EC-8, to find the
Side AC, which by Method VIII, is thus; The
Squares AEq+CEq= 1+64-65 ; but AC =vgr
- 8.062 ; Now AC—BC==o.o62=AB the Height
oi the Mountain A. ^ But fince (by <•Propo/ition 1V.)
toe Semidiameter of the Moon is 1079.5 Rngli[Jj
Mines, we fhall find the Miles in AB, by this Ana™
iogy; As 8 : 1079.5 :: ,062 : 8 Ti Enghjh Miles,
the Height of the Mountain fought.
But, confidering the fmall Bulk of the Moon
compared with the Earth, it feems not likely that
a Mountain in the Moon fliould be 3 Times as hLh
highefl on Earth ; 'tis therefore to be fappo™
fed
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fed that Ricciolas’s Obfervations were defe&ive ;
lince Hevelius, in his Selenography reckons them in
General fcarcely fo high as the Mountains on the
Earth. See more in Derbam’s Aitro-Theology B. V.
Chap. 2. in the Notes and the Books he there quotes,
or refers to.

XXL

To determine the Plane, Square,
and Cubic or Solid Mealures of the
Planets, and their Orbs.

llTkf H A T relates to the Earth, concerning thefe
w V Matters, you may fee in the Chapter o(Cofmography * the Dimensions of the other Planets, and
their Orbs they defcribe about the Sun, here follow ;
which I have calculated on the Supposition the
Earth's mean Diitance from the Sun be (as Mr Whip*
ton, &c. do fuppofe) 81000000 Miles ; tho' if the
Sun's Horizontal Parallax be indeed 10", as is ge¬
nerally agreed , then the Paid Diitance will be
82136014, as by Prop. XIV. does appear. How¬
ever the other being a round Number, and not
greatly different, the Dimensions of the Planets ac¬
cording to it are here Stated, viz*
Of ME RCURT.
Miles.
His Diameter
^ -—
2460
The Circumference of his Body —7724
The Superficies in Square Miles13100804
The Solidity in Cubic Miles
*-7793273oco
The Diameter of his Orb *-- - 04000000
The Circumference of his Orb
■ . - 201024000

Of

.
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Of VENUS.
Miles.
-- ————
7906
Her Diameter
24823
The Circumference of her Body --*
----196238000
The Superficial Content
The Solidity - -■ —— 1—- 258445900000
The Diameter of her Orb —-—-—- i 1 Scoocoo
—— 370636000
The Circumference of her Orb
Of the MOON
—-- — • ——
2775
Her Diameter
—— -6829
Her Circumference ■■
14855440
The Superficial Content -- —.
-—
—-5386333000
The Solidity
477840
The Diameter of her Orb *-- 1500418
The Circumference of her Orb ——
Of MARS.
The
The
The
The
The
The

Diameter
—— — - ———■
4444
Circumference -- —— -13960
Superficies --- --■ -- 62032000
Solidity
--- ——— 45966600000
Diameter of his Orb
-—- -- 246000000
Circumference of his Orb
-773686000

Of JU VITER.
The
The
The
The
The
The

Diameter
*-* —
Circumference —— —Superficial Content Solid Content—
Diameter of his Orb *—
Circumference of his Orb

—
8115c
—
254908
—20780000000
281042300000000
- 848000000
—• 2662280000
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Of SATURN.
Miles,
His Diameter ——-■—
-67870
His Circumference —-- -——
213112
The Superficial Content———- 14468430000
The Solidity-——-—-163637700000000
"Che Diameter of his Orb-—-- 1554000000
The Circumference of his Orb ——* 4881891000
The Den f ry
of the Plan. S
The Gravity

IVlev. Ven. Earth •Moon. 'Man. Jap.

Sat.

Sun.

**
**

**

**

3.8/
1.00

7.00

**

0.76

0.60

i.oo

0.34

**

2.00

1*28
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Tof Magmt.'}7S- 25% z644- 53Prop, of Heat <5oo. 200.

459-1810425. 1636377-

ioo. ioo. 40.

37.

11.

The Heat of the Sun being fuppofed 4500000.
Thus I have finifhed the Modern ’Oy^vo^tsrpf^ or
Dimenfions of the Heavens, and Heavenly Bodies
therein ; which you fee is altogether performed by
tRlain Trigonometry.
This *<Jvp Lva>io,7ria^ or Contemplation of the Hea¬
vens, the Sun, the Moon, and the Stars, fhould lead
us to admire the infinite Power and Wifdom of that
Great Being who made not only this, but (probably)
tiumberlefs Syltems of other Planetary Worlds, difpofed thro* the univerfal Space.

CHAP. V.

slfifilied to Fortification.

C H A P.
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IV.

' Plain Trigonometry applied to Fortifi¬
cation 5 Shewing how the Quantity
oj the Sides and Lines of any Fort are
determined by Trigonometrical Cab
dilation*

il

.

;
I

TT* 1 O R I I1 I C A T IO N is an Art that reJl1 * * quires no fmail Skill in TP lain Trigonometry as
will appear by the Sequel of this Chapter.
'5
Fortification is called Military Jrc hit entire, as it
fhews how to fortify a Place by conftrucfting Ram¬
parts, Parapets, Moats, and other Bulwarks of De«
fence, to the End that a few Men in Garifon, thus
circumftanced, might be able to defend and feeure
themfelves, and the Place from the Attacks of a
numerous Army, of the Enemy without.
fortification is .either Regular or Irregular ; that
is, a Regular Fortification which is built on the Plan
g Regular Polygon, the Sides and Angles of
which are all equal $ as a (pentagon, Hexagon, Sc.
Irregular Fortification is that whole Sides and
Angles are not uniform and equal, nor equi-diftant
from each other,

Hh

But
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Bat a more particular Defcription of each Part,
(about which the Trigonometer is more immediately
concern’d) take as follows. See the Figure*

1. A Fort is a Piece of Ground environ- '
ed with a Ramp ire or Wall, and a
YWXA.
Ditch to impede the Afiaults ol an Enemy; as the Pentagonal Fort
II. A Rampire is a Wall of Earth en-p>
clofing the Place fortified, the Foun-C a a, a a, a.
dation whereof is -—— ~
*—3
'
ONo
HI. The Curtain is the Side -- IV. The Bulwark is the Part ——— -NFGHT.
V. The Front of a Bulwark --- — FG or KL*
VI The Flank of the Baition or
F]sJor£0.
wark is -—— ——
-y
VII. The Gorge of a Bulwark, is theSpace jf
NT.
between its two Flanks, as -*———I
VIII. The Gorge Line is the Line »—
N C.
IX. The Head Line of the Baition isCG,
X. The Shoulder of the Baition is —
F, or L.
XI. The Flanked Angle, or Diamond Point
G.
XII. The Line of Defence fixed or 7
OG.
Fichant., is-- .
- \
XIII. The Inward Flanking Angle is—■
SGR
XIV. The Outward Flanking Angle is — GMK.
XV. The Angle of the Shoulder ——■ -- NFG,
XVL The Falfe Bray ---- --B C*
-—-

-

There are various other Terms uled in this Art,,
but thefe are fufficientto anfwer my Purpofe; whichr
is only to fhew the Neceffity of the Do&rine of!
Tlain Trigonometry for all fuch as would have No¬
tion or Skill in Fortification*

The:

Jpplied to Fortification.

-4.3

. The Quantity of the Angle at the Periphery of
any Polygon, is called (by Authors on this Subject)
the Angle of the Polygon * and Half the Quantity
of the Angles at the Center (which is always) 90
Degrees5 they call the Angle of the Square ; alfo
the Flanked Angle of the Square being always 60
Degrees, and the outward Flanking Angle being 150
Degrees ; there lollows this general Rule for finding
the fame Flanked and Flanking Angles in any
other Regular Polygon; viz.<lke R U L E.
Subtract the Angle of the Square 90° from the
Angie of the Polygon ; Half the Remainder add to
the Flanked Angle of the Square 6o°, the Sum is
the Flanked Angle of the Polygon propofed.
Alfo fubtrad: the Half-Remainder from the Flanking Angle of the Square 150°, an d there will remm the Flunking Angle of the giv en Polygon,

-44
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Example of a Pentagon.
The Angle at the Periphery of a Pentagon is
From which fubtrad the Angle of the square

Deg.
108
50

The Remainder is --—-——-—
The Half whereof is ----—Which add to the Flanked Ang.qf the Square

18
9
60

Gives the Flanked Angle of the Pentagon

6g

Then from the Flanking Ang. of the Square
Subdud the aforefaid Half Remainder *--

130
9

There will remain the Flanking Angle of
the given Pentagon----Now, the Flanked Angle of the Bulwark being
known, we can thereby come at the Knowledge of
all the other Angles neceffary to be known? in the
Method following.

In the foregoing Figure, the Angle! BAr _
at the Center of the Pentagon is f
—72.CP
The Half thereof is-*-- CAD = 36.00
The Complement of which to 9c0 is DCA = 540o
The Angle at the Bulwark is - FGH = 69.00
The Half thereof is -- r Uj = 34.30
Which lubtraded from SGC=DCA
there will remain the Inward
SGF sr: 19.30
Flanking Angle -----—
Therefore its Complement is
*— SFG ±=70.30
Which fubtrad from two Right-Ang.
180.00
Leaves the Angle of the Shoulder NFG= 109.30
Alfo
>

1
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Alfo 1 SFG=ilMG, is equal to ? xrxtr
° '
the Outward Flanked Angle
3
—141.00
Laftly, from two Right-angles --j 80,00
I Subtract Half the Ang. of the Polyg. BCA = >4.00
£ There remains the Angle *--- X)CG — 1264:0
And thus from the Flanked Angle of any other
Polygon given, are the other Angles to be deter¬
mined. And tho* there is no Neceflky that the
Angles of a Fort fhould be exadly fuch as are found
by the above Method, but may be fomething more
or lefs as the Place or other Occafions may require;
yet fuppofing them fuch, in the Pentagon, the Quan¬
tity of the Sides are to be determined by Trigono¬
metrical Calculation, as in the fubfequent Method.
In Order to this, there muff be given
feet.
I. The Curtain, which fuppofe
-- Q]s[ __ /12(^
II. The Front of the Bulwark
- FG = 280
Whence the other Sides are thus found.

I* In the Right Triage SGF, hy Cafe III.
As Radius
Is to the Front of the ?

IO.OCCOCOO

X?A ,

v

Bulwark-- J ^ = 280 = 2.447x580
So is the Sine of the 7
Flanking Angle
S

1'Tothe Line

«

SG1, =0 3°- 9-5134953
SF - 93-47= » -97^533
IL In

'

,
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II in the fame Triangle, and by the fame Cafe.
As Radius —1 '
Is to the Front oi the ?
Bulwark

•

•

* '
ic.oooooooc
FG _ aSo _ 2>447, ^

j

So is the Sine of the 7
Angle •—* -— 4

gFG

0.0743466
___

To the Line-7— SG =263.94- 2.4215046
Add Half the Curtain
S I —210.0o ——--1

'

"

The Sum is the Line-IG = 473.94
The Double whereof is KG= 947.88 the Side of
the outer Pentagon, or Diftancc of the Diamond:
Points G, K.

III. In the Right-Triangle I A G, by Cafe II.
As the Sine of the Angle IAG=36*oo'= 9.7692187Is to the Side-I G =473.94= 2.6757200:
So is Radius---- 10.000000c
■■

»-

i.rr—-«tl

To the Side, or Line-- AG=So<5.3 = 2.-9°^5OI3i:
■ -

_

— T—t

IV. In the fame Triangle, by Cafe I.
As the Sine of the Angle IAG =36.00= 9.7692187Is to the Side — •—- IG =473.94= 2.675720c
So is the Sine ot the Ang. AGI—- 54.00= 9-9c7957‘
IB.. .

■

■— ..— ■■ —1'

To the Side or Line -- 14=652.3= 2.8144^

y. h
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V. In the Oblique Triangle FCG, by Cafe J.
As the Sine of the Ang.
b* *FCG=86°co'^ — 90.9980
.99094108
OS
| Is to the Front oi the 1
' r

\ FG= 280 = 2.4471580
Bulwark
So is the Sine of the Ang. FGC-34°3oGr: 9.7531280
To the Line—- —

BG—158.98= 2.2013452

VL In the fame Triangle, and by the fame Cafe.
1 As the Sine of the Angle FGG=86°oo = 9.00S040S
; Is to the Front - FG = 280 = 24471580
: So is the Sine of the Ang. GFC—59730'^ 9.935^ 204
| To the Line —— -^ =241.44= 2-3 835376
i Which fubdudf Ifom—- AG =806.31
I There remains-—— AG — 564.87
VII. In the Right Triangle FCN? by Cafe IJT
! As Radius
j To
- - the Line -— -- FC =158.98:
So is the Sine of the Ang. FCN=4o°oo/

IO.OOOCOOO

2.2013452
9.8080675

To the Fiank Line —— FNArioi.i 9™ 2.0004127
To which add the Line SF= 9347
' J
„

; The Sum is the Line-ID=iqc.66
! Which fubtradt from —-AI =651,31

There remains the Line

hVffdT
VIII.

hi

era
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VIII. In the fame frtangle, and by the fame Cafe.
As Radius ——-——--— - 10.0000000
Is to the Side
-—■
FC™i5S.p8— 2.2013452
So is the Sine of the Ang. CFN=jo°oo' = 9.8842540
To the Gorge Line-NG =121.78 = 2 08 55002Add Half the Curtain DN =210,
The Sum is the Line-DC =331.78
The Double of which is BG =663.56
IX. In the Right Triangle FPN, by Cafe II.
As the Sine of the Ang. FPN=1 9°3o'= 9.5234953
To the Flank -— FN =162.19= 2.0094127
So is the Sine of the Ang. PFN= 70.30= 9.9743466
To the Line-*- PN =288.58= 2.4602640
Which fub.from the Curt. NO~420.
There remains the Side OP =13142
X. In the Right Triangle ROG, by Cafe IV.
As the Line (SGTON=) RG=6S3.94= 2.8350206
Is to the Side-OR—195.66= 2.2914900
So is Tangent Radius-—-- 100000000
To the Tang, of the Ang.RGO=i fg 8'r= 9.4564700
XI. In the fame Triangle5 by the fame Cafe.
As the Sine of the Angle RGO=i5°5S'= 9.4394560
Is to the Side or Line
RO =195.66^ 2.2914900
So is Radius ---- - . — 10.0000000

C}og^, .4

T'
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Thus you have delivered a Method for finding
1 the Quantity of the Lines, Sides, and Angies of any
i regular h ortification j and herein the young Student
1 will fee farther the great Ufe and Excellency of

1 A*lain Trigononometry.
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V.

‘Plain Trigonometry applied to the Doc*
trine of Projectiles, or Art of Gunnery ;
Jloewing the Calculation of the Impetus,
Direction, Amplitude, Height, &c. fo
the Projections, or Randoms, of Bullets
I
and Bombs JJjot or thrown from Pieces
of Ordnance.

T

' h E ^rtc. ?f Gunnery altogether depends on
the Doctrine ol Projections, and its chiefeft

cula?ions10nS

^cnormec* by Trigonometrical Cal-

1 he Line oi Motion, which a Body proiefied
defcribes, abltrading from the Refinance of the Me¬
dium, ,s the Curve of a Parabola, as has been of

ll mZY

advTfst
MathematiGans, and particu{2f& ■ ,
vaac $sewt°n in his Math. Principles of

SSg

Li“is * d£l»“
I*

p-t
III

$5°
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In the .Doctrine of Projection, or Projeded Bo¬
dies, we are to consider principally thefe following
Things;

I. The Impetus or Force wherewith the Body is
projected from any given Point.
II. The Direction of the Motion of the projected
Body, which is either Parallel to the Horizon, or
obliquely inclined thereto, above or beneath it,
III. The Amplitude of the Projection, or Diftance
to which a Body is call, in any Direction.
IV. T he Height or Altitude of the Projection, or
the higheft Point of the Curve it defcribes above the Horizon.
With RefpeCt to the Art of Gunnery, the abovementioned Particulars are to be underltood thus;
The Impetus is the Force of the Gunpowder,
whereby the Bullet or Bomb is violently projected
from th e Ordnan ce.
The Direction is the Pofition of the Cannon, ei¬
ther parallel to, or elevated above the Horizon, in
any given Angle.
The Amplitude of the Projedion, is the Range,,
or Random (rather) of the Range, or Line of the
Bullet's Courle, before it grazes.
The Height of the Projection is the Height of
the Range, for the Projection is calPd the Range,
in this Art.
Concerning the Direction and Elevation of a Piece:
of Ordnance, thefe following Particulars are to be
noted.

The Direction of a Cannon is to be reckoned the
fame with the Direction of its Concavity j for by

the:: i

M»iwi i

ifi.
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Jthe Firing of the Gunpowder the Bullet is emitted
^according to the Concavity of the Cannon or Mor(tar ; and was it not for Gravity, it would proceed in
;;that Right-line produced ; fo that that Right-line
k the X)iredtion of the Ordnance*
I ia
When

aja
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When Walls are to be batter’d, or any Thing to
be done, where a great Impetus is required, and
the Mark is not above aco Faces off, and the En¬
gine Efficiently \ In fuch Shots as thefe, the Dire¬
ction of the Cavity, proper Quantity of Powder,
and Weight or Size of Balls, are the only Requisites
to drike the Mark Point Blank, or directly.
But, iince Citadels, or the Town to be bomb’d,
cannot mod: commonly, by reafen of its too great
Didance, be hit by a diredt Level; the Engine mud
be elevated in a given Angle to the Horizon ; For
which Purpofe, there is ufed a Ruler ACB, wherennto is fixed a graduated Semicircle LEB in the
Parallelogram LIGB, from the Center of which hangs
a Plummet K. The Ruler mud be inferted into
the Mouth or Cavity of the Piece, and held paral¬
lel to the Axis thereof; and thus the Ordnance is
to be raifed or deprefled, till the Perpendicular CK
cuts the Degrees of Elevation required in the Point
D, reckoning the Degrees from EL. For dis evi¬
dent by Infpedlion, that the Angle ECD is equal to
the Angle CHN the Elevation of the Engine ; becaufe the Angle DCL is the Complement of both,
to a Right-angle.
In order to reduce the Doftrine of ProjedHon of
Pleavy Bodies to a Methodical Calculation, and ap¬
ply it at the fame Time to the Art of Gunnery g
we mud, indead of the Force of the Powder, confider
the Perpendicular Height to which the given Charge:
of Powder is Efficient to throw the Ball • and having;
the Perpendicular Height of any Impetus of the:
Powder, this may be reprefented by a Right-line,,
and therefore the Calculation may be made withi
Eaie, as follows.

la
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In the Figure above, let A be the Mouth of
a Cannon whence a Bullet is to be projected in the
Dire&ion AE, and let AB be the Perpendicular
Height to which the Bullet might be thrown by
any given Charge of Powder; then fhall the Bul¬
let, inftead of proceeding in the Direction API, de~
fcribe the parabolical Arch AHK whole Ideight above the Horizon is HI, and its Amplitude A Kb
Now AB is f of AK, and DF=HI, and the An¬
gle FAD is the Angle of Elevation of the.Engine:
but becaufe the Angle AFB is in a Semicircle It is*
therefore a Right one; and by Reafon of Similar
Triangles, the Angle DAF = AFE ~~ EBF ; and
therefore AD=sEF, is equal to the Sine of double
the Angle of Elevation, or aABF. Wherefore as
AD is one Fourth of the Amplitude, Ms evident
when the Angle cf Elevation is half a Right one7
that then AD =
= f AB - JAK. That is, that
the Height of the Range HI would be equal to
( iAB) half the Perpendicular Height, and equal
to (iAK) a Quarter of the Amplitude; whence
alfb the Amplitude is equal to (2AB ) twice the
Perpendicular Height in fuch a Cafe*
Whence Ms
ealy from the foregoing Fremifes to deduce the fol¬
lowing Cmm for Calculation.

Canon
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Canon I.

As Radios : is to the Tangent of the Elevation FAD,
: : So is AD, one Fourth of the Amplitude
AK,
: To the Height of the Range ——— — HI.
Canon II.
As the Sine of the Angle of Elevation-FAD5
: Is to the Radius,
: : So is DF : AF; and then
;: So is AF : AB the Height perpendicularly.
Canon III.
As Radius : to the Sine of the An. of Elevation ABF,
: : So is the Time of the Perpendic. Projection ABS
: To the Time of the Projection in AF*
Canon IV.
As the Sine of Double the Angle of Eleva-^
lion, or
——-*
--\ ~
5
Is to the Sine of Double the Angle of*) v a at
any other Elevation
--—
So is the Amplitude AK made in the
DireClion
-- Le} af.
To the Amplitude in the Dire&ion
AM.
Canon V.
As the Verfed Sine of Double the Elevation KAF,
: Is to the Verfed Sine of Double the Elev. KAM;
; : So is the Height of the Range ini At?
•
at?
the Direction---J AF, viz. AE.
: To the Height of the Range in7 Au
axt
the Direftion--— >AM>AN*
Canon
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Canon VI.
As the Sine of the Angle of Elevation ~- KAF
• Is to the Sine of the Ang. of the Elevation KA m’
•' : So is the Time of the Projection in-aE
: To the Time of the Projection in —__
By thefe Six Canons, all the mod ufeful part 0f
the Military Art, or the Propofitions of Gunnery
fo far forth as they come under a Trironometri/fl
Confideration, are readily performed ; as will apt
pear by the Operations of the enfuing Propofitiona.

Tropcjition I.

i

Admit a Ball be thrown to the perpendicular
Height of 509.2 Paces with a given Charge of Pow¬
der, how far will the fame Charge throw it in the
Direction AF, or Elevation of the Angle FAD =
17° 45' ? Quere alfo the Height of its Range HI,
and greateft Amplitude ?

For the Amplitude, fay •

!

As Radius
IO.CCOOCOO
Is to the Half Perpen Height = 454.6 =2.6576204
So is the Sine of the Doubled
Angle of Elevation -f
-35* 15'= 5.7612128
To a Fourth of the Amplitude 262.4 A.4188422

4
The whole Ampl. therefore is
Mile fere.

1049.6 Paces, or t
7
•

For
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For the Height of the Range? fay ;
As Radias
IC.COOCOOO
To the Tang, of the Elevation 1J° 45' = ^.50528^1
So is a Fourth of the Amplit.
262.4 = 2.4188422
To the Height of the Range ?

in Paces--

—

JL j*

0

84

= 1.9^41313

Fcr the greateji Jmplitude, fay ;
As the Sine of Double the
Elevation *——
-- f 35° 15'= 9.7612128
Is to the Sine £0% or greatefl Sine
— io.oocoooo
So is the Random already founds049.6= 3.0205)755

To the greatefl Rand, or Ampl. iSi8.= 3.2597627
Proportion IL
Suppoje a Shot with a Mortar upon 18 Degrees of
Elevation throws a Bomb one Miley or 1056 Paces *
Quere the Height of the Perpendicular Shot, and the
Height oj the Range ?
For the Height of the Range, fay;
As the Radius
10.0000000
Is to the Tang, of the Kiev. 18* oo' __ p.5117760
^ ....w
60 ls a Fourth of the gl ven Ran. 264 = 2.4216039
To the Height of the Range

85.7

== 1.9333799

Fo*

1
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For the (Perpendicular Height*
As the Sine of the Elevation 1 8° 00'
94893824
Is to Radius
---- - — io.odooooq
cSo is the Height of the Range 85.7 = 1 -9333799
i.To
.
a Fourth Number

2/7-5

=

2-4433975

And fo is that, to the Per. Height 898.2 = 2.0 534*5*
cProportion III.
Suppofe a certain Charge of Pcvoder, fufficient to
■ithrow a Ball to the Perpendicular Height of 800
Paces, fhould cafl a Ball to the Diflance 1260 Paces•
^Quere the Elevation and Height oj the Random ?
For the Elevation, fay 5
.As Half the Perpend. Height 400= 2.6020600
3 Is to a Fourth of the given Rand. 315
24983105
;So is Radius
•-*
— 10.0000000
| To the Sine of Double Elev. =51° 57'= 9.8962505
The Half of which is 25^ 58'; but that is alfo
i the Sine of 128° 3', the Half of which is 64° 1';
therefore the Elevation may be either 250 58', or
6i® 15 indifferently.
For the Height oj the Random.
j As the Radius —— —— —• rc.cOooooO
I Is to the Tang, of the Eievat. 250 58' = 5.687440a
So is a Fourth of the given Amp. 315 — 2.4983105
i To the Height of the Random 153,4 = 2. 1858507.
Kk
if

,
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If the Height in the Elevation 64° 1' be required,
%>
As'the Verfed Sine of Double 1
„ ^o^c/c
the firft Elevation 51° 57' S ^6 = 3.5838786
Is to the Verfed Sine of Double ? ^ ^
n, , ,
the fecond Elevation 128° 3' 5 1 J 3—- 4‘2Cus9 4
So is the Height in the ift Elevat. 153.4— 2.1858507
To the Height in the ad Elevat.

646,3 =2.8104635

This might alfo be found, (and that moft eafily)
as the firft Height; but 1 ufed this Method of Ver¬
fed Sines for Variety's Sake.
Proportion IV.
Suppcfe a Shot made upon 45 Degrees of Elevation,
-continues 12 Seconds of Time in the An * 'tis demanded
How long it will continue in the /hr when foot from
75 Degrees of Elevation ?

Say, As the Sine of the Elevation 450 —: 9.8494850
Is to the Sine of the Elevation
75 = 9.9849438
So is the Time —•—— —— xa" = 1.0791812
To the Continuance in the Air req. 16 "3= 1.2146390
For the Time of the perpendicular, fay ;

As the Sine of the Elevation of 45® = 9.8494850
Is to Radius —-— ■-- *-- 10.0000000So is the Time --— -- 12" = 1.0791812.
——»«

■

<im i1

To the Time of the Perpen.Shot i6"p= 1.225)6962
From.
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From thefe Proportions, and their particular Ex' am pies, I fuppofe 'tis fufficiently evident how ne«
vceffary and ufcfui the Art of <PJain Trigonometry is
in the Art of Gunnery, in Cafting Bonibs^ b ulees,^
land other Instruments of DeftrudUon in 1 irnes of
jj War, and in Gales of Neceffity, fo as to effect the
defigned Purpofes with Certainty and Succefs And
this is all I intend, leaving what elfe concerns this
terrible Affair to thofe who have more Knowledge
therein than my felf.

CHAP.

VI.

Plain Trigonometry applied to Mecha¬
nics : in computing the Directions,
Celerities, Momenta, and Forces of
moving and Jinking Bodies.
.

t J N order to under ft and the Doctrine of Motion,
I the following Definitions are neceffary to be pre■ mifed.
I I A', •

: \ V

’■ ■

r

Definitions„

1

I. Motion is a continual and fucceflive Change of
Place.
JX Celerity is an Affe&ion of Motion, whereby a Bo¬
dy in Motion paffeth over a given Space in a given
Time.
JIL Refi^ is the Permanence, or Continuance of any
Body in the fame Place.
■
}
K k % IV, Wan
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IV.
is the Space taken up by any Body; anci
is two-fold, abfolute or relative.
V. Abfolute Tlace is that Part of the immoveables
Space which a Body takes up.
VI. Relative Tlace is the Situation of a Body in re~
fpe6t of other Bodies, and can only be difcernedJ
by our Senfes: and is changeable, while abfolute
Place remains the fame ; and e contra.
VII. Abfolute Motion is a Change of abfolute Place,
and its Celerity is meafured by abfolute Space.
VLI. Relative Motion is the Change of relative
P ace, and its Celerity is meafured by relative
Space.
IX. Abfolute Reft is the Permanence of a Body in
the fame abfolute Place.
X, Relative Ref is the Permanence of a Body in the
fame relative Place.
XL The DireBion of Motion is a right Line, accord¬
ing to which the moving Body tends to any cer¬
tain Point or Place.
XIL Equable Motion is that which is performed in
every Part of Space palled over, with equal or
the fame Celerity.
XIII. Accelerated Motion is that whofe Celerity or
Velocity continually increafeth.
XIV. Retarded Motion is that whofe Velocity is
continually diminifhed.
XV. The Momentum, or Momenta, is the Quantity
of Motion, or the Quantities of Motion in mov¬
ing Bodies compared, which is compounded ot
the Quantity of Matter and Celerity of Motion, in
any Body.
XVI. A Tower is any Force imprefTed, or a&ing on
any Bod y, to change its State, either of Motion on
Reft.
XYII
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XVII. Gravity is a Force tending downwards, of
whereby Bodies tend towards the Center oi the
Earth.
XVIII. A Centripetal Force, is that whereby any
Bod y endeavours by Gravity to reach feme Point,
as its proper Center, the contrary, is called the
Centrifugal Force, recceding from the Center.
In the next Place Twill be neceilary for the young
Tri go nometer to underhand the Laws of Nature re¬
lating to Motion, or Bodies freely moving or falling ;
which Sir Ifaac Newton has reduced to Three, in his
Qrincipia ; and are as follows*
Law I,
Every Body will continue in a State of Pveff;, or
will move uniformly in a right Line, except fo far as
it is compelled to change its £rft State by Forces im~
prefied.
Law II.
Lhe Change of Motion is always proportionable to
the moving Forces impreffed, and is always made
according to the Right Line, in which that Force is
imprefied.
Law III.
Afiion is always equal and contrary to Re-aflion *
that is, the Adtions of two Bodies on each other are
always equal, and in contrary Dire&ions.
Thefe Laws of Motjop, which all Bodies obferve,
are illufirated, proved and eftablifhed, by the abovenamed great Author in the faid Bock, and by many
Other Writers of mechanical and experimental ^hi-

u6 2
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tofopby * which the Reader may confult at his Plealure.
From thefc Axioms or Fundamental Laws of Naturey the following Corollary is deduced.
Corollary.
Every Body by conjoint Force?, will defcribe the
Diagonal of a Parallelogram in the fame Time,
wherein it would do the Sides by the Forces finglely.
Suppofe a Body A,
with the Force M — 8,
were carried with an uni¬
form Motion from A to
.B in the Time T =
and in the fame Moment
it were urged by the Force N — 3, from A
towards C ; it would,
by thole joint Forces,
be borne from A to D
in the fame Time. For
becaufe the Force N abts according to the Line AG
parallel to BD, it will nothing alter the Velocity of
approaching to the Line BD produced by the jfirft
Fierce M, by Law II, it will therefore arrive to the
Line BD in the fame Line T, whether the Force N
acleth on it or not? and will in the End of that Time
be found fomewhere in the Line BD. By the like
Reasoning, at the End of the faid Time it will be
found fomewhere in the Line CD * and therefore of
Neceffity it will be in the Point where thefe two
Lines meet, viz, in D, and the Force (thus com¬
pounded of the firil two M and N) whereby ’tis car¬
ried in the Line AD, will be r= y'M -|- N, or y bp
=9.8. For lince the Time is the fame, the two Forces

‘ '

M
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M? N, will be reprefented by the Sides AB = CD,
and AG = BD, in the firji Cafe of a R eft angular '-Pa¬
rallelogram ; but CAB
BD = V'AD = V p.8 the
compound Force
In the Second Cafe, where the Direction of the
Forces are imprefied obliquely to each other, on the
Body A; it will always hold, as the Sine of the
greateft Acute Angle : is to the greater Force (or as
the Sine of the Idler Acute Angle : to the Idler Force)
: : fo the Sine of the Gbtufe Angle : to the new com: pound Force fought. From hence refults the Inveni tion of that curious Art.

!

Of the

Comp oft ion and Reflation of
Forces and Motion.

f~|P H E Example in the preceding Corollary, is fuF
JL ficient to fhew, how two dired or oblique
Forces AB and AG, are to be reduced to one direct
Force AD, and how the Quantity of that Force is
to be eftimated.
And if any Engle dired Force AD, of a given
Quantity, be propofed; 'tis eafy to fee how it may.
be refoived into two Forces AB and AC, that fhall
ad either in right or oblique Directions to each other;
and to determine the Quantity of each.
Alfc, it a Body A be aded upon by three given
Powers or Forces B, C, D, that are as the Sides of a
Triangle made by Lines parallel to the Diredions of
the Powers, *eis from hence evident, that Body will
be at Reft.

*f
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Soppofe the Force B = 4, C = 3, and D = 2 j
then beeaufe the Forces at B, C, and D are as the
Sides of the Triangle Aca, or Ada, 'tis plain the
Forces at D and G ad: but as one at a; and beeaufe
that Force is equal and contrary to the Force at
the Body A mult be at Reft. Thus 'tis eafy to under¬
stand how a Body A may be at Reft, tho> afted upon
by four different Powers at once in as many different
‘Directions.

G

For fuppofe the Body A were follicited towards E,
D, C, and B, with Forces at E = 1, at D = 2 *t
C 5SS
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C = 3, and B — 4. Having com pleated the Paral¬
lelograms, ’tis manifelt the two Powers at D and G
are reduced to one at a ; and adts in the Direction
Aa ; alfo that the Powers at E and B, will acton A
jointly in the Direction Ah; hut the Powers at a
and b are equal and contrary, and therefore the Body
A muft be at Refh
Once more, a Body A, thoJ adted upon by five
different Powers, B, C, D, E, and F, may yet re*
main in Equilibrio, or be at Reft*

Let the Forces be as follows, at B ±= 8, at G =54/
I) = 6, E- 5, and at F
3 ; then having drawn
the refpetftive Parallelograms, it appears, that the
Powers at C,D, are reduced to the Direction A g ; the
Powers at E, F, to the Direction Aa; alfo thole two
Ag, and Aa, are reduced to the Direction Ac; but
this is equal, and contrary to the Power and its Direc¬
tion at B; and therefore the Body A muft be at Reft.
And after this manner, it may be fhewri how the
.Body A may abide at Reft, tho* attracted by any
greater Number of Forces, and in as many Directions.
L I
And

266
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And now if wefuppofe the Powers or Forces fuch
asfhall determine the Body A, to move in foine Di¬
rection; if the Powers, and the Directions in which
they aCt on the Body A he given, the Quantity of
the Motion ot the faid Body, and its Direction,
may be ealily found by Trigonometrical Calculation,
as the Reader may try, and afterwards prove it by
Experiments.

The Power, or Forces of Oblique Percuf*
Jion compar'd*

HP I S a plain Axiom, that if any Body Abe
J
impelled with any given Force," in a perpenuicular Direction on the Point B, that it will then
itrikc the laid Point B with the greateft Force podi*"
bie; which fuppofe ol 1000 Parts ; then irom hence
we ihall ealily compute the Force of the Stroke in
any other Direction, obliquely, as in CB for Instance:
Por let the force CB be refolved into two other
forces, viz, Cc and cB, which together are equiva-1
lent

Applied to Mechanics.
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lent to the Force CB, But the Force Cc, being pa¬
rallel to the Plane EF in which is the Point B, can
j by no means affedl it, and therefore not to be confi;dered
The Forec cB then, as being perpendicular,
scan only avail to ftrike the Point B ; now cB r~ Cb,
jthe Sine of the Angle of Inclination CBE; there¬
fore the Force of any oblique Perculfion is to a Per¬
pendicular Stroke (csteris paribus) as the Sine of
ithe Obliquity or Inclination is to Radius; and the
)Force of one oblique Stroke CB is to the Force of
:any other oblique Stroke GB, as the Sine Cb is to
the Sine Gg. The Computation of the Quantity of
the force of each Stroke on the Point B, fuppofing
that of AB == 1 coo, here follows. Let the Angle
CBE = 58° 30', and the Angle GBE =25°.
Then fay, as Radius •——— —— io.oooooco
Is to the Force of the?
A-r _
0
tj
1
> Ad =1000= ^.OCCOOOO
Perpen,o Stroke —- 3

^heAnJ—
>To the force of the )
Stroke in the Ob-<> CB =
lique Dircdion ' S

mssm
86i?7
'

--——= a.93 53204
__

*Tben comparing Oblique Forcest fay 5
\s the Sine of the
rc©
_ Angle _
I
30 = 9-93*3*04
s to the Sine oi the 7
n ro ~ _ > _
s
^
' Angle_f GBE =25 oo = 9.62^483
!o is the Force of >
the Stroke in the > CB = 861,7 = 2.9353204
Diredtion -- 5
--■ .*
Po the Force of the j
Stroke in the Di- £ GB = 422.6 == 2.6259483
redtion
L i 2
Whence
i

a6 8

,
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Whence the Forces of the Strokes on the Point B,
in the Directions AB, CB, and GB, are in the Pro«
portion of the Numbers ioco, 861.7, and 422.6 ;
or nearly as the Numbers 10, 8, 4.
And fuch will be the Proportion of a Quantity of
Wind or Wrater ANOK ftriking againfl any Plain in
a Right Polition, as AK, and the Oblique Poiitions
Cl, or GM, as is evident by the bare Inflection of
the foregoing Scheme; that is, the Sides AK, HI,
LM, ate as 10, 8, 4, fere.

Oj the Dejcent of heavy Bodies an in~
dined Planes.
,

’ \

‘

f

-

•

>

Cafe L

C
the Length of the R
Plane is AB, and its Height AC, and its Bale BC
which together conftitute a Figure of a Right angled I
Triangle ; whence the Calculation of the Motions andlj
Powers of Bodies defeending, or abiding an inclined.
Plane, becomes the immediate Province of the Plain;
Trigonometer.
I. By the Writers of Mechanics, 5tis demonftrated,.
That if any Weight or Body D be fuitainedon am
inclined!
* i

Applied to Mechanics.
inclined Plane AB, by any Power P> lb that it re¬
mains Aquilibrio; the Power P : is to the Weight
of the Body D, : : as the Sine of the Angle of
Inclination AG : is to the Radius AB, in Gale the
Direction AD be parallel to the Plane.
Cafe II,
But if the Direc¬
tion AD be paral¬
lel to the Horizon
BC, the Proportion
will be, as the Pow¬
er P : to Weight D,
: : the Sine of the &
o
Inclination AC, : to the Co-fine thereof BC; or * •
the Tangent : to the Radius.
II. 'Tis demonitrated, That the Celerity of a Bo-4
dy rolling down an inclined Plane : is to the Celerity
of a Body falling perpendicularly, in the fame l ime,
: : as the Sine of the Inclination AC : is to the Ra¬
dius AB.
III. 'Tis demonftrated, That the Time wherein
the inclined Plane AB is paffed over : is to the T. ime
in which the Perpendicular is run thro* : • as the Ra¬
dius AB : to the Sine of the Inclination AC.
IV. 'Tis demonftrated, That if two
Weights E, F, hold
each other in Aquilibrio, on two inclined
Planes AB and AD,
by a Line whofe Direction is parallel to the refpe&ive.
Planes; that then the Weight E : is to the Weight
F2 .* .* as the Sine of the Inclination of the Plane
ADC : is to the Sine of the Inclination of the Plane

V.
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Y. ’Tisdcmonitrated, That if
two Weights E,
F, hold each ci¬
ther in Aquilibrio, on two in¬
clined Planes AB and AD, by a Line in a Direction
parallel to the Bafes BD of the inclined Planes ; that
then the Weight E : is to the Weight F • as the
Co-line of the Inclination of the Plane ABC : is to
the Co-line of the loclina'ion of the Plane ADC.
VL Laftly, They demonftrate, That the Celerity
acquired in the Point B, by the Defcent of a Body or
Pendulum thro* the Arch of a Circle DB, : is to the
Celerity acquired in B, by its defcent thro* any other
Arch EB, . ; as the Sine of § DB : is to the Sine of
I EB.
Thefe hx foregoing and ufeful
Theorems may be found demcnilrated by all the Writers of me- ^
chanicai Philofophy, as Dr. Keily ^
Dr. Gravefande, Hefaguliers and
Hazvkbeey Mr. Watts, Mottey £&.
which would have been quite befides my Purpoie to have tranfcribed here ; the Part of Calcu¬
lation only is incumbent upon me,
and that ihall difeharge, by giving an Inftanceof the
Method by an Example in each ot the foregoing the¬
orems ; and this the rather, as I have not lcen it done
io generally by any other Hand.

Theorem
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Theorem I. exemplified^ Cafe I.
I. What (power P is fiifijicient to fuflain a Body D
; weighing 112 cBounds, c// # Plane AB inclined to the
i Horizon BC, in an jingle ABC =±= 37° 3o' ? fay;

i
t/

As the Radius ——
«——■
Is to the Sine of the 7 A nr
Inclination-$
So is the Weight of \
D
the Body-—- j
To the Power to be
applied at -

3
■ -

(!
i

10.0000000

37 30 = 5-7S-44471
I 12

= 2.04$ai8o
= 1.833665!

Therefore 69 Pound is fufficient to raife the Body
D = 112 Pounds on a Plane of that Inclination,
II. What Weight D, may he fuflawed by a Power P
rr 99 Pounds, on a Plane whofie Inclination AlC =
8i° 53' ?
As the Sine of the 7
ABC — 8i° 53' = 9.9956276
Inclination —— S
Is to Radius
■—— -- io.coooooc
So is the Power ap- 7
p = 99 = 1-9956351
plied at -- j
To the Weight thaQ
will be luftainedj

D = 100 = 2.0000076

So that when the Inclination is fo large, a Weight
of 100 lb. will require above 99 lb. to move it.

Ill,

I!

,
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III. Suppofe the :Tower P = 11 Wound, fujiains a
Weight D == 5 Hundred Weighty or 560 Wounds, on

an inclined Wlatre, what is the Inclination cf that
Wlane I Say thus;
As the Power applied at — P = i.j = 0.176091 J
Is to the Weight it fuflains — D —560 = 2.7481880

So is Radius

——

—

—

io.oocoocc

Tc 1 inatn*\ = ABC = 2° 8' = 8.57205)68
Hence a Plane may have an Inclination fo very
fmall, that the fmallefl Power may 1’uitain or move
the greateft Weight thereon.
Theorem I. Cafe II. exemplified.

Let thefirft jQuefdon in thefirji Cafe he here rejoicedy
in order to fee the Difference. Therefore fay \
IO.OCOOCOOi
As Radius
Is to the 1 argent of 1A Rr
0 2rx
9.8849805
the Inclination
S AL-3' j0
So is the Body or Weight — D = 112 = 2.0492180:

To the Power that will *) p
« 9 _ Tn_irno,.
luftain it - ■-- $ F ~b2TO ~ '-934W
So that in this Cafe there is required 1710 Pounds
more to move the Weight D than in the former Cafe,
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4
IT. To fee the Difference between Cffe I> and Vi, in
the fecond fifuejtion, fay *
As the Tangent of
j-ABC = 81° 53' = I0the Inclination
1 o.oocoooo
Is to Radius — ■T
c
So is the Power applied at — P — 99 ^ *-993^33^

1 To

the Body or Weight at D = i4, o = »• *49^09*

Hence it appears, that the Power P will not fuftain one feventh Part of its own Weight on tha
Plane; nor will it fupport its own Weight it the ln1 clination be above 45", And therefore a Plane in tms
■ fecond Cafe, can be ufeful only in an Inclination un1 der 45 Degrees.
III. There is little or no Difference in theRefultof
the third Queftion, by this or the tormer
Jv
i caufe the Sines and Tangents oi very fmall Arcnes
are nearly equal. When it appears that ainnciinei
Plane is abundantly more ufelui in the fir It C«aie tnati
S

in the Second,
Theorem II. exemplified,

Suppofe a Body falling perpendicularly ill $ Second's
of Time, acquire 100 Decrees of Velocity, bow many
Degrees of Velocity will it acquire in the fame Time by
defeending on an inclined -Plane, whofe Jingle of Incli¬
nation is 30 Degrees ? fay j

M m

So
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A3 Radius

I O.OOOOCO D

Is to the Sine of the Inclination 300 — 9.69897OO
So the Velocity in the Perpen- \ 10Q _ 2tOOCOOOO
dicular
T°
Velocity on the given \
i iane
■
— *■
■" 3

p _ I.6p897oo

That is juft half the Velocity in the Perpendicu-

lar.
Thus, if the Velocity on the Plane, and the In¬
clination be given, the Velocity in the Perpendicular
may be found.
Alfb, if both the Velocities are given, the Incli¬
nation of the Plane is thus ealily found.
Theorem III. exemplified.

Stippofe a Body defend thro* an inclined Blare, whofe
Inclination is 350 50', in 16 Seconds of Time, in how
many Seconds will it tall from the -Perpendicular Heigh't
of that Blare f Say thus j
As Radius
Is to the Sine of the Incli¬
}
nation
-— _
So is the Time of the De-|
feent in the Plane
-J
To the Time of Defcent ?
in the Perpendicular — i

IO.OOCOOOO'

35° 50' = R7674746
[6°

„ x _
^ ,£>

1.20412001

p7

g

And thus may the two other Cafes of this Theo¬
rem be folvcd.

Theorem!
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Theorem IV. exempli
Suppofe the Inclinations of the two contiguous Blancs
AB and AD, were ABC = 3a0 14'; and ^ ABC™
43° 1 f} <2//^ it were required to find the H eight of the
Body F, which on the Blane AD /hall fujlain or move
the Body E on the ■Plane A B, weighing 465 Bounds ?
Say.

AIncHniion™ \ ABC = 43°
Is to the Sine of the ( ^ gQ
31° 14' = 9.7270172
j

[

Incli nation ——- (
So is the Weight of the

Body E— 465— 2.6674529

To the Weight of the 7
Body required -- J

p _

6o = ,^3 .5
A

JJ/

And thus for any other of the Cafes of this Theo¬

J rem,
Theorem V. exemplified.
This is but as it were a fecond Cafe of the lafl; and
i therefore, to fee the !difference between them, let the
3 Example there he here again refolded. Saying,

1 As the Co
the Inclination

} BAG ~ ■57<’

~ 9-9273i03

fcS?£SS.“f} DAC = 46.35 = ?8«„<So8
: So is the Weight of the Body E—465= 2.6674529

To the Weight of the ? R _
Body

—

-

M in

S

%

F

~f

400= 3.6013034
Whence

2j6
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Whence it appears, that in this Cafe 40 Pounds
more is necefiary, than in the Cafe of the laii Iheor •
to fufpend the Body K in Equilibrio, or to
move it. And therefore the Pulley A ought lo to be
placed, both in the tingle and double inclined Planes,
that the Line coming from the Body over it may be
parallel to the Plane.
Theorem VI. exemplified.

Sappofe the .Arch DB = 40°, and the Arch EB =
ICC0; and that the Pendulum defcends from D to
and thereby does acquire 15 Degrees of Velocity in B *
quere, how many Degrees of Velocity it will have in B?
byfallingthrd the Arch EB? Say thus5
As the Sine of -—•
l
Is to the Sine of —— \
So are the Degrees of Yelocity acquired by do
Lending thro" *——
To the Degrees of Ve¬
locity acquired by de~
Lending thro’ «-—•

DB = 20° — 9.5340517
EB = 50° = 9*8842540
( DB= ij = 1*1760931

£B = 33 fo = 1.52625154

That is, it will now be above twice as fwift in B,

p before*

yMCTO'i «n'i——""

■

..,,,..1,

.

■■■.-

-

-

-
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To reprefent the limes, Velocities, ami
Spaces paffed thro1 by jailing Bodies5
by the Parts of Right*angled Triangle,

I

E T A be the Time in
_j which a Body begins to
fail, and Let AD be the fir ft
Minute, AE the fecond Mi¬
nute, AF the third Minute,
&c. Then (hall the Side Dd
be the Velocity acquired at
the End of the fir it Minute,
Ee the Velocity at the End
of the fecond Minute, Ff the
Velocity at the End of the
third Mmute, Sc
LaJUy, The Triangular Area
ADd, will reprefent the Space paffed thro" in the
firfl Minute, AEe the Space paffed thro5 in the fe¬
cond Minute, AFf the Space paffed thro5 in the third
Minute, Sc. And thus if AC be fix Minutes, the
Side CB will be the Velocity, and the Area ACB the
Space paffed over at the End of the fix Minutes.
From hence 5tis evident, that the Velocity of a
falling Body is always proportionate to the Time ;
for as the Time AD : is to the Time AC : : fo is
the Velocity or Celerity Dd : to the Celerity CB"
and therefore the Motion of falling Bodies is a Mo¬
tion equally accelerated, or equally increafed in equal
Times.
Hence alfo the Spaces gone thro5 from the Begin¬
ning of the Fall are as the Squares of the Times ;
for the Area ADd, the Space gone thro5 in one Mi¬
nute, : is to the Area ACB, the Space gone thro" at
the End of fix Minutes
As the Square of the
Time AD : is to the Square of the Time AC: Hence
4

J

'

1

“

*

i

*

,
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the Spaces increafe according to the odd Numbers,
i, 3, 5, 7, p, ii,
All this is evident from the
Nature of a Triangle itfelf.
*«*&"*»*

CHAP.

*

VII.

Plain Trigonometry applied to Survey-,
ing, or Meajurim of Land * and alfo
of other Plain Superfetes.

I

N Surveying Land, the Inflruments in common
Ufe are the Semicircle, Plain Table, and Theo¬
dolite for taking the Angles, and a Protractor, or
Plain Scale, and Compaflcs for Plotting or Delinea¬
ting the Dimenlion of the F ield on Paper, in order
to reduce it to Triangles, and thereby to find the
true fupeificial Content or Area in Acres, Roods,
and Poles.
I fhali here exhibit fome of the belt and molt ufual
Methods for taking the Plot of a‘Field, and then
ihevv how to find its Area ; which may be as fufficient for the ingenious young Artift, as fome larger
TraCt wherein abundance is often faid to little Purpofe; fince a Word to the Wife is enough, and there
is no making a Silken Purfe of a Sow’s Ear when a
Perfon has laid all he can.

I. To

Applied to Surveyings &c.

I. To take the Plot of a Field at one Sta¬
tion in any Part thereof] whence all
the Angles may be feen.

Tf M A GIN E ABCDEFG, to be the Field whole
X
}GU are to take. Having order’d Marks to
be fet up at each Angle, and chofen a proper Place
at T for your Station, there fet up your Plane Ta¬
ble (for that is the moft ufual Inftrument and anfwers the Purpofe of a Semicircle or Theodolite)
and turn it about till the Needle hang over the Meri¬
dian Line of North and South in the Chart of the
Compafs, there ferew it fafe on the Ball and Socket.
Then direft your Sight to the Angle A, and obferve
what Degree is^ cut by the Index on the graduatd
Edge of the Table, which you’ll find to be 45 15.
Then meafure the Diftance trom T to A, which is
five Chains and 5)0 Links; which note down in your
Field-Book; then proceed doing the like by all the
relt, until you have found the Quantity of the Angles,
and Diftances from your Station T to each Angle refpedively, your Work being finifhed will hand as
follows.
The

sSo
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; Deg. Min. Ang.
43° I S' - A
1 *5 15 =B
*The Qiuan15 =C
r\
-—
D
1 178 15

2'3 30 =E
1 ±69, 30 =F
V302 15 — G

r

Chains

Links

A = 5
The Quan¬ B
tify of the G - 7
— 9
Di fiances T
from T to D = 5
the Angles. E =i 3
F =io
i1 G = 6

9°

So
40

50

5°
s

II. To take the Dimenfion of a Field, at
one Station, in any one Angle thereof
whence the others may be f'een.

S

U PPOS E ABCDEFT, the Field whofe Plot
and Dimenfions you are to take; then having
chofen your Station at the Angle T, whence you
have a plain View of the reft, there fet up your Ta¬
ble, adjufting it to the Meridian, and dire&ing your
Sight to A, obferve the Degrees cut by the Index on
the graduated Border, which arc 76°; then meafure
the Diftance from T to the Angle A, and you'll
find it to be eight Chains ; do the like by all the other
Angled

Allied to Surveying, SCc.
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■ Angles and Diilances, and entering the Dimeniioas
; cl: thus taken, the Work in your Field-Book will
E ft and thus.

r

Deg. Min.

- 76
I The Quan- J B ■
1A

tity of the
Angles
J Hand thus

1

q.

”4
163

I)

220

245
F

284

00
00

30

3°
00

30

Chains
r
Dif- l A =: 8

Uni

The
tances
! B —
9
from the
IO
Tab e T
to the.An- ■ D -= 7
rrl^e
| E — IO
b1^*

QD

to

80

5°
40
00
20

III. To take the Plot arid Diraenjlons of

an

irregular Field at two Stations,
w lKnee all th s Angles may be Jeen*
£

L

E T the Field be the Figure ABCDEFGHIK,
in which having chofe your two Stations at P
11 ?nti X, and placed Marks in all the Angles; then
: in T fet up your Plain Table, and adiuit the Needle
N n,
J
to

i
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to the Meridian Lice ; and direct the Sights to all the
vifible Angles EFGHIK, note down the Quantities
of each, and alfo the Diftancts thereto, in your FieldBook. 1 his being done, direct your Sights to the
fecond Station at X, and note in your Book, what
Angle it makes with the Meridian, and with it fet
down the Diftance between the two Stations T and X.
Then remove your Table to X, and there fix it,
with the Needle over the Meridian Line of the Compaft * here take the Quantity of the remaining An¬
gles A BCD, and your Difhmces from X to each of
them, and having noted them down in your FieldBook, your Work is finifhed, and will itand thus.
r
1

Teg.

E -“i 45
F =r 167

j-oo

11

lK:= 54

11

The A fl¬
gles at the^
G-r255
hi-a Stati-'
II--320
on.
I == 3s

K in.
Chains
r
CO j The Di
E= 8
CO ; fiances
F ==; 10
from the
G
30
Station T ^
H
30
to the AnI :=
gles
30
9
00
lK = 6

Links
30
20
OO
90
70
60

Here the fecond Station is at Right Angles to the
Meridian of the firil Station (and whatsoever the
Declination of the fecond Station from the Meridian
be, note it down.) The Diitance ol the two Stations
TX is 10 Chains, and 50 Links; the Obfervation:
at the fecond Station ftand thus.
f
The Angles.

Deg.

Min.

j K—309

00

A— 15
B = 69
| C =ik5

co

yD —196

00

Chains Link;

CO

The Diftances
from X

00

to

K=■
A~
< B=

6

50

7

5°

6

I C=

II

[D=

5

00
20
80

After this Manner you proceed with three o:|
more Stations, when the extraordinary Largenefs o
thi

jdgyl'ied to Surveying, See.,
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the Plane make more than two Stations neceifarv, as
that of Champain-B ields, large Heaths and Com¬
mons.

IV* To take the Plot of
a Field by
go nrc6u>
/
J o
round the fame.

!

T ET the Field
I ) be reprefented
by the Scheme AB
I CDE. At the Anf gle A fet up your In' Itrument, and laying
[the Index on the Dijameter, turn it about
1 till thro' the Sights
r you fee the Angle
IE; there fix it laid, ^
K
land turn the Index about to the Angle B, and ob«
:ferve the Degrees cut thereby, which note in your
iBook ; and then remove your Inftrument to B, where
do the like, and afterwards at the Angles C, D, and
E; andas you go round meafurc the Sides AB, BC
CD, DE and EA. Which being all orderly fet
down in your Book, it will ftgnd as follows.
f

1 The An-

i |ics

Deg.

Min.

j A—-120
} B ---i 13
C= 87
D=I22

30
co
co
30

97

o°

1

tv

N n 2

Chains Links

Ub=
sac,; gg

p

60
20

7°
DE= 11
t,EA=

O

V
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V. To take the Plot of a FielcL which
you cannot approach to r?/- two St a*
lions.

ET ABCDEF be
a Fie d iituafe on
the other Side oi a Ri¬
ver from you, and confequently to which you
cannot have Accefs, and
yet you are required to
take thc
J imenlions
thereof; in any i'uch cafe
proceed thus.
Chafe any two Sta¬
tions, T and X, whence
you can difeern all the
Angles of the Field,
and fet up your Table
rpliif
in T. and take fas be¬
fore diredted) the Quan¬
tity oi the Angles fubtended by each Side of the Field,,
by directing the Sights to the Angles A, B, C, D? E?
and F, fuccellively, and note them down in your FieldBook - this done, meafure with your Chain the Difiance
to the other Station X ; and there fet up and fix your
Table, and take the Quantity of the Angles at this:
Station, as before you did at the other, and note themi
down in your Bock alfo; and thus your Work being;
done, will Hand thus.
*'.#-**-

-fcfc*

x

The::

Applied to Surveying, Stc.
r

Deg. Min. >
< A.- 40
*5
The An¬
The An¬ ti
B
0°
gles from
= 55
gles from
the fecond
00
the fir It 4 C —= 77
Station at
Station at 1 D00
= $3
'X,
A}
T
E-= 62
00
00
i.F= i(5

r

! a=
, B—

2 Si

Deg.
82

Mm
30
GO

c= 68
! P— 40

30
30

58

CO

70

00

IE=
IF—

The Diitance between the two Stations is ! cj
Chains.
'

VI. To delineate on Paper the Obferva-

•

11oils taken according to any op the pore
going Methods, and thereby to form a
Plot or Map oj the Field.

,

If F you meafure w ith the Plain Tafelcy then a FielcF
Jr Book is needleis, becaufe you may very neatly
fix a Sheet of white Paper on the Table, by means of
the graduated Border, which you take off and put on
again with the Paper under it, fail fix'd to the Table *
now on this Paper the Meridian Line is firfi to be
drawn, and then by directing your Sights to each of
the Angles, you draw the Lines TA, TB, TC,
(in the firft Method, for Jnftance) indefinitely/ with1
a Pencil; and on each of which you fet off the Di¬
fiance you raeafure from the Table thereto,, as five
Chains and yo Links irom
to A; then ieven
Chains and 80 Links from X to B, and |oiu tire
Points AB, fo you have plotted one Side of the
field; then fet off 9 Chains and 40 Links from T
to C, and join the Points BC3 and thus you have
pi otteef
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plotted two Sides of your Field AB and BC; after
the fame Manner you proceed to plot off all the other
Sides CD, PE, EF, FG, andGAj and thus is the
Plot of the whole Field delineated belore you go
out of it, on the Table itfell.
In this Manner a Plot of the Field is delineated on
the Plain Table, according to the fecond Method ;
and alfo according to the third Method, by carefully
laying off the Pittance of the Stations TX, in the
due Angle of its Declination from the Meridian ;
thus alfo you plot the Sides of the Field in the fourth
Method as you go round it. But in the fifth Method
there being no Pittance meafured, you mutt draw
the Lines TA, TB, TC, &c. to a Efficient Length,
at the firft Station T ; and then at the other Station
draw the Lines XA, XB, XC,
till they inter¬
red; the former Lines in the Points A, B, C, &c.
then joining thofe Points of Interfedion, you form
the Sides AB, BG, CD, &c. and confequently finiffi
the Plot of the Field.
If you furvey with another Inflrument than the
Plain Table, as the Theodolite, Circumferentor, or
Semicircle; you mu ft then have your Field-Book,
wffierein to fet down the Dimenfions of Sides and
Angles, as in the Examples of each of the forego¬
ing Methods.
Then in order to delineate the Plot of the Field,
according to thofe Obfervations, )ou muft take a
clean Sheet ot Paper, and on it draw the Meridian
Line, as MN, in the firft Method. Then take a
Frotrador, and fix the Center on the Point T, and
its Diameter on the Meridian Line MN • then by
the graduated Limb of the Protrador, make a Point
at each of the Degrees and Minutes marked in your
Book, as at 45® 15', 115° 15', 150° 15', &c. and
thus fhall the Points A, B, C, &c. be defigned on
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the Paper} having laid off the Quantity of all the
Angles under 180% you may either turn the Protrac¬
tor, and mark out the Points for the Angies between
i8oq and 360 3 or you may let the Protractor bide
in its firft Pofition, and draw blank Lines below the
Diameter, according to the Quantity of the Angles
in your Book. Having done this, remove the Pro¬
tractor, and thro* the Points A, B, C, &c. draw the
Lines 'I A, TB, TC, BA and on the faid Lines lay
off the Lengths in Chains and Links, as in the Ta¬
ble, viz. 5 90 from T to A, 7 80 from T to B, Be.
on each of the other. Lajily, Draw the Lines AR,
BC, CD, &c. and thus the Plot or Map of the whole
Field is compieated according to the firft Method.
And any one who underitands the Practice of
Plotting of a Field by the Protractor, in the Manner
taught in the firft Method, will eafily doit in any of
the other; efpecialiy if what is faid in Plotting by
the Plain Table be well confidered.
N. B. That if your Plain Table have not the
Compafs, or not a good one to be depended on, you
cannot make ule of a Meridian Line ; but inftead of
that you mu ft lay the Index on the Diameter of the
Table, and then turn the Table about till thro* the
Sights you Tpy the Angle A, there fix it fall; and
then direct your Sights to the other Angles feverally*
and meafuring to each the Diftance from the Station
T, you may plot it off as before taught. And in¬
deed this is the moft infallible Way, and in which
you cannot be well miftaken, unlefs by any Errors in
the Quantity of the Angles and Diftances, which
ought to be very carefully meafured.

7
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VII. To reduce a Multangular to the Form
of a Triangle of equal Area.

T

O do this readily in Practice, you ought to
_ be provided with a good Parallel Ruler; or
in Want of that, it may be expedition fly done by
the Geometric. cProb. VI. The Method of perform¬
ing this molt ufeful Propolition is as follows.

Let ABCDE be the Multangular Figure to be re¬
duced ; then, having continued the Side EA to F,
lay one Side oi the Parallel Ruler to the Points AC,
and opening it to the Point B, draw Bb parallel to
AC, and cutting EB in b. T his being done, lay one
Side oi the Ruier to the Points bD, and opening it
to the Point C, draw CF parallel to bD, and cut¬
ting EA produced in F, join FD; then ihall the
triangle EPD, be equal to the firit Multangular
P igure ABCDE.
B or the I riangle baA = aBC, therefore the qua¬
drilateral Figure bCDE = ABCDE; and becaufe
baE^aCD; therefore the Triangie £FD~bCDE—
ABCDE.
The

to Surveying, &c,

2

The Reafon and Demonilrav.ion of all this is evi¬
dent by Xnfpe6tion of the Scheme to any one who
underftands the Geometrical 'Theorems XXth and Xth
at the Beginning of the Book.

VIII. To fnd the Area, or Superficial
Content of a Field, in Acres, Roods
and Perches, or Rods.

ft.

T

may be done two feveral Ways; Fir
By reducing the Plot of the Field into a Tri¬
angle equal thereto, as taught in the laft Proposition.
Or, Secondly, By dividing or reducing the Plot into
feveral Triangles (when it cannot be conveniently re¬
duced to one) by drawing Diagonal Lines from An¬
gle to Angle.
HIS

Example of the firfi Method.
Suppofe the Figure (in the Scheme to the laft 'Prop.)
ABODE were the Plot oj a Field, whofe Content was
to be found. In the firft Place I reduce it to the equal
Pr tangle EFD; then by the fame Plain Sc ale ^ by which
the Flat was delineated, I meafure the Bafe, or greateft
Side DF, and find it to be 73 Chains and 50 Links ;
and the Perpendicular Height Ee, 13 Chains and 40
Links. Wherefore to find the Area?

Multiply

a 90

,
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Multiply the Bale 73 Ch. ,50 Links—7350 Links.
By half the Height 6 Ch. 70 Links—670 Links*
51450b
44100
ggaii—f

1

he Prod nil is Acres -

<Mwa»

- 4^.24500
4 Roods “1

Acre

Roods ——— 0 980
40 Perch m 1 Rood

Perches .——** 3-9200
The Content then of the Field ABODE is

Acs. Rds. Per.
— 49 : 00 : 5

An Example of the fecond Method.
Let the Figure ABCDE
be the Plot of a Field;
draw the Diagonals AC
and AD; then is the Plot
reduced to the three Tri¬
angles ABC, ACD, and
ADE ; let fall the Perpen¬
diculars Bb, Cc, and Ee;
now ACx^Bb, or BBxtAC
p=Area of the Triangle A
FexCc
BC. And —z— xAD, or
EexCc x|AD=Area of both the Triangles ACD
and ADE, to which add the Triangle belore found
ABC, and you will have the Area in Acres, Roods,
and Perches of the whole Field ABCDE*
N. B. The Reafon why in the foregoing Opera¬
tion, there was cut off 5 Figures, to the Right-Hand,
of the Product of Links, is becaufe 100000 Square

Links
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Links is an Acre; and therefore 100000)4024500
(=49,245 Acres, and Decimal Parts.
To under¬
stand how 100000 Square Links is a Square Acre,
you mult obferve, that every Chain is—qRods= 100
Links; and that 160 SquareRod=one Square Acre;
divide therefore j6q, the Square Rodin an Acre, by
id, the Square Rods in a Square Chain, the Quo¬
tient is 10, the Square Chain in an Acre. But every
Square Chain=1 oox[00=1OCQQ Links, and xoccox
10=100000 Links, as above.
From what I have delivered in this Chapter, kis
eafy to conceive how the Superficial Content or Area
of any Right-lined Figure may be known; the Me¬
thod being the fame, the Dimenfious only arc to be
conlidered as Rods, Yards, Feet, Inches,

CHAP, via
Plain Trigonometry applied to Altime¬
try, and Longimetry; or the Meafu*

ring op Heights5 Depths, and Dijlan**
cesy both Accejjible and InacceJJible.

A

Ltimetry is the Art of meafuring the Altitudes
or Heights of Objedts; whether they be Ac1 eeflible, or fuch as we can approach unto, in order
to meafure from the Foot or Balls of the Objedts;
or Inacceffible, that is fuch as we can by no means
come at, by reafon of Water, or other Impediments,
Alfo the Meafuring of Depths is hereby underftood

and included

Oo

%

I, 2#
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apa

I. To meafure

the altitudes of Objects
yiccefjible.

U P P O S E the Height of the Tower AC, were
required ; in order to take it, you need only mea¬
fure feme convenient Diftance from the Balls thereof,
as from A to B, which fuppofe to be 350 Feet ; then
at B take with a Quadrant, or other graduated Inftrument, the Angle ABC, fubtended by the Height
AC. Hence you have given the Side or Bafe AB,
and the Angles, in the Right-angled Triangle ABC,
to find the Perpendicular/ or Height of the Tower
AC.

Suppofi then the Angle
at B were found by Obfervationtobe 40° 30'. Then
ly Cafe I. of Right Tiriangles, fay;

As Radius
io.cooocoo
Is to the Side or Diftance AB = 350 = 2.5440680
So the Tangent of the 7
,
n
Anolc t_>ABG=4o°30 = p.S>3i4p8p
D

J

To the Perpend, or)
Height oi the Tow-> AC = 298.0 = 24755660
er, as required
\
Thus aTo you may find the Diftance of your Eye
from the 1 op of the Tower, or the Vifual Line BC#

IL To

Applied to Altimetry and Longimetry.
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II. To meafure the Altitudes of Ohjecls
inaccejjibky which fiand on the Hori¬
zon.

Suppofe AC to be
the (Jbjett, whofe
Altitude cr Height
you would know,
but cannot approach
near it, to meafure
from the Feet of it,
hy reafon of a large
Lake or tyond P in¬
tercepting all Ac~
cefs0

I

N fitch Cafes, proceed thus; meafure from D to
B, which foppofe you find to be 155 Feet. * Then
at B take the Quantity of the Angle ABC, foppofe
57* 3° ?
take the Angle ADC, fuppde you
find it 410 3<yo Then you will have given, in the
Oblique Triangle BDC, the Side BD, and the An¬
gles ; and therefore by Cafe I. of Oblique Triang!es5
you will find the Side BC to be 372.8 Feet, thus"As the Sine of the Angle BCD~i6®oo'=; 9.4403381
Is to the Side ——•
-- BD=i55= 2.1903 317
So is the Sine of the Angle BDC—qi^o'™ 9.821264S
To the Side

—<

-

BC=372.8= 2.5712582
rl hen

£p4

,
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Then in the Right-angled Triangle ABC, there
is known the Angie?, and the Side or Hypothenufe
BC \ whence by Cafe III, there will be found the
Perpendicular AC, or Height of the Tower thus \
As Radius

-—-

—

10,0000000

1%TfAlLL
HZf°-}BC=3;=.8 =
thenufe
So is the Sine of the
Angle

j-ABC=57° 30'= 9.9260292
■■■

To the Altitude of the
Tower *-* ——

hi

—if

f AC=3i4.2= 24972874

And now alio the Diitance BA may be found.

HI. To meafare Altitudes of Qbjecls in-

accefjible, and Jituated above the. Hori¬
zon, as on a Hill, &c.
Let FG (in the following Figure) he the Inaccejphle
Object, jituated on the Top of the Hill AGH, wbo/i
Height is required to be found at the '(Place B; to find
which proceed thus j

At

. ip %
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I
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,

I

I
I
l

At B take the Angle ABF and ABG, and
fuppofe you find the fir ft 47° 45', and the lat¬
ter 30° 30'; then mealure the Diftanccfrcm B to A,
which let be 175 Feet. Laftty, At A let there betaken the Angie PAF~6a0 30° fuppofe, and the Angle PAG—46° 30'. Then ftis evident there are two
Oblique Triangles ABG, and ABF by this means
conftituted ; in each of which there is given all the
Angles and the common Side BA.
From whence, in the firft Triangle, there may be
found the Side AF; as in the iaft Example. 1 hen
in the Right-angled Triangle PAF, there is known
the Angles, and the Hypothenufe AF, whence the
Diftance AP, and Height of both Hill and Tower
together 3PF, may be found by Cafe III. Then ini
the Right-angled Triangle APG, there is known
the Side AP, and all the Angles ; whence by Cafe L
we can find the Height of the Hill PG; which tubdud from the Altitude of both 'lower and Hill (before found.) PF, and there will remain GF, the
Height of the Tower fought. All this is fo clear,
as to make Examples, for every Step, unneceffaiy.

IV. T&

,
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IV. To take the altitude of the Sun by

the Shadow of a Staff*

L

E T ST be a Staff of 40 Inches length, erec¬
ted precifely on the Plain Superficies DT, the
Sun ihining thereon; obferve how far the Shadow
thereof is projected, iuppofe from T to D 70.7 In¬
ches; then in the Right-angled Triangle DTS,
(made by the Staff' ST, the Shadow TD, and the
Solar Ray SDr) there is known the Perpendicular
ST, and the Bafe TD, to find the Angle at Bafe
TDS, by Cafe IT, thus;
As the Bafs, or Shadow, DT—70.7— 1.8494180
Is to the Height of the Staff TS—40= 1.60206001
So is Radius -* —— « io.coooooo
^

^

....

V

■

_

-

- —

I Mil Hll

To the Height of the Sun TDS ==29° 30'= 9.7526420;:
And thus may the Sun’s Altitude above the Hori¬
zon be found at any time very eafy and readily.
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V. By knowing the Length of the Sha¬
dow of any ObjeSl, to determine its
Height.

I

E T P be the Pinacle
Summit of any Objed,
proje&ed to T, in the very
dow T, fet a Staff’ as ST,

of any Tower, or the
and let its Shadow be
Extremity of the Sha¬
truly upright, and ob-

ferve the Length of its Shadow TR Now the Tri¬
angles BST and TPD being fimilar to each other, it
will be BT : ST :: TD : DP* But the three firit
Terms are known, and therefore the fourth DP, the
Height of the Object, will alfo be known.
Longimetry.
Longimetry is the Application oi LPlain Irigono*
fnetry to the Menfuration of the Diffances of remote
Pp

Objedts,

.

,1. '

. .-

-1—..-.,

,

*.

..... . .

«
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Objects; and thofe likewife are fuch, feme of whiqjr
admit of Accefs, and fome will not; yet both Sorts,
are equally within the Reach or Limits of this excel¬
lent Art.

I. To meafure the Diflance of any remote
ObjeB, Accejfible or Jnaccejftlbe, at*
two Stations,
Suppofe a ^Perfon at A were defreus to know the Difiance of the Houfe at H, beyovd the River a b ; the
Method for finding it is thus;

A

T any convenient Diftance from the Place A;
let there be fet up fome Mark, as at B; then
with a proper Infiiumcntat A, find the Quantity ol
the Angle H AB—5S0 30' fuppofe; then meafure the
Difiance from A the firfi Station, to B the fecond.
which let be 175 yards, Lajlly, At B let the Angle
ABH be taken, fuppofe pp° 30', Then you have:
conftituted the Oblique-angled Triangle HAB.
wherein there is given all the Angles, and the Side
AB, to find the Side AH, as alio the Side BA; by
Cafe I, of Oblique Triangles, thus;

As

.
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As the Sine of the Angle AHB=22° 00'-

9 5?35754

Is to the Side-—— AB=i75
So is the Sine of the
l ABH=r 99*30'Angle --

2.2430380

To the Diftance

-—*

-

9.9940027

AH■= 450.2— 2 6534653

I SotKgte S!!!5} BAH = j8»30'= J.S>3°-«jS
■

To the Diftance

BH—398.3^= 2.6002284

Hence it appears the Houfe 450 Yards, or fbme1 what 4 of a Mile from the firffc Station at A j and
| 398 Yards from the fecond Station at B.
:

V

.

■

;

'* -

•

•

•

*
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•
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•

.
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:
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II. To take the Di/tance between two,

three, or more remote Objects, as Ships
on the Sea, Towers or Spires in a City.
Suppo/e it be required to find the Diftance between the
two remote Objefis A and B ; and likewife hew far they
are from you at C or D. Proceed in this Manner;

,

3 co

A
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T D let there be taken fehe Angles BDC~ j69
3q/; and A DC ==50° 30'. Then meafure the
Diflance from your Station at D to fome other, as C,
which let be aco Yards; then at C, take the Angles
ACD^ioy0 30', and BCD=yy co\
By this Means you have formed two Oblique Tri¬
angles, ADC and BBC, in each of which there are
given all Angles, the common Side DC; when by
'Cae I- there will be found the Sides CA and DA,
the Diftanccs of the Objed A from the Stations I)
and C; likewife there may be found the Sides CB
and DB, the Diflanees of the Objefr B from each Sta¬
tion. Then in the Triangle ACB or ADB, there
are given two Sides, and the Angle included between
them to find the third Side AB, the Diflance of the
Objects from each other, by Cage III. of Oblique
Triangles; and according to what is given the young
Learner, may calculate the faid Distances in Yards
at his Leifure.
Again fuppofe the
Diflance of three Ob¬
..
jects, C, D, E, were
required from each
other, and from the
two Stations AB.
^ ,M,,J*U' ‘^l^ow thefo may all
yfC ^ found as before;
‘‘ /
for by your Inftru/
ments, and mcafuring
f
the Side AB, have:
r
obtain'd all the An¬
gles and a Side AB
in the Oblique Tri¬
angles ACB, ADB?I
AEB; whence the
other Sides in each
may be found as be¬
fore; and therefore:
we fhali have in the:

Oblique:
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Oblique Triangles EAC, DAC, EAD, two Sides,
and an Angle included, given, to find the third Side
in each, w&. EC, DC, and ED, the Difiances of the
Objedls from each other refpedhvely.
And thus may the Difiances of many remote Ob¬
jects be taken by a good^ Inftrument in taking and
plotting the Angles and Sides*

HI. Being. on the

fop of a Honfe, Tower,

or other high Object, to find from thence
the Altitudes, Depths, and Diftances
of Objects on the Horizon.
Suppofefrom the Top of the Tower PA, whofe Height
is known, •sou behold at a Diflance the Objefi ]jC
whofe Diflance PB, and Height BC you would.

I Witl*

,
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I, VXT IT H a Semicircle take the Angle PAB~.
V f 65° 45' fuppofe, and let the Altitude of
the Tower PA be 175 Feet; then in the Right-an¬
gled Triangle A BP, there are given all the Angles
and the Perpendicular Px\, to find the Bafe BP and
Hypothenufe AB, by Cafe II* thus;
As the Sine of the Angle ABP—14° 15= 9.6135446
Is to the Height of the Tower PA-n 75— 2.2430380
So is the Sine oi the Angle BAP—65° 45=^ 9.9598815

TothcDiftanceofthe Object PB—3SS.5— 2.5893749

k

n*

IT. Then for the Height BC, let ths Angle PAG
be taken, which fuppofe 730 31Then in the Ob¬
lique-angled Triangle BAG, there is given the Side
BA, and all the Angles (for the Angle ABC-BAP,
becaufe the Lines PA and BG are parallel; and the
Angle BAG is the Difference of the Angles PAB and
PAG, both known by Obferyation.) Therefore on
the Gunter, fay ; as the Sine of 730 31' (the Com¬
plement ot BCA—106.0 29' to 180) : Is to the Sine
of BAC~7° 46' : : So is the Side BA= = 420 : to the
Side BC—6o PTet, the Height of the Objed which
was required.
Thus, if the Ditfance of any Objed BC were firff
known, the Height or Altitude of any Object, on
which you Hand, as PA, may in the fame Manner
be found.
Thefe are all the Principal Methods of finding
the Altitudes, Pittances, tfc, of diftant Objeds: I

know
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know there are feme other Methods of performing
thefe Matters, foch as they are, which I do net
think worth while to trouble the Genuine Artilt
withal j the Deductions of his own Knowledge will
readily lupply him with all the Methods of Expedi¬
tion, when Exa&nefs is not required : And as the Purp^ofes here treated ol are very common, and ol great
Concern in Life, it evidently appears how wife and
neceffary an Art 1'Plain ‘Jrhenometry is, bv which
they arc all performed.
j

-s-rs

^>,15.

,2.;

CHAP. IX.
Plain Trigonometry applied to Optics, in
its two' Branches of Catoptrics ami
Dioptrics • (hewing how to calculate
the Courfe, P oft ion, Focus, or Point of
Convergence, &c. of Rays of Light
after Refection and Refraction, made
by faffing thro’ different Mediums.

O

PTICS is that curious Science which treats
of the Nature and Phenomena of Lights and
Colours, and ol the Nature and Manner ol Sight or
Vihon; and how it is effected by the furprifing Conflructure and Mechanilm of the Ej t. 1 his Science
is the Subjedt ol nofmall Part of Natural Philolbphr
and the Mathematicks ; it is divided into two prin¬
cipal Parts, viz.
Catoptrics, which treats of Light reflected from
the Surfaces ol Bodies, and explains the Laws and
Properties

xlmmSmmi
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Properties of Reflection. This is very diverting as
well as ufeful Part of Knowledge* and hereby tbofe
crafty Knaves whom the Ignorant call Cunning Men,
or Conjurers, have been fupplied with the moil falacious Artifices to deceive the wondering, ignorant vul¬
gar; who generally thought the furpriiing Pheno¬
mena of this Art were the Effects of Divination.
Dioptrics, which treats of refra&ed Sight, or the
Manner how a Ray of Light pafles thro’different Me¬
diums, as Air, Water, Giafs, &c. and the Degrees
of Refraction it fuffers thereby. Here follows Sir
1facie Newton's Definitions and Axioms relating to
the Particulars of this Science, as they ftand in the firft
Pages of his excellent Treatife of Optics.
Definition I.
By the Rays of Light, fays he, I underhand is
lead Parts; and thofe as well fucceflive in the fame
Line, as contemporary in feveral others.
Definition II.
Refrangibility of the Rays of Light, is their Difpoiition to be refra&ed or turned out of their Way,
in paffing out of one tranfparent Body, or Medium,
into another ; and a greater or Iefs Refrangibility of
Rays is their Difpolition to be turned more or lefs
out of their way in like Incidences on the fame Me¬
dium.
Definition III.
Reflexibility of Rays is their Difpolition to be re¬
flected or turned back into the fame Medium, from
any other Medium upon whofe Surface they fall. And
Rays are more or lefs reflexible, which are turned
back more or lefs eafily.
•

^

Define
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Definition IV*
The Angle of Incidence, is that Angle which the
Line defcribed by the incident Ray AB, contains
with the Perpendicular PB, to the relieving or re¬
fracting Surface CD, at the Point of Incidence B?
viz,* the Angle ABP: See the following Scheme,

The Angle of Reflection {viz. PBE) or Refract
tion (viz. HBQ) is the Angle which the Line de¬
fcribed by the refle&ed Ray BF, or refraaed Ray
BH contained! with the Perpendicular PCT to the
reflecting or refraCting Surface CD, at the Point of
Incidence B.

Definition VI.
The Sines of Incidence AF, Reflexion GF, and,
Refra6tion KH, are the Sines of the Angles of Inci¬
dence, Refleftion, and Reiraftion.

3
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Definition VIL

The Light whole Rays are all alike refrangible, I
call Ample, homogeneal, andflmilar; and that whole
Rays arc fome more refrangible than others, I call
compound, heterogeneal, and diffimilar.
Definition VIII. 1
The Colours of homogeneal Light, I call primary,
homogeneal, and Ample *, and thole oi heterogeneal
Lights, heterogeneal and compound.

Axioms.
Axiom I.
The Angles of Reflexion and Refra&ion, lie in one
and the fame Plane with the Angle of Incidence.

Axiom II.

7'he Angle of Reflection PBEis equal to the An¬
gle of Incidence ABP.

Axiom III.
If the refraefted Ray BH, be returned directly
back to the Point oi Incidence B, itlhail he refradted
into the Line AB, before delcribed, by the incident
Ray.
Axiom IV. *
Rcfra&ion out of a rarer
Medium into a Denier, i-smade towards the Perpen¬
dicular ; that is, fo that the
Angle of Refradion is lefsi
than the Angle oi InciL dcncc.

Jlxiom V.
The Sine of Incidence is*
either accurately, or very
nearly in a given Ratio, to»
the Sine of Refradtion. W hence ii that Proportion]
be known in any one Incidence, it is known in alll
others, for that Body and Medium.
Itfl
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It is found by Experiments, that if the Re fra fit ion
be made out of Air into Water, the Sine ot Incidence
is to Sine of Heir action, as 4 to 3. Wherefore it
CD be the Surface ot ftagnating Water, and B the
Point of Incidence in which any Ray coming in the
Air from any Point A in the Line AC, it will be rctraded out of its dired Courle BE, into i'ome other
BH, making the Angle of Refra&ion HBQ, whole
Sine KH: AF : : 3 * 4If CD be a Superficies of Glafs, the Ratio of the
Sine of Incidence, to the Sine of Rcfradion in Glafs,
is found by Experiments to be as 17 to 11 ; therefore
the Incident Ray AC fliall be refracted from its dired
Courfc BE, to fome other BI, conftituting the Angl«
of Rcfradion JBQ^, whole Sine Li : AF ; : n : 17.
Thefc Things premifed, I fliall proceed totheenfuing Propofitions of Catoptrics and Dioptrics, which
tho’ they are common, may yet be fome what, ierviceable to initiate the young Tyro in thole kind ot Spe^
culations.

PROPOSITION

I.

To exhibit the reflected Rays of Light
from any Rhine Surface , and the ap~>
parent or vifible Place of the Object.

L

E T CD be the re¬
flecting Surface,
and AB the Qbjed at
a Diftancc therefrom;
alfo let AG and BH,
be two Rays of Light
proceeding from the
Extremities of the Objed, and fall on the
Points G and H: Now

in order to find the Courfc of thole Rays

Qq

%

fledi oa
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fleCtion; make the Angle DGE—the Angle AGC \
then fhall the reflected. Ray deferibe the Line GE,
by Axiom IL After the fame Manner it will be found,
that the other Ray BH will be reflected in the Line
HF; continue out EG to a, and FH to h, fo that it
may be Ga~GA, and Hb=HB: Then fhall ah be
the SpeCtrum or Image of the Object AB, in its ap¬
parent Place; which will be always equally diftant,
and fimilarly (ituated behind or beyond the reflecting
Surface CD, as the Object is before it.
Suppote CD a common Looking-Glafs ; then from
hence his evident the ObjeCt AB being reflected in
the Lines GEHF, to the Eye at EF, will have the
fame EfteCt on the Eye, as if the ObjeCt were really
at a b behind the Glafs, where it will therefore of Confequence appear to the Beholder. And thus the w hole
Theory of the Phenomena of a Looking-Glafs, or
Speculum is plain to be underftood.

PROP. 11.
To exhibit the Rays of Light reflected
fromfpherical Surfaces either Convex
or Concave and the apparent Place of
the Object.

,

•

Fig.

I.

S

uppose cd beany
reflecting Surface, ei¬
ther Convex, as in Fig. I.
or Concave, as in Fig. II.
and let AB be the Objeft;
and AG, BH, the Rays ot
Li ght coming from the Ob¬
ject and falling on the Sur¬
face CD. Let the Angies
DHF, and DGE be made
equal to the Angles CHB
and CGA; then fhall the

reflected
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reflected Rajs deFig. IL
icribe the Lines GE
,-'14 a
and HE ; continue
thofe Lines beyond
the Surface CD to a
and b \ and there
will the Image of
the Object be reprefented to the View.
The different Pro¬
perties ofthofe three
Sorts of Speculums,
viz. Plane, Convex
and Concave, are chiefly thefe which follow; the
Plane Speculum prefents the Thing in its due Situa¬
tion, Diftance, and Magnitude; the Convex or Gib¬
bous Speculum exhibits the Object much nearer and
much lefs than the Plane one; and Lajily, 1 he Con¬
cave Speculum vaftly encreafes the Bulk, and pretty
much the Diftance of the Obj e&s. There are abun«*
dance of other curious Phenomena of thefe Glaffes
to be met with in Books on this Subjed.

PROP.
The single of Incidence being given, to
find the Angles of Refratlion from slir
into fVater or Glajs.
1 U P P O S E the Inci§3 dent Ray AB be in¬
clined to the Perpendicu*’*
lar PB in an Angle of 350
30", Jf)uere^ what Quantity ^
the Angle of Refraction
muft be, in a Medium of
Water?

3io
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Ey the Sliding Rule, fay ;
As 4 on the Line oi Numbers is to 330 30' on the
oi Sines; fo is 3 on the Line oi Numbers to
about 25 0 4 j on the Line of Sines \ in fuch an Incid nee the Angle 01 Re fraction in Water is thus found
to be
45' = the Aren QE.
STb find the Quantity of the fame Angle in a Medium of
Ghfsj lay by the Rule *
As 17 on the Line of Numbers : 350 30' on the
Line of* ines; : : So is 11 on the Line of Numbers :
to
on the Line of Sines. 1 he Angle therefore of
Refrabfion will, in a Subftance oi Glafs, be about 22°
in inch an Incidence.

P R O P.

IV.
7 he single of Incidence being given, to
trace the refracted Ray thro’ a Me¬
dium of Ifater, and then of Qlajs, con¬
tiguous to each other.

L

■

:::/:!

E T AB be a Ray
? of Light palling
thro' the Air from A
to B, whole Inclination to the PerpendR
cular PQj, is the Angle of Incidence ABP
--55" 3°' luppofc ; at
^ it impinges on the
ig Body or Medium of
H Water W, and, by the
I alt cProp. it appeared,
that a Ray of Light
V\ \ inclined to the Per pen
\ \ 7^dicular in an Angle of
cb
35°
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35° 30' in Airv it would be inclined thereto in palling
a Medium of Water in an Angle of 250 45', make
therefore the Angle CBCW250 45', 2nd BG fhall be
its Path thro' the Medium of Water. At C let it
meet with the Surface of a Medium of Glafs G; now
bv the laft cProp. it appears alio, that in the aforelaid Inclination in Air, the Inclination in Glafs will be
2.1° j wherefore make DCE—220, and CDfhall be the
Path ofthe Ray thro’ the Medium of Glafs Whence
we obferve, that the Ray AB is diverted from its di¬
rect Courfe in the Air, which tended to a in the Line
Aa, and by the Medium of Water is retraced or
bent into the Courfe Bb, in which Aqueous Path it
would have periifled, had it not been interr upted by
the Glafiy Surface at G j by this m re denfe Medium
of Glafs it became refringed, or again bent into the
Direction Cc, in which it proceeds till meeting again
with the Air at D, is refra&ed into the Line £)d pa¬
rallel to its firft Di region Aa.
N. B. The Refra&ion in Glafs out of Water imme¬
diate! y may be thus difeovered. Let. the Sine of In¬
cidence in the Air be called I, the RefraCtion in Wa¬
ter R, and the Refraction in Glafs r: Then becaufe
I : R : : 4 : 3, and I: r . : 17 : 11; it will be 3I
~4R, and 1 il — iyr; confequently it will be as 3 :
II : : 4R : iyr ; therefore 44R. “ 51^ whence R :
r : : 51 : 44 ’ that is, the Sine oi Incidence : is to the
Sine of Refraction, out of Water into Glafs ; ; as 51
; to 44. Q. E. I.
J
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PROP.

V.

In the Scheme adjoined,
let AB be the Incident Ray
of Light, and BE the fame
Ray refradted from its dired Courfe Ab, draw F£
parallel to the Perpendicu¬
lar PCL, and draw Ee paral¬
lel to Bb. I fay, BE : Bb
or Ee : Sine of the Inci¬
dence : Sine of the Refrac¬
tion, For the Angle of In¬
cidence ABP=BbE=FEe —EeQ , by Parallel Lines.
And the Angle of Refra&ion QBE—BEF ; but in
the Oblique Triangle BbE or BEe, the Sides are as
the Si^es of their oppofite Angles; confequently the
Side BE is to the Side Bb or Ee, as the Sine of the
Angle BbE or BbF, is to the Sine of the Angie BEF
— EBQ ; that is, as the Sine of Incidence to the
Sine of Refra&ion.
PROP.

VI.

Let ABEF be any
Veffel, on the Bottom
of which (when emp¬
ty) let there be laid
any Object, as half a
Crown, at G ; and let:
it be rcquiied to find
the Place (called the
Focus) of its vifiblc
Appearance by Refradicn, when the
Veffel i« filled with Water to the Height DC ; fuppofe GR a Ray of Light proceeding from the Obji ed:
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G to the Surface of the Water atR, and is refracted
into the Air; let fall the Perpendicular PQ^and make
as PL : SK : : 3 : 4, draw KH, then fhall H be the
vifible Place of the Object, which nay row be feen,
by an Eye at K, but could not before by much,
Wheretore by the Refra&ion of Water the Bottoms
ot all Veffels appear projected at a Didance beyond
their Real Place, as that Point of the Bottom G is
projeded to H; and it will thereby appear elevated
alfo, or to rife up nearer the Eye, as the Point G
will appear in the Perpendicular IG to be elevated
to the Point Ms to an Eye in I; and f is plain the
Objed Gmufi be lifted up to the Point M, in order
to be feen by the Eye at K, was there no Water in
the Vefiel.
Hence the Focus? or vifible Place of the Objed G
to an Eye at Kj will be in the Point H; and to an
Eye in I, in the Point M; and the Bottom EE will
appear elevated to the Height NO, and the vifible
Depth of the Water will be DN or GO. Thefe
Particulars may appear as fo many Paradoxes^ hut
are mod: ealily proved by Experiment*
PROP.

VII.

To jhew the Trigonometrical Calculation of the
Difference between the True Tlace G, and the

apparent or Aifible Tlace H or M (viz. the
Quantity of GH and GM;) of any ObjeCt by
* Refraction.

I

ET the Quantity of the Angle of Incidence
j out of Water into the Air GRQ^ be 38° CO'j
then fhall the Angle HRQ—KRP be ji° 008 or
thereabouts; alfo let the Depth of the RQEe 2 Footf
or 24 Inches.
R

r

Mm
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Then fay by the Gunter;
As Radius : to the Tangent of 38% on the Tan¬
gent-Line;
: : So is RQ_ =24 Inches : to about 184 — GQ^ on
the Line of Numbers.
Thenfay again y
As the Radius : to the Tangent of 5 f
: : So is RQj=24 : to 34\ Inches==QH.
Then QH—QG=GH-=rijJ Inches.
Again, in the Right-angled Triangle HGM, there
is known the Side GH (Taft found) =13 % Inches ;
and the Angles, to find GM.
Say by the Gunter,
As Radius : to the Tangent of GHM—350
: : So is GH—15 \ : to GM=n Inches, nearly*
Whence the Eye at K will be deceived about 15 J In¬
ches, and that at I about 11 Inches; io that the greater
the Obliquity of Sight, the greater is the Deception.
PROP.

VIII.

Rays corning cut of Air, and falling on a Con¬
vex Glafs Superficies, in a Parallel Pofition
to, and very near the Axis, converge in a Fo¬
cal Point F, which will be diftant from the
Vertex V very near three Semidiameters of
the Sphere.

N

' O W becaufe the Refraftion in Glafs out of
Air, is as ij : 11, or as 3 : 2 very nearly;
therefore take FV : FC : : Sine of Incidence : Sine
of Refraftion, that is, as 3 : 2 then fhall F be the
Focus, to which a Ray R parallel to, and near the
Perpendicular, will converge. For PF : FG : : Sine
ofFCP=Sineof tCV^RDP the Angle of Incidence
: the

Jlffitied to Optics.
• the Sine of FPGthe Angle of
Refra&ion • But FP : FC : : FV
: FG ; wherefore the Incident >
Ray RP fhall be refra&ed into PF.
But becaufe FV : FG : : 3 : 2;
therefore let FV be divided into
three equal Parts, then fhall FG
be two of thofe Parts, and CV
will be one ; but CV is the Radius,
therefore FG will be a Diameter;
confequently b V will be d iff ant
from V, 3CV or 3 Semidiame»
ters.

PROP, IX.
To calculate accurately the Focal Difiance of
Parallel Rays, refracted out of Air by the
Spherical Convex Superficies of a Glafs Lens;

L

ET AB be an Object, from which a Ray of
Light AG proceeds parallel to the Axis of the
Sphere FB, and impinges on the Convex Superficies
of Glafs in the Point G, from whence it is retraced to
the Point F. Suppofe the Angle of Incidence AGP
—42°, then it vail be 17 • 11: : Sine oi 42°: Sine of
; r° c0'=ECF, the Angle of Refradion, let the
Height of the Objed AB=CD, be 12 Indies, then
fay,

Era

On
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On the Sector.
As=Sine of ACP or VEC, 42° : j| DC or AB 12 j
: : So=Radius : j] EC, iS f Inches lor the Semidi¬
ameter.
Say again,
As=SIne ofCFE i6c 30' : =Sinc'of FCE 2j* 30';
;; So II EC 18 l : || EF iy\ Inches.
But FE+CE (=EV) ~FV=45 i Inches,.the
Difbnce of the Focus F from the Vertex of the Su¬
perficies V, as was to be found. Hence it appears
that the Parallel Rays mull be very near the Axis
indeed, that their Focus may be the Distance of three
Semidiameters from the Vertex V, according to the
laft Proportion.

P R O F. X.
To calculate the Focal Difiance of Parallel Rays
falling on the 'Plane Surface of a Plaw-con¬
vex Glafs Lens.

I

ET AD be a Ray falling perpendicularly on
the Plane Surface of the Lens YX, where it
will fuffer no Refradtion in palling the Glafs Medium,
till it arrives to the Concave Surlace at D, where it is
refradted into the Air in the Diredtion DF, to the

Focus
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Focus in F. Now FD : FG : r Sine of FCD—ADC
* Sine ot POP , that is, as the Sine of the Incidence to
the Sine of Refradion, out of Glafs into Air. Then
fuppofing the Height of the Objed AB 12 Inches
and the Incidence ADC—35° 30','then the Angle of
Refradion POP wili be about 66° 30', then to find
VCj and rC;
Say by the Sector ;
As=Sine of DCV 35=30' : |j ABorDE 12; ,
. . ^o=Radius : || CD or CV 2©f, for the Semidiameter.
-Again for F V, fay ;
As=Sine of DFC 310 :J|DC 20^ Inches:
: : So—Sine of PDB' 660 30' : .11FC 36' Inches
But FC-VC=:FV=,6 Inches, the Focal Didance
required. Hence tne Focus ot thofe Rays falling
very near the Axis, will be diftant from V about the
Diameter of the Sphere. The Converle of this Propofition is eafy to be underflood.
*

*

PROP,

* "

"
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? .Fjv

xr

H E EfTed of Plano-concave Glaflcs, is con¬
trary to that of Plano-convex ones: as they
converge the Rays, thefe dilate themj and in the
fame Proportion that the Images of Objects are dimi¬
nished jn them, they are increafcd or inlarged bv
tjicle. I he Proportion which, or Diltances at which
(from the Point of Incidence D) the Bulk of any Ob¬
ject is increafed, is thus computed.
Suppofc the Height of the Objed AB=i2 Inches
and the Angle of Incidence ADP==PCB be 3 5° 30'’
as before • then the Angle of Refradion into the Air
will be 00 30 —CDR, and the Difference of thefe
Angles, will be the Angle RDI, (by which the Ima¬
ges of Objects arc increaied in thefe Sort of Lenfesj
this Angie is 31 Degrees; and therefore fuppofc it
were required to know how large the Objed AB will

appear
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appear at the Diftance DI, from the Point of Inci¬
dence, viz. 3 Foot, or 36 Inches, fay,
ID 36 Inches.
As=Sine of 1RD 59
IR 2.2 Inches ; and thereSo==Sine of IDR 31/
fore fuch is the iniargement of the Objedfc; to which
add IS—AB its real Altitude, the Sum is SR—34
Inches, the apparent Length oi the dilated Object, at
the giyen Diilance, as required.
*>
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XII.

N a Convex Lens, the parallel Rays B, C, are re^ fradtedat twice (hrft, thro" the Glafs from D, F,
to I, G ; and then again into the Air from I, G,) to
the Point or Focus K; the fame is affirmed of Rays
which proceed from one Point only of the Objedt
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1 he diredt contrary is effected by a Concave Lenfe *
for therein after two Refradtions at D, F, and I, G*
the Rays afcrefaid diverge and are difperfed, as the
otner were conveyed and collected in one Point.

To calculate the Difiance of the Focus F of ‘Pa¬
rallel Rays refracted thro’ a Sphere or Globe
of Gla[sy from the Vertical Point V, or Cen¬
ter C of the Sphere.

OUPPOSE IDE a Sphere of Glafs; R a Ray
O of Light parallel to its Axis L V, and incident
jn the Point I, in an Angle PIR of 420; Rs any Qbje& 11 Inches high. Then as 17 : 11 : : Sine of In¬
cidence PIR 420 : Sine of Reiradtion CIE if 30'.
Put becaufe-of the Ifocelefs Triangle ICE, the Angle
CiE—CEI; again, the Angle DCE—ClE+CEi=
jDj but DCVr=ICL)=PIR=42°- therefore the An¬
gle

320
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gle -DCS—DCV=VCE=9°. Now becaufe the Angle
CEI—:TEO, is the Angle of Incidence ol the refrac¬
ted Ray IE; therefore as II : 17 : ; Sine of TEO :
Sme of EF=42°; that is the Retraction out of Giafs
into Air, will always be equal to the firfl Angle
of Incidence RIP. Therefore iSo°—OEF (42®) =
138°. And thus in the Oolique Triangle EEC, all
the Angles are known, and the Side CE (being the
Semidiameter of the Sphere) will in this Cafe be 187
Inches, by Trep. IX. Wherefore to find the Side
CF,
Say thus by the Sedfor,
As— Sine ofCFE, 330 : || CE, 18$ Inches,
: : So— Sine ot OEF, 420 : [| CF, 227 Inches,
Now CF—CV==VF=4 p Inches, as was required.
And in all Incidences whatfoever, it will be,
The Semidi ameter of the Sphere CE,
Is to the Diftance of the Focus F from the Center
C, viz. CF;
As the Sine of the Difference of the double Angles
of Incidence and Refraction,
To the Sine of the Angle of Incidence.
Thus I have finifhed what I dcfign of the Trigo¬
nometrical Calculations in Optics * I might have advan¬
ced it much farther in the conlideration of Oblique
Rays, as well as parallel ones; but I have already
overlhot my Mark; and therefore ihail Itop here;
having done more this way than I have feen done by
any other; and ihail leave the Remainder to the Lear¬
ner’s own Improvement.

CHAP.
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CHAP.

X.

Plain Trigonometry applied to Perfpec11 re • (hewing how to delineate Objects,

as they appear to the Sight', and to
gpnd the Proportion of the vlfible and
real Magnitudes of dpi ant Objects by
Calculation.

T

H E Art of Perfpe&ive is exceeding carious
and delightful to all Perfons who have any No¬
tion or Tafte of the Liberal Arts and Sciences, and
is not only ufeful but indifpenlibly neceflary tor (everal Artificers, as Limners, Defigners, Architects, Sc,
and it is therefore very much to be wonder'd at, tnat
is no more common and cultivated than it is.
What I delign here is rot to give the Pleader a
Treatife of the Art in general, but only to give the
young Student an Example or two of the Peripcdfcive
Delineation of remote Objedts; and alio how the
fame Thing may be done by Trigonometrical Cal¬
culation; and how the Proportion of: the vilibie and
real Magnitude of Objedts is to be determined by
Sines and Tangents. [fProp. I. by Perfpedtive.J In
the firft Place let it be required to delineate the Ap¬
pearance of the Square A BCD, in a diredi View to
an Eye at the Height of 6 Feet above it, and at the
Dilb nee of 30 Feet, according to the Rules of Peripedtive.

Ss

I. Let
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Let ABCDbethe given Square, each of whole
Sides is 4 Feet or 48 Inches; and it is required to
find its Perfpedive Delineation for the aforefaid given
Height and Diftance of the Eye.
II. In order to do this, by the Rules of Perfpective, draw the Bafe or Ground Line a b ; this reprefents the Surface of the Earth or Ground on which we
fland to view the Objed ABCD. This Line is al¬
ways fixed.
III. Draw the Vifual or Horizontal Line FE, in
which the Point S, called the Point of Sight, is always
found, becaufe it reprefents that Line which paffeth
thro' the Eye of the Beholder parallel to the Hori¬
zon; and therefore mud be drawn equal to the Height
of the Eye above the Ground, viz, 6 Feet, s=Ss.
IV. From S fet off both ways the Difiance of the
Eye from theObjed, viz. 30 Feet=SF or SE; and
for this Reafon the two Points F, E, are called, the
W obits oj Dijlance.
V. Draw

/lilted to 'Perfective
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V. Draw up the Radial Lines AS and BS.
VI. Then draw the Diagonals FB and AE;
V II. Laftly, Join the Points of Interfe&ion of the
Radials and Diagonals c andd* then fliall AcdB be
the Perfpedive Appearance of the Square, as re¬
quired

PROP.

If.

To Jind the Jame PerjpeETtve appearance
of the Square by Trigonometry.
!• | N order to this we mu ft find the Dimunition
£ and Petition of the Sides or Lines Ac, c d,
dB, and Se, or cO, and the Bufinefs will be done;
thus,
II. In the Right-angled Triangle ASs, there’s given
Che two Sides S s—6, and A s-1 ^ to find the Angies.
By the Setfor, fay ;
Ss, 6, : —Tangent Radius.
As, 2, :^ fangent of ASs i8° 15'.
III. In the Right-angled Triangle FaB, there is
known the Side Fa (=Ss) - 6, and the Side aB
(=FS-psB) ^=32, to find the Angles \fajy
As || Ba, 32, : =Tangent Radius,
• • So | Fa, 6, : —1Tangent of FBa, to0 40'.
IV. In the Oblique Triangle AcB, there are known
all the Angles, by the two laft Operations, and the
Side AB=4 ; to find the other two Sides Ac, and

cB, P^yy
As=Sine of ScB, 82° 25', : jj AB, 4Feet;
: :So=Sine of cBA, ic° 40': || Ac, O, 75 of a Foot;
; ;So=Sine of BAc, 71*45' : jj Be, 3.83 Foot.

Ss a

V. la
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V. In the Right-angled Triangle AOc, there are
known the Side Ac—0.73, and the Angles, to find
the other two Sides AO, and Oc, thus ;
As~Radius : || Ac, 0.75 of a Foot, or pinches,
: : So~Sine of OAC7O45', : |) Oc, 8| Inches.
; ; So^Sineof AcO 18 13' : |j AO 2.83. Inches.
Rut sA —AO—SO—ce—21.13 Inches and 2ce—cd
=42.3 Inches.
VI. Thus have you obtain'd by Calculation, the
Pofition and Quantity of each Side or Line in the
Perfpedive or apparent Square; which compared
with the real Magnitudes, the Difference or Dimi¬
nution will the better appear thus, in Inches, and
Decimal Parts.

The Front
The Side
The Diagonal
The Side
Middle Line

Real Mag.

Perlp. Mag.

Diminution.

AB=48
AC=48
AD=68

AB=48
A c= p
A d—40

c.oo
37-co

CD=48
sG=48

c d=42.3

S e=8.5

22.00

•5-7
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And fuch are the Dimenfions and the Differences
i t a Geometrical and Perfpe&ive Square on the Con¬
di dons above given, in a dired View : In the next
Place let us fee the Difference and Alteration made
by an Oblique View.

PROP.

IIL

To reprefent the afore-mentioned Square
perjpeUhely in an Oblique View.

I

E T ABCD be the Square, as before, to be put
into Perfpedive obliquely ; and let the Angle
AsS be the Obliquity of the View, which fuppofe to,
bs

be 60 Degrees.
Draw the Line Ss, fo fhall S be the
Point of Sight. Draw up the Radials AS and BS*
and the Diagonals FB and AE; then join the Points
of Interfe&ion g, d, by the Traverfe Line cd; thus
lliall AcdB the Perfpedtive View of the Square in the
given Oblique PofLtion of the Eye, as was required.

PROP.

IV.

To find the Dimensions and Pq/ition of the
Square, in the given Oblique View in
Perfpe clive, by Trigonometry.
I. TT E T the Dimenfions of the Geometrical Square,
1 .1 the Height of the Eye, the Points of Diftance,
and the Angle of Oblique View, be all the fame as ha*
been above-ilated.

II. Then
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II. Then in Right Triangle a s S, there are known
ail the Angles and the Side aS—6 to find the Side
a s, fay ;
As—Tangent Radius : || aS, 6 Feet.
So—Tangent of a$s, 30°, |J a s, 3,5 Feet j hence
aA—1,5.
So-=Secant of aSs, 30®, j) Ss, 7.1 Feet.
IXL In the Right Triangle Aas, there is given the
Side a A— 1.5, and the Side aSrr6, to find the An¬
gles, and the Side SA, fay thus,
As || aS, 6 : =Tangent Radius.
So || a A 15 : —Tangent of aSA, 13® 50'.
Then fay,
As—Sine of aSA 13® 50' : || aA 15 Feet.
So Radius : || SA, 6.2 Feet.
XV. Again, in the Right Triangle BOF, there is
given the Side BO —6, and the Side FO—30 Hr 5.5=:
35.5; to find the Angle BFO, fay thus;
As || FO, 35.3 : Tangent Radius.
So |j BO 6 : —Tangent of BFO, p9 35',—ABc.
V. In the next Place, in the Oblique Triangle AcB,
there are known all the Angles, and the Side AB
to find the other two Sides Ac, and cB, fay thus,
As* Sine AcB, 66® 35': | AB, 4Feet, or 48 Inches.
So=Sine cBA, p° 3 5', : j Ac, 0.74 Feet, or 8.9
Inches.
80—Sine aAS, 76° 10': || Be, 4.25 Feet, or 51
Inches.
VI. Then becaufe of Similar Triangles ASB and
cSd, it will be as AS '6.2 * AB-4 : : 80=3.46
3.36 Feet, and AS r 6.2 : Ss=7.i ;: Sc =5 46

: Se

®sab

sighed to

‘Perfpecttve.

: Se—6.25. But Ss-~Se~se—0.S5 Foot, or 10.1 In¬
ches. Alfo, as ed~i.68 : sB-=2 ;; Ser=o.85 : Bd—
1.02 Foot.
VII. Laftlyy In the Oblique Triangle Acd, there
is known the Side Ac=o.74 \ the Side cd -3 36; and
the included Angle Acd^cAa-760 io'; thence the
Side Ad will be found 3.25. And thus are all the
Sides and their Politions found in the Perfpe&Re
Square.
Thefc Lines, with refpeft to their Originals in the
Geometrical Square, fland thus (with the Dimmution of each refpe&ively) in Inches.
Real Mag.

Perfp . Mag.

The Front Line AB—48
The Side
AC=48
The Side
BD~48
The Side
CD^
The Line
G s—48
The Diagonal
AD—68
The Diagonal
BC=68

AB^48

Di munitions

co.co

A c^=S,p
35? jo
Bd-12.24 35.76
c d =40.22
7.78
. se=i o
38.00
Ad=39

29,00

17.00

Thus the young Trigonometer may at his Pleafure find by the Rules of his Arc, the true Dimenfions, Proportions, and Diminutions of the feveral
Lines or Parts of the Perlpedive Appearance of a
Square in a direct and Oblique View; and that to a
Mathematical Exadfnefs and Nicety.
Alfo, lince by means of a Square, various other
lain Figures are put into Perfpe£tive, as a Triangle,
aralielogram, Rhombus, any Regular Polygon,
*tis eafy to apprehend how Trigonometry may be ex¬
tended to the Calculation of their Dimenlions in PerIpe&ive likewifeo

?

I have

3* 1 II. III. IV. V.8
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1 have given this Kxample or two in Perfpective,
only becaufe the young Artiil may be the better ap¬
prized of the extendve Ufe of this excellent Art, and
that it may be applied to ahfwer feveral both curious
and ufelul Purpofes in this delightful Art of Perfpec¬
tive; and I have the rather done this, becaufe I have
oot feen it thus applied by any other Hand.
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ADVERTISEMENT.
HE Young Student’s MEMORIAL BOOK, Or

T

POC-

RE*! LIB RA R T: Containing,
I. The Rudiments of Logarithms, Decimals, and Algebra, iti

great Variety of Rules and Cafes.
II. A very large Colledfcion of theorems and Canons for folving
pyueftions and Problems in the various Parts of Ar'ithemetic, Algebra,
and Fluxi ons.
III. Rules, theorems and Canons, refolving all the ufeful and
common Problems in the Mathematical anl Mechanical Arts and
Sciences, viz. Menfuration, Gauging, Conics, Plain and Spherical
fTrigonometry,

Navigation, Fortification, Gunnery Agronomy, Dialling. Optics, PerfpeBive, Ar chit r Bure, Mechanics, Geometry, &c.
IV. A large Colleton of Mathematical Stables-, ferving to vari¬
ous Purpofes of Anthemetic, Agronomy, Geography, Chronology, &C.
with a Perpetual Almanack, adjufted to the Year, 1735.
V. An Apparatus of the common Mathematical Lines, for the
ation o£ any Fhiegion or Problem, as is perform’d by the Plain
Scale, &c.

By Bpnjamin

Martin.

Plurimum in Minima,
London:

Pill ted for J Neon, at the White Fart in Ckeapgd1
near Mercers-Chappel. 173b. '
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